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QUEEN ELIZABETH'S VISIT TO BLACKFRIARS,
JUNE 16, 1600

BY THE EARL OF ILCHESTER

With an Introduction by LIONEL CUST

INTRODUCTION

IN the third annual volume of the Walpole Society there were reproduced,
as illustrations to an article on the painter, Marcus Gheeraerts, two paintings of

an extremely interesting group, depicting the visit of Queen Elizabeth to Black-

friars on June 16, 1600, to attend the marriage of Anne, daughter of John, Lord

Russell, with Henry, Lord Herbert, eldest son of Edward Somerset, Earl of

Worcester, K.G. Of these two paintings, one belongs to the Earl of Ilchester

at Melbury, reproduced as frontispiece to the said volume, the other to

Major Wingfield-Digby at Sherborne Castle.

This important historical subject was elucidated by Sir George Scharf, K.C.B.,

in the Archaeological Journal, vol. xxiii. (1866), pp. 131-44. As, however, the

identity of certain personages, who are prominent in this group, had not been

established to any satisfaction, a further attempt in this direction has been made

by the Earl of Ilchester, the result of which will be found in the ensuing article.

In company with the Earl of Ilchester I have made a careful examination of

the two paintings at Melbury and Sherborne Castle. There can be no doubt

whatsoever that the painting at Melbury is a copy from that at Sherborne, the

latter being the actual and only original painting. Apart from the technique of

the painting, which is quite sufficient evidence in itself, the Melbury version

shows certain alterations, rather in the nature of improvements, on the original

composition. Among these may be noted the position of the Queen's right hand,

which in the Sherborne Castle version is concealed behind the stomacher of her

dress, but in the Melbury version is visible in front of it. The insertion of the

hand into the dress is a motive found in other paintings by Gheeraerts or from

his workshop. A glance through the portraits reproduced in the third annual

volume will show that in the portraits which issued from the Gheeraerts workshop
in London, while much attention was paid to the face and to the costume, the

hands presented a difficulty seldom overcome and often shirked. This failing is

characteristic of the portraiture of the later Tudor period, when portraits were
IX. B



2 THE VISIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH

compiled from drawings, such as those of Holbein and other painters, and from

rich costumes probably draped on dummy figures, painted with admirable skill

and attention to detail. With the beginning of the new century a better training

in the human figure was introduced from the Netherlands by such painters as

Paul Van Somer and Daniel Mytens, the change of taste being perhaps illus-

trated by the paintings of Cornelius Johnson, who blended the costume tradition

of the Elizabethan era with the new artistic spirit, which was at the time giving

birth and tuition to Velazquez and Van Dyck.
L. C.

PICTORIAL delineationsof Queen Elizabeth's Progresses are of rare occurrence.

During her reign the English school of portraiture was still in its infancy, and

with the exception of a small school of painters of our own race, whose names

are for the most part buried in oblivion, that generation was still dependent on

the artists who made it their business to cross from the continent to our shores.

Perhaps the most celebrated of the ceremonial pictures painted at the end of

the sixteenth century is the representation of Queen Elizabeth, borne in a litter

on the shoulders of gentlemen of the court and preceded by her officers of state.

Two versions are to be found in the county of Dorset. One hangs at Sherborne

Castle; the other, less than ten miles away, at Melbury House. The first-named

has twice been shown in London, at the Portrait Exhibition at South Kensington
in 1866 and at the Tudor Exhibition in 1890. The picture, however, is best known
to the public from Vertue's engraving, to which allusion will be made, and from

the plate reproduced from it in a work, well known to us in our youth-
Mrs Markham's History of England. It raises a series of problems which have

for many years proved fruitful ground for controversy. The subject which the

artist was delineating; the name of that artist; the persons depicted; and even

the identity of the original from which the engravings and other painted versions

were taken have all in their turn proved matter for discussion.

By the kindness of Major F. J. B. Wingfield-Digby, D.S.O., the present
owner of Sherborne Castle, we are enabled to reproduce his picture, which, be it

said at once, is probably the original and by Marcus Gheeraerts. 1 The reader
can therefore study it for himself, but some short description of its main features

may not come amiss. The Queen is being borne in procession along a road

paved with large cobbles or slabs of stone. The curiously-shaped litter or chair
in which she sits, attired in a white embroidered dress, is carried aloft on the
shoulders of four courtiers, all dressed in white and silver, a fashion which
seems to have been in great vogue at her court.

1 See Plate i.
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The street is lined by gentlemen pensioners, who keep back a crowd of

spectators. A group of officers of state and favourites precede her. Behind

come three yeomen of the guard, in the quaint red and gold uniforms and close-

fitting caps of the period : and next to them a bedizened and bejewelled bevy of

noble dames and young ladies. On the right of the picture is a substan-

tially built mansion of stone, from every window of which crane spectators,

eagerly watching the pageant which passes beneath them. On the left, in the

distance, is the river Thames, winding its fanciful way between three hills, each

crowned by buildings.

George Vertue's account of his visit to Coleshill in Warwickshire gives us

our first introduction to Major Digby's painting.
1 That mansion belonged to

William, fifth Lord Digby, and thither Vertue was taken by Edward Harley,

Earl of Oxford, on October 16, 1737."

Vertue's notes, preserved at Welbeck, give his impressions of the picture.

'

Coleshill. Ld Digby's Seat.

Went to Coleshill Ld Digby's Seat to see there a large peice of Painting representing

Queen Elizabeth carryd in a chair of state supported on men's shoulders, and a Canopy
over her head. Seemingly a procession to a Noble Seat or house seen at a little distance.

' The foi most are 6 Knights of the Garter 2 & 2 preceeding the Queen's chair, one

Knight of the Garter walking beside the Queen as more particularly Talking about the

place or any other Conversation, &c.
' The Queen her self setting in a Chair of a low back, richly drest

; following her are

some Court Ladyes, Gentlemen Pensioners, guards, many spectators standing behind.

The Knights of Garters have their Collars on & short black Cloakes Spanish dress like the

mode of the time, pendant ribands & George ;
all of the Knights seem to be portraits ; one

of the Ladys following in white is said to be the Bride of one of these Noblemen, perhaps
the Person that walks beside the Queen ;

it has some likeness to Dudley, Lord Leicester?
'

Amongst the Nobles that preceed the Queen (I suppose) in order, or degree of Election,

is Howard Ld. Admiral
;
his situation is the no. 4 in the procession.

' This painting being certainly valuable in respect of the representation of so remarkable

a Circumstance of history, tho' the painting done on Cloth in Oyl Colours is not well nor

ill done, the figures about 15 or 16 Inches high, the whole picture about 7 f. long by 5 f.

high.'

These remarks, it would seem, were written for the benefit of Lord Oxford,

who, as we shall see later, took a great interest in the picture, and had a copy in

water colours made for himself. Vertue's memoranda for his own use, now at

the British Museum, 3 differ but slightly from those above quoted. Both are

inaccurate in several respects as a description of the picture ;
and the pen and ink

drawings which accompany each series of notes are equally unreliable. In fact,

but for the admission in the Welbeck papers,
' This sketch immediately done

1 Nichol's Progresses of Queen Elizabeth, 1571.
2

Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting, p. 994; Add. MSS. 23085.
3 Add. MSS. 23072.

B 2
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from memory ',
one might hesitate to believe that either the picture at Sherborne

or Melbury is the one which Vertue actually saw.

Beyond the fact that the canvas had hung at Coleshill for some fifty or sixty

years, nothing even then appears to have been known of its provenance. All

that could be related is contained in a letter from Lord Digby's son, Edward

Digby,
1

in answer to certain questions put to him by Lord Oxford six months

later 2
:

' In answer to your Questions about the picture, my Father says It has been a Tradition

in y
c

Family from one Mr Rawlins, Chaplain in y
1'

Family to my Grandmother, that the

procession was made to S' Pauls upon the Victory in 1588, and this seems to be strongly

countenanced by the Representations in the Picture itself of Buildings & Magistrates in

their habits. But there is another, of much y" same authority : & that is, a Marriage of

some Lady of the Court ;
for your Lordship will see a plain Representation of a Bride and

Bridegroom following the Chair in which the Queen is carried. But We imagin that these

two Traditions or Conjectures may very well coincide, by supposing that the couple to be

married might be ambitious of so much honour & therefore snatch this Occasion of

attending the Queen to the ceremony of their own Wedding, as well as in the procession,

which probably they had a right to do.'

But Vertue would have none of such suggestions, and thought fit to advance

an entirely new hypothesis of his own. He put forward the theory that the

occasion was that of the Queen making her State Progress to visit Lord

Hunsdon, at his seat in Hertfordshire, in 1781 ;
and having proved, as he

believed, the correctness of his assertions in the course of a hurried visit to the

locality, he set about to identify the various personages represented in the pro-

cession.

Before proceeding to comment upon his statements, the first attribution put

forward by the Digby family may be dismissed in a few words. It has been

satisfactorily established that on Sunday, November 24, 1588, when the Queen
went to St. Paul's after the Armada, she rode from Somerset House to the

Cathedral in a chariot throne, under a canopy drawn by two white horses.

A suggestion of recent years, that she came by water to Westminster and was
thence carried by her gentlemen to Somerset House, is plausible ;

but it is not

corroborated by any contemporary authority.

The confident tone of the text of Vertue's Historic Prints, published in 1740,

and of the inscription on his engraving, which bears the date of 1742, would en-

courage the belief that he had settled the problem for all time. He went so far

as to speak of the original as having been painted
'

in oyl
'

at the command of

Lord Hunsdon,
'

circ. 1580'. Yet some subsequent remarks in his letter-press

do not bear the same mark of self-confidence :

1 Hon. Edward Digby, eldest son of William, fifth Lord Digby, whom he predeceased in 1746.
He married, in 1729, Charlotte, daughter of Sir Stephen Fox.

2

'Sherborne, June 14, 1738.' (Welbeck MSS.)
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'

It is much to be admired,' he wrote,
'

that in this picture, so large & historical, there

should be no date on it nor arms nor other insignia, unless the story was then so well

known and remarkably public, that the nobleman who caused it to be done & to whose
honour this ceremonial was performed, might believe it would never be forgot in his family,

or to posterity.
' So weak is human foresight, that, upon our late discovery of it, much retrospection &

laborious enquiry was necessary to come at the probable truth & history of it. Some of

the conjectures & proofs, as I collected them, are sorted in this manner."

The whole conception, as we now see it, was due to the fantasies of Vertue's

fertile brain. A superficial resemblance between the principal building in Lord

Digby's picture and a view of the backfront of Hunsdon House,
1 in Hertford-

shire, were sufficient for his purpose ;
and this slender clue seems to have turned

doubt in his mind into certainty. A circular window within a pediment was, in

point of fact, all that he had to go upon. But with this he seems to have been

satisfied, and without further hesitation turned his attention to the chief figures

in the pageant.

Briefly, his identification of the principal actors in the scene, which accord-

ing to Nichols took place in September 1571, was as follows. The left-hand

figure he called Thomas Radcliffe, Earl of Sussex
;
next to him, looking back,

Charles Howard, afterwards Earl of Nottingham ;
then Lord Clinton. William

Cecil, Lord Burleigh, carried the Lord High Treasurer's staff; Henry Carey,
Lord Hunsdon, preceded the Queen with the sword of state

;
and Robert Dudley,

Earl of Leicester, was in the centre nearest to the spectator. Of the ladies, he

designated the foremost in white, Lady Hunsdon
;
on her right hand walked

Lady Katherine Howard, Lord Hunsdon's sister, and his mother, Lady Mary
Boleyn, next behind- He made no attempt to ascertain the names of the

Queen's bearers, regarding them apparently as ushers of the court.

Notwithstanding Lord Digby's objections, Vertue's explanation remained

uncontradicted until 1866. In that year the Sherborne picture was shown at

the National Portrait Exhibition at South Kensington. Then it was that

Mr. George Scharf,
2 the Secretary of the National Portrait Gallery, drew atten-

tion to the subject, and read a paper at the Archaeological Institute to prove his

case. 3 In it he expounded the theory that the ceremony was the occasion of the

marriage of Henry, Lord Herbert, afterwards fifth Earl and first Marquess of

Worcester, with Anne, daughter of John, Lord Russell.

The fact that Queen Elizabeth attended the wedding, which took place on

June 16, 1600, is certain. John Chamberlain wrote to Dudley Carleton on June

13, 1600 4
:

1 See the engraving of this view of Hunsdon House in Nichol's Progresses, ed. 1788, vol. i.

2 Afterwards Sir George Scharf, K.C.B.
3 This was subsequently published in the Journal of the Society, vol. xxiii, p. 131.
4 Camden Society Publications, Chamberlain Letters.
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' We shall have the great marriage on Monday at the Lady Russell's, where it is saide

the Queene will vouchsafe her presence & be at the Lord Chamberlain's,
1 or the Lord

Cobham's, whose marriage is thought likewise shall be consummated, if it be not don

already.'
2

Again on June 24 he wrote :

'

I doubt not but you have heard of the great marriage at the Lady Russell's, where

the Quene was present, being carried from the water side in a curious chaise & lodged at

the Lord Cobham's ;
& of the maske of eight maides of honour & other gentlemen in name

of the Muses. . . .'

There is a further reference to the Queen's presence at the ceremony in

the Sidney Papers
:;

:

' This day se'night her Majestic was at Blackfriars to grace the marriage of Lord

Harbert and his wife. The bride met the Queen at the waterside, where Lord Cobham
had provided a lectica, made like a litter, whereon she was carried to my Lady Russell's by
six knights. Her Majesty dined there, and at night went through Dr Puddin's* house

(who gave the Queen a fanne) to my Lord Cobham's where she supped.'

To Mr. J. G. Nichols, the well-known antiquarian, Sir George Scharf gives

credit for the suggestion which first set him on the right track
;
and he subse-

quently enlisted his assistance in dealing with the topographical features of the

background. Mr. Nichols expressed his belief 5 that the large house, past which

the procession wends its way, represents Lord Cobham's mansion. This

passed to Lord Hunsdon on the former's attainder three years later, and the

coincidence that it was then renamed Hunsdon House may in some measure

have given rise to Vertue's conjectures. Mr. Nichols stated that he was led

to suppose that the house had stood close to the site of the Blackfriars Theatre,

now occupied by The Times offices in Printing House Square. He did not

attach much importance to the details of the landscape. Yet we may point out

that the two prominent edifices in the distance bear some slight resemblance to

well-known buildings in the locality. The turreted pile in the top left-hand

corner of the picture might be intended for a careless representation of the Tower
of London. Some connexion can be traced between the arched waterway in front,

and the Traitor's Gate, with the White Tower rising behind it. The castle on

the hill is a more difficult problem, but may possibly convey some idea of

Baynard's Castle, a conspicuous feature on the river-front at that period. Artists

in the sixteenth century had little taste for topography ;
and it is not uncommon

'

George, second Lord Hunsdon, d. 1603. He succeeded, as Lord Chamberlain, his father,

Henry, Lord Hunsdon, who died in 1596.
-

Henry Brooke, Lord Cobham (1564-1618), married Frances, Countess of Kildare, in 1601.
3

ii. 203. R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, June 23. 1600.
4 Better known as Sir William Paddy.
5

Archaeological Journal, vol. xxiii.
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EDWARD, FOURTH EARL OF WORCESTER.

(Duke of Beaufort, Badminton Park.}
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to find celebrated landmarks portrayed without regard to any accurate delinea-

tion of the surrounding country.

Mr. Nichols stated that the marriage took place in a church
;
but added that

no trace of any entry could be found in the parochial registers of that neigh-

bourhood. He cited St. Anne's, one of the City churches destroyed by the

Great Fire, as the probable scene of the ceremony. Apparently he counted

too seriously on the knowledge that most of the church registers in that district,

placed for safety in' the crypt of St. Paul's, were destroyed when the roof fell in
;

and therefore omitted to continue his researches. For in point of fact St. Martin's,

Ludgate, a church on the left of the street as we ascend the hill to St. Paul's,

was the one selected for the marriage. Few traces of the original building

remain, for it was included in the general conflagration and is now replaced by
an edifice by Sir Christopher Wren. But the registers were hurried out of

danger; and in them can be read a brief record of the union of Lord Herbert

and Miss Anne Russell on June 16, 1600.

So far our premises that Sir George Scharfs view of the picture is correct

lack proof. But when we come to the identification of the personages in the

procession we find ourselves on surer ground. The portrait of the Queen, it

is true, is unconvincing. Her youthful mien is hardly in keeping with her

advanced age in 1600. Yet to this we attach little importance, for in her case

flattery was an important instrument in the hand of the artist who desired

advancement.

Two portraits in the Exhibition of 1866 were of material assistance to

Sir George. They formed part of the Duke of Beaufort's collection at

Badminton, and by the kindness of the present Duke we are here enabled

to reproduce them, with the addition of others of equal importance to our

thesis.

The first is that of Edward, fourth Earl of Worcester. 1 The resemblance

to the bald-headed nobleman in the foreground, holding a pair of gloves in his

right hand, is unmistakable.2 Scharf expresses the belief that these gloves were

intended for presentation to the bride, or to the Queen herself. Certainly no

others appear in the picture. Lord Worcester is clothed in pink spotted with

a darker shade of colour. His stockings are white. He wears the insignia of

the Garter, which was bestowed on him in 1593, as well as a head of his

mistress, richly mounted, and suspended from a blue ribbon.

Equally convincing is the likeness of Henry, Lord Herbert, Lord Wor-
cester's eldest son, to the third or hindermost bearer of the litter. His upturned
mustachioes distinguish him in an age when, according to the fashion then pre-

1 See Plate n.

Compare, too, his portrait in Lodge's Portraits (vol. v), taken from Lord Verulam's picture

at Gorhambury.
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valent, it was more usual to encourage the hair to droop over the mouth. The

picture of him by Gheeraerts at Badminton has a special interest from the

curious ornament in his hat, which might be taken for an earl's coronet. 1 Its

early date, however, and the fact that he did not succeed to the earldom until

1628, make this supposition improbable. A similar picture hangs at Knole, but

in this case a blue scarf is worn tied round the left arm. Lord Herbert was

born in 1577. He succeeded his father as fifth Earl of Worcester in 1628, and

in 1643 was advanced to a marquisate. Here he is clothed in white, as would

befit his character of bridegroom ;
and with his left hand he points to the lady

next behind him. In her case, a third portrait at Badminton, that of Lady

Herbert, fits our surmise
; though there is no striking mark to distinguish her. 2

She was Mistress Anne Russell, daughter of John, Lord Russell, second son of

Francis, second Earl of Bedford, and of Elizabeth, Lady Russell, daughter of

Sir Anthony Cooke, of Gidea Hall, Essex, and widow of Sir Thomas Hoby,
of Bisham Abbey. She died in 1639.

Having satisfied ourselves as to the identity of the principal actors in the

scene, the other names must now be enumerated. Seven Knights of the Garter

are here represented. Of these we have already referred to Lord Worcester.

The other six precede the Queen. The nobleman in pink on the left of the

picture is Thomas, Lord Howard de Walden, created Earl of Suffolk in 1603.

He received the Garter in 1597. His presence cannot be accounted for by any

relationship to the families of the bride or bridegroom. Yet a full-length portrait

in the long gallery at Charlton,
:; the residence of the Suffolk family, can leave

no reasonable doubt that he is here depicted. Foremost in the procession,

however, walks Charles Howard, Earl of Nottingham, the aged Lord High
Admiral, better known in the days of the Armada as Lord Howard of Effingham.
He turns his head to look back, and is clothed in white, with a black cloak thrown
over his shoulders. He wears the insignia of the Garter, conferred on him as

early as 1575. Lord Dillon, in an interesting paper in the Archaeological
Journal,* has sought to oust him from his position of honour, and to substitute

in it his own ancestor, Sir Henry Lee, of Ditchley. Sir Henry, who received

the Garter in 1597, might reasonably have been expected, as we shall see, to

appear in the picture. Further, through the Cookes of Gidea Hall, he was Lady
Russell's second cousin. Yet it is impossible to point to any figure which could

represent him. The identity of Lord Nottingham is clearly established by the
authentic portrait at Hampton Court, and by another at Knole. The former
is identical in every way with the head in the Sherborne picture, and may perhaps
be attributed to the same painter. We find him wearing a similar black scull-cap
in the picture of the Ambassadors' Conference of 1608 at the National

' See Plate in. * See Plate iv.
3 See Plate v. ' Vol. Ixxii, p. 69.
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Portrait Gallery. In his case alone do the theories of Vertue and Scharf

coincide.

Little difficulty can be found in giving a name to the knight who looks over

Lord Nottingham's left shoulder. He is certainly George Clifford, Earl of

Cumberland, the bride's uncle, who, as we shall see, led her from the church. 1

In his portrait at Knole, the likeness is very striking. He was brought up under

the guardianship of Francis, second Earl of Bedford, and married his daughter,

Lady Margaret, in 1577. His Garter dates from 1592.

Let us next turn to the personage who appears in the foreground, carrying

a white wand, his black cloak drawn closely round his shoulders. He must be

George Carey, second Lord Hunsdon, who succeeded his father in the office of

Lord Chamberlain at his death in 1596, and in that of Captain of the Pensioners.

The Careys were cousins of the Queen, and Lord Hunsdon's sister, Catherine,

was married to Lord Nottingham. We have been unable to trace any authentic

portrait of this nobleman,
2 who was born in 1547 ;

but the likeness in the picture

to that of his father, Henry, Lord Hunsdon, at Badminton and elsewhere, is

certainly striking. He was made a Knight of the Garter in 1597, and died

in 1603.

Lord Hunsdon walks in front of the bearer of the sword of state, whom
Sir George Scharf does not hesitate to identify as Henry Brooke, Lord Cobham,
Warden of the Cinque Ports, and K.G. in 1599. He bases this attribution upon
a very rare contemporary print by Hogenberg. It is difficult to understand what

he had in his mind, for little or no resemblance can be traced to the later en-

graving, in the National Portrait Gallery, taken from this print. Lord Cobham
was at this time engaged to Frances, Countess of Kildare, Lord Nottingham's

daughter, but the wedding did not take place until May, 1601. Unfor-

tunately we cannot point to any further portrait of this worthy, who became

involved in Sir Walter Raleigh's downfall, was attainted, and spent the remain-

ing years of his life in imprisonment and poverty. Yet from more than one

source,
3

it appears that the Queen spent the night at his house, and nothing is

more probable than that her host on the occasion should have borne the sword

of state, an honour not reserved for the holder of any special office. His

doublet is of dark green, with pale green stockings. He also wears a black cape

embroidered with gold.

1 R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, June 14, 1600.
"

The miniature by Milliard in the royal collection at Windsor, as well as similar ones in the

Buccleuch collection and in that of Mr. Alfred Farquhar, which are said to represent the first Lord

Hunsdon, must be wrongly named. The date on them,
'

1605 ',
makes the attribution to either the

first or second Lord Hunsdon impossible.
3 R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, May 16, June 14, 1600; J. Chamberlain to D. Carleton, June 13

and 24, 1600.

IX. C
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Of the seven knights one alone remains to be identified. His head appears

between those of Lord Hunsdon and Lord Cobham. By process of elimination

he should be Thomas, tenth Lord Scrope of Bolton. Lord Scrope received his

Garter in 1599. He had married the Queen's cousin, Philadelphia Carey,

daughter of Henry, first Lord Hunsdon ;
while Margaret, his wife's youngest

sister, was wedded to Sir Edward Hoby, Lady Russell's son by her first

husband. There is every probability, therefore, that he would have been

present at the ceremony. His sandy coloured hair and pale countenance would

appear to be reproduced in a picture at Badminton, which has for many years

passed for that of a Duke of Somerset. 1 That title, however, was in abeyance

from the date of the execution of
'

Protector' Somerset in 1552 until 1660.

The two foremost bearers of the Queen's litter, according to Sir George

Scharf, are Lord Herbert of Cardiff, and Roger Manners, fifth Earl of Rutland.

We know that the former led the bride to the church with Lord Cobham, and

that the latter led her from it with Lord Cumberland. 2
Consequently we

might expect to find them both here portrayed, though Lord Herbert was not

connected by blood with either family. The reddish hair, pointed beard, and

fresh complexion of the bearer on the far side of the litter, who turns his head

and looks back, fully tally with the description of Lord Rutland. He was

born in 1576, and married, in 1599, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Philip Sidney.

It is hard, however, to believe that the bearer in the foreground can repre-

sent a youth of barely twenty years old. William, Lord Herbert of Cardiff,

known in later years as the friend of Shakespeare, was born in April, 1580.

He succeeded his father as third Earl of Pembroke in January, 1601. His

portrait at Wilton, painted by Van Dyke, and others at Hatfield and Gorham-

bury, depict him as swarthy in complexion, with dark hair and beard. Have we
not rather here Lord Burleigh's son, Sir Robert Cecil, the Queen's trusted

Secretary of State and Privy Seal? It seems extraordinary that he should not

appear in the picture, if only on account of his close relationship to Lady
Russell, whose nephew he was. His mother was her sister Mildred, the second

wife of Lord Burleigh. His own wife, too, who had died in 1597, was Elizabeth

Brooke, sister of Lord Cobham.
But further evidence is forthcoming to show that illness alone could have

been responsible for his absence from the gathering. Among the Hatfield papers is

a letter from Lady Russell addressed to him about a fortnight before the wedding.
:i

'

I mean, God willing, on the gth of June, being Monday next, to fetch home my bride.4

I entreat none but such as be of the bride's and bridegroom's blood and alliance to supper

1 See Plate vi. R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, June 14, 1600.
3
Hist. MSS. Comm. Rep. Salisbury Papers, vol. x. p. 175.

4 Miss Anne Russell and her sister Elizabeth were maids-of-honour at Court. 'The Queen
commanded all the maids-of-honour to accompany her to London, as did all the lords of court. The
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that night. The Earl of Worcester with his Countess, the Earl of Cumberland with his

Lady, the Lady of Warwick, the Earl of Bedford with his Lady will sup here. If it please

you to do the like and as my husband to command as the master of my house for that

supper, and to bring my Lord Thomas l and my Lord Cobham with you, being of our

blood, and your servants (and) my Lord Thomas's men and my Lord Cobham's to be

commanded to wait and bring up meat that supper, I will trouble you no longer than for

a supper time that night till the same day sevennight, being the i6th of June, which, God

willing, shall be the marriage day. If the poor widow can provide meat for a widow's

marriage dinner, no feast comparable to the Earl of Shrewsbury's or fit for a Prince, for

then I would look that they should be beholding to me to be bidden
;
but now they shall

take pains which come, and deserve my thanks. For 6 mess(es) of meat for the bride's

table, and one in my withdrawing chamber for Mr Secretary and myself, is all my
proportion for that day's dinner. I and Lord Barkley's wife,- with other knights' ladies

and gentlewomen, accompanied with the Earl of Cumberland, Sir Henry Lee, Sir Anthony
Cope, and others, do mean to go on Monday morning to fetch away my virgins.

3 You

thought that I should never have bidden you to my marriage. But now you see it pleases
God otherwise. Where I pray you dispose yourself to be very merry and to command as

master of the house. For your welcome shall be in the superlative degree. Your most

loving Aunt.'

Can we doubt, therefore, that Cecil would be here represented, and in some

prominent position too, as
' master of the house

',
the post which he was so

earnestly requested in the above letter to undertake? We are unable to point

to any portrait of the future Earl of Salisbury which gives his face in profile,

as the foremost bearer is portrayed; but an examination of his tomb in Hat-

field Church is most instructive, for there the curious outline of his face is

exactly reproduced. Further, the delicate features, the high forehead with light

brown hair smoothed away from the temples, and the pointed beard, are all

characteristic of Robert Cecil as we find him at Hatfield House, at the

National Portrait Gallery, and elsewhere. A close scrutiny, too, of the picture

gives the impression of a man well below medium stature
;
while his whole

pose and the set position of his feet, so different to the nonchalant bearing of

the bridegroom, might lead us to suppose that the weight of the chair was

irksome to him, and that for once bright apparel served as a cloak to those

slight deformities, which it was ever Cecil's endeavour to conceal.

Dowager had brought a great many strangers with her; ''all going in a troop away", the court

attendants filling 18 coaches,
" the like of which had not been seen among the rnaids".' (Wifien's

Memoirs of the House of Russell, vol. ii. 57.)
1 The allusion is probably to Lord Scrope.
2

Henry, seventh Lord Berkeley, married, in 1598,33 his second wife, Jane, widow of Sir Roger
Townshend and daughter of Sir Michael Stanhope, of Shelford, Notts.

3

Upon this passage Lord Dillon bases his claim to discover Sir Henry Lee in the picture (see

ante, p. 8). We must point out, however, that Lady Russell refers to two quite different occasions,

and that a clear distinction must be made between them. She mentions that Sir Henry Lee and

others were to accompany her on June 9, to fetch home the bride. But they were not even to be

present at the subsequent supper ;
and there is certainly no mention of them in connexion with the

marriage itself on the i6th.

C "2
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It may indeed be objected that a minister high in the councils of the State

would have left the menial office of bearer to younger and more active men than

himself. But what more suitable position could be found for the master of the

ceremonies in a quasi-official portrait than the one under discussion ? Cecil was

but 37, and no place could be found for him by the painter among the group

of knights preceding his sovereign, for he did not receive the Garter until five

years later. Yet to find him in the foremost rank is what we should expect.

Of the noblemen in attendance, one alone remains to be mentioned, the

individual gaily dressed in bluish green, who walks between Lord Worcester

and the bridegroom. At first sight it would appear that he also is acting as a

bearer to his sovereign, but a closer inspection shows that this is not the case. 1

Sir George Scharf was puzzled by the identity of this figure, and made three

suggestions, i.e. Sir Walter Raleigh, Thomas Somerset, brother of the bride-

groom, and Edward, third Earl of Bedford.

The attribution to Raleigh may be dismissed offhand, as the gentleman in

the picture in no way resembles any of the authentic portraits of the Queen's

favourite. The second and third are more plausible. Thomas Somerset, third,

but second surviving son of Lord Worcester, was created Lord Somerset of

Cashel in 1626. His juxtaposition to Lord Worcester and Lord Herbert and

a certain likeness to them may be held to support this theory. On the other

hand, we can adduce no direct evidence to prove it. The picture of Lord

Somerset at Badminton, the only one which we have been able to discover, was

painted at a much later date, and is therefore of little use for purposes of identifica-

tion. Equally impossible is any definite proof of Sir George's third proposition,

that Edward, third Earl of Bedford, is here pictured. The likeness to the two

full-length portraits of him at Woburn is by no means convincing. Both are

said to be by Gheeraerts
;
and as both depict him with his arm in a sling, the

result of a serious riding accident in August 1613, they must have been painted

subsequent to that date. Thirteen years at least, therefore, had passed since

the date of our picture,
2 and lapse of time again adds to the difficulty of identifi-

cation. The wart on his left cheek, a feature of both his portraits, would in any
case be difficult to find in our picture owing to the shadow on it. Lord Bedford

had succeeded his grandfather in the title in 1585, at the age of twelve. He
lived a somewhat secluded life, and seems to have taken less part in public
affairs than did his predecessors and successors in the title. He married Lucy,
daughter of John, Lord Harington, in 1594, and died in 1627. On the whole
we feel inclined to believe that Edward, Earl of Bedford, is represented, if only
for the fact that as head of the family he should certainly have been present;

1

It is curious that the number of the bearers is given in the Sidney Papers as six, though only
four are shown in our picture. No doubt the others walked one on each side to be ready to give
assistance in case of emergency.

2 One of the Woburn pictures bears the date 1616.
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but our uncertainty is such, that we feel justified in putting forward a fourth

suggestion. Could this be Lord Herbert of Cardiff, who, as we have seen,

should be a figure in the picture ? It may be objected that the hair receding
from his brows should depict an older man, and his prominent position in the

picture one who was a blood relation to the bride or bridegroom. Yet some
resemblance to the portrait at Wilton of William, third Earl of Pembroke, as

he became a year later, and to the engraving by Vorsterman, can certainly be

traced, allowing for the lapse of years.
We must next turn our attention to the ladies who follow their sovereign.

The case regarding the portrait of the bride has already been stated. To indi-

cate the names of the others is a more complicated proceeding. Again there

are seven to be considered
;
but in more than one case the minute scale of the

painting would make identification difficult, could we even produce contemporary

portraits as in the case of the male figures in the procession. It may be expe-

dient, therefore, to ascertain the names of those who would probably have taken

part in the ceremony. Lady Russell and Lady Worcester were doubtless there.

Lucy, Countess of Bedford, should be of the party ;
as would in all probability the

bride's aunts, Lady Anne, the widowed third wife of Ambrose Dudley, Earl of

Warwick, and Lady Margaret, wife of George, Earl of Cumberland. Next, we
hear of a masque of eight young ladies, arranged for the Queen's amusement on

the evening of the wedding. From these clearly would the supporters ol the

bride, or bridesmaids, as we should call them, have been drawn, and we may
expect to find the features of some at least here depicted. Rowland Whyte
gives us the names :

' There is to be a memorable maske of eight ladies. They have a straunge dawnce

newly invented : their attire is this
;
each hath a skirt of cloth of silver, a rich waistcoat

wrought with silkes and gold and silver, a mantell of carnacion taffeta cast under the arme,
and their haire loose about their shoulders curiously knotted and interlaced. These are

the maskers: My Lady Doritye,
1 Mrs Fetton,

2 Mrs Carey, Mrs Onslow, Mrs Southwell,

Mrs Bess Russell, Mrs Darcy, and my Lady Blanche Somersett. Those eight dawnce to

the musiq Apollo bringes ;
and there is a fine speach that makes mention of a ninth, much

to her honor and praise. The preparation for this feast is sumptuous and great ;
but it is

feared that the house in Blackfriars wilbe to little for such a company.'
3

A week later he wrote :

'After supper the masks came in, as I writ in my last ;
and delicate it was to see eight

ladies so pretily and richly attired. Mrs Fetton leade ;
and after they had donne all their

1 From a list of the Queen's New Year's gifts at the beginning of the year, which gives several

of the same names, we elicit that Lady Doritye was '

Lady Dorothy Hastings'.
2

It is interesting to note that Lord Herbert of Cardiff was banished from the court some time

during the year 1601, for an intrigue with Miss Mary Fitton. She is generally supposed to be 'the

dark lady
'

in Shakespeare's sonnets.
a R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, June 14, 1600.
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own ceremonies, these eight ladys maskers chose eight ladies more to dawnce the measures.

Mrs Fetton went to the Queen, and woed her to dawnce. Her Majesty asked what she

was? Affection, she said. Affection, said the Queen, is false. Yet her Majesty rose and

dawnced : soe did my Lady Marquis.
1 The bride was lead to the church by the Lord

Harbert of Cardiffe and my Lord Cobham ;
and from the church by the Earles of Rutland

and Cumberland. The gifts given that day were valewed at 1000 in plate & jewels at

least,
2 the entertainment was great and plentifull, and my Lady Russell much commended

for it.'
3

In this group the most prominent position would doubtless be assigned to

the mothers of the bride and bridegroom. Consequently, we should look to

find Lady Worcester and Lady Russell in the foremost places after the bride.

Nor are we disappointed. Both the ladies who follow her are clothed in sombre

but richly embroidered stuffs as would befit their station, with fine jewels.

Besides the closed ruff, both wear the black head-dress of the period. This was

worn far back on the head, and must not be confused with the widow's cap,

which was drawn right forward and covered most of the hair.

The portrait of Elizabeth, fourth Countess ofWorcester, hangs at Badminton,
and is here reproduced.

4 From it we may recognize the lady who walks on the

right of Lady Herbert. The long thin face and nose are observable in both

pictures, and in general the features seem very similar. Lady Worcester was

a daughter of Francis, second Earl of Huntingdon. She married before 1575,

and died in 1621. Sir George Scharf has sought to identify this figure as Lucy,
Countess of Bedford, but with all due respect to so eminent an authority we

cannot, in this case, accept his lead. The Countess of Bedford's portraits, to

which he refers, are probably those at Welbeck and Woburn, both of much
later date

;
and besides we shall in due course locate her with confidence in

another very suitable position in the picture.

Next, the noble dame behind the bride and on her left must of necessity be

Elizabeth, Lady Russell, her mother. Her oval features, with the small nose

and mouth, bear a strong resemblance to the full-length portrait of her at Bisham

Abbey. The likeness, as in the case of the Queen's, is flattering, it is true, for

if the date of her birth is correctly stated in the Dictionary ofNational Biography,
she was 72 years of age at this time. A daughter of Sir Anthony Cooke, of

Gidea Hall, Essex, she was consequently a sister of Mildred, second wife of

Lord Burleigh, and of Anne, Lady Bacon, mother of the Lord Chancellor. She
married, in 1558, Sir Thomas Hoby, of Bisham Abbey. By him she had two

1 Of Winchester. Lucy, daughter of Thomas Cecil, first Earl of Exeter, married William, fourth

Marquess of Winchester, in 1587.
-' An allusion to Lord Rutland's present to the bride is to be found in Hist. MSS. Comm. Rep.

Rutland Papers, vol. iv. 431 :

'

Item, for a fayre standing guilt cup & cover geven to the Lady Herbert
at her marriage, weight 46 oz at 6[s] 8[d] xv li. x s.'

' R. Whyte to Sir R. Sidney, June 23, 1600. 4 See Plate VH.
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daughters, who died young, and two sons. Sir Thomas died in Paris in 1566,

when on an embassy there; and in December 1574 she married John, Lord

Russell, son of Francis, second Earl of Bedford. Ten years later Lady Hoby
was again left a widow, having borne three more children, Elizabeth, Anne, and

a boy, who died in infancy. She died in 1609. A photograph of her tomb in

Bisham Church is here reproduced,
1 as it gives the features of her two daughters

as well as her own. All her children are there represented, those still living at

the date of its erection being placed outside the canopy which shelters those who
were dead. But its value as a portrait of her late in life is minimized by the fact

that her face, as well as her figure, though in a different attitude, is taken

directly from the picture, which dates from many years before. Even her

clothes are exactly reproduced. In our picture the red rose in her left hand

should be noted, a feature for which, like the gloves carried by Lord Worcester,

we can advance no satisfactory explanation.

Of the five other ladies, the bride's eldest sister, Elizabeth Russell, must

certainly be one. She died, of consumption it is said, within a month of her

sister's marriage ;

2 but she was one of the maskers, as we have seen. She was
born in 1575, and was christened in Westminster Abbey. The Queen stood

godmother, and was represented at the ceremony by Lady Warwick. We may
certainly select as hers the head in the background, which appears to the right

of the bride's, from her likeness to the kneeling figure in the monument in

Bisham Church, and to a further memorial to her in Westminster Abbey.
3 The

girl on her left may perhaps be the bridegroom's sister, Lady Blanche Somerset.

Finally, in the striking features of the lady dressed in orange, in the very
centre of the group, we recognize Lucy, Countess of Bedford, from a miniature,

said to be by John Bossam, in the Pierpont Morgan collection. This gives us

her features at an almost identical angle. Portraits of her at Woburn and at

Welbeck show her full face, but are of later date. She was born in 1572, and

died in 1627.

For the names of the other two ladies in the corner of the picture we cannot

offer suggestions. Nor can we attempt to identify the features of the gentlemen-
1 See Plate vm.
2

John Chamberlain to Dudley Carleton, July i, 1600 (Chamberlain Letters: Camden Society).

Compare also Lady Russell to Sir Robert Cecil, December 8, 1600 (Salisbury Papers) :

'

I would
come by boat & visit you, only to see how you do, though my heart will not yet serve me to come to

court, to fill every place. I there shall come in tears with remembrance of her that is gone. . . .

P-S. I am such a beggar in debt since the marriage of my daughter, your cousin, as I am not able

to keep coach horses in town nor to hire any, & therefore mean to come by water. You must not
blame my beggary, for then you shall mar my marriage for ever.'

A legend of later origin gives the cause of Miss Russell's death as the prick of a needle.
3 She is there represented sitting in an osier chair, with the epitaph :

'

Dormit, non mortua est '.

The monument was erected by her sister, and is combined with that erected by her mother to John,
Lord Russell.
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at-arms who line the route, though from the care which has been taken with the

drawing of their faces, they are doubtless portraits of those well known at the

court.

To the badges suspended on blue ribbons from the necks of the Garter

Knights in the picture we have already made allusion. Three are visible, and

from these we discover that they are not the
' Lesser George ',

which was at

that time usually worn in this fashion, but that they are likenesses of the Queen,

probably in cameo, set in gold and enamel frames. Further features of some

interest are the 'Lesser George' worn on the Garter collar, instead of the
'

George
'

itself, and the fact that in several cases three pearls hang from the jewel.
1

The canvas now at Sherborne Castle is apparently the one which Vertue

saw at Coleshill in 1737. It has already been noted that little was known of it

before that year. The reason, therefore, why a picture so closely connected

with the Worcester and Bedford families had passed into the possession of

the Digbys must remain a mystery. It was removed to London in 1738.

Edward Digby wrote to Lord Oxford, on May 15 of that year, as follows :

MY LORD,
In Obedience to your commands I wrote to my Father, who is very willing to let your

Lordship have a copy of y
e

picture you desired. He is a little concern'd about its safety in

the Carriage, having no body in the Country who understands how to pack it with security-
If your Lordship would have it soon, I will get Mr Jervas to send directions for the

packing of it.

I am sorry I could not wait upon your Lordship in Town with my Father's Answer,
being with the greatest Respect,

My Lord,

Yr

Lordship's most humble & most obedient Servant,

E. DIGBY.

And a month later, on June 14, in a letter, part of which has already been

transcribed, he wrote from Sherborne :

'As to the painter we were intirely in the dark, till Mr Jervas told us that by comparing
ye picture with some others he had seen, he was almost sure that it was done by One
Zucchero, an Italian, who was the best painter of his time. This (my Lord) is all my
Father can say in Answer to your Lordship's question. But he would be glad to know
what your Lordship may perhaps find means to discover the portrait of each considerable

person in the picture ;
which my Father has order'd by this post to be pack'd & sent

; So
that I hope your Lordship will receive it safe in a fortnight or three weeks.' 2

The copy which Vertue made from the picture for Lord Oxford on its

arrival in London will be discussed in due course. But so keen was his interest

in the subject, that not content with this he obtained leave to engrave it. The

1 This is quite in keeping with the Garter Statutes of 1522, in which it is ordained that the
collar ' must not be made richer with stones or other things, except in regard to the image, which

may be garnished and enriched at the pleasure of the Knight '.

1 Welbeck MSS.
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small copperplate print, which is reproduced in Nichols's Progresses (ed. 1788),

bears the date 1740. In it the upper stories of the house, for which no doubt

Vertue drew on his imagination, are delineated
;
but they are not reproduced in

the larger version, published in 1742. Several differences from the Sherborne

picture, however, are common to both these plates. The figures have a stunted

appearance which is not noticeable in the painting, and some slight variations

can be discovered in the shape of the buildings in the distant background. But

more important still, the Queen's right hand is in full view in the engravings, as

well as the toes of the bride's shoes, whereas at Sherborne her hand passes
beneath her bodice, and Lady Herbert's feet cannot be seen at all.

These discrepancies by themselves are curious enough, for Vertue's reputa-

tion for accuracy in such matters is well established. But when we find that the

engravings tally with the other version of the picture, the one now at Melbury,
in respect to the last two more material differences, the mystery increases. The
colours in this painting are fresher than in Major Digby's, where the general

tone is subdued and the lack of bright colour and gold is especially marked. In

size, too, it exactly corresponds with the detailed figures given in a later note-

book of Vertue, dated December 20, 1739, i.e. 6' 6"x4' 6",
1 whereas the

Sherborne picture measures 6' 4" x 4' 5".

Might it not be assumed, therefore, that the original from Coleshill had by
some unknown means been spirited away from the Digby family to grace the

abode of the Foxes
;
and that another version had been taken to Sherborne, the

Digbys' Dorset seat, in its place ? Edward Digby, whose letters to Lord

Oxford have been already quoted, was a brother-in-law of Stephen Fox, the head

of that family, having married his sister, Charlotte. Might it not be supposed
that the exchange had been effected by some private arrangement between the

two families ?

It remains, however, for Horace Walpole to put us back on the right track.

In the summer of 1762 he went for a tour in the West of England, and consigned
to paper voluminous notes of the collections in the various houses where he

stayed.
2 Among his friends he visited Edward Digby's son, Henry, seventh Lord

Digby, at Sherborne; and Stephen Fox (created Earl of Ilchester in 1756) at

Redlynch, near Bruton. At the former house he speaks of 'The famous

picture by Marc Garrard of Queen Elizabeth's Progress (as Vertue supposed) to

Hunsdon House
', adding that it was 'a good deal damaged '. At the latter, he

refers to a '

Copy by Barrett of Queen Elizabeth's Progress at Sherborne Castle '.

Here, then, is some sure foundation to work upon. In 1762 the original

picture, presumably the one at Coleshill which had been brought to London in

1738, was at Sherborne; while a 'copy by Barrett', doubtless Ranelagh Barrett,

1 Add. MSS. 23085.
2 These are now in Sir Wathen Waller's possession at Woodcote, near Warwick.
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a noted copyist of the period, was at Redlynch. But this is not the earliest

reference to the version now at Melbury.' In a copy of Vertue's Historic Prints,

which belonged to Lord Ilchester, we find in the latter's handwriting the words,

'

Explanation of the picture in the dining-room at Redlynch, and the four small

prints at Maddington.
2

1742.' Clearly, therefore, the picture was in his posses-

sion anterior to that date.

How, then, can we account for the fact that Vertue's engravings follow the

main features of the copy rather than those of the original ? Facts are lacking ;

but one thing seems clear. Someone blundered, or altered the design to suit his

individual fancy. If Vertue was the culprit, then Barrett must have followed

suit
;
for the colouring of the dresses and the general detail in the two pictures

so clearly correspond, that the painter of the copy must certainly have had the

original before him. If, on the other hand, Barrett made this error, Vertue may
have engraved his plates from the copy after the original had been taken to

Sherborne, and may have omitted to verify the details from it. On the whole

this seems the most plausible solution of an obscure problem ;
but if it is the

correct one, Vertue's copy for Lord Oxford should follow the Sherborne picture,

and should not show the Queen's hand.

Unfortunately nothing is known of this copy after March 1742, when it was

included in the sale of Lord Oxford's pictures and was sold to a Mr. Rudge for

^"51. gs. Vertue spoke of it as 'a limning in water-colours ',
and mentioned that it

was done by himself/' Possibly it is identical with a small painting of the same

subject, which was for many years in the possession of the Rev. Thomas

Livcscy, rector of Sale, near Manchester. It was sold after his death in 1887

to Mr. Campbell Blair, in whose possession it still remains at Burton Closes,

near Bakewell. Mr. Livesey picked it up in a bookseller's shop in Bristol,

whence it had been brought from Bath. It had formed part of the effects of

a certain Captain Little, and was reputed to have become an heirloom in his

family, and to have come to them from the Throckmortons. The panel on

which it is painted is prepared with a surface of white gesso, and on this tempera
or body colour has been used. The colouring is very brilliant, but in every case

without exception the tints of the dresses are altered, the Queen, to take one

instance alone, being clothed in brilliant crimson instead of in white.

Whether a painting such as this could be termed a 'limning in water-colours'

seems improbable, especially as several copies by Vertue in that medium are

extant, painted on paper tightly fastened down on panels.
4 But further, this copy

is identical in size (20* in. x 14* in.) with the 1742 engraving, and follows it in

1 The whole of the Redlynch pictures have from time to time been brought to Melbury.
2 Lord Ilchester's shooting-box on Salisbury Plain.
3 Add. MSS. 23085.
4 Mr. Alfred Farquhar's copy of Thomas, Earl of Arundel, and his son may be cited.
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every detail, even including the stunted appearance of the figures, to which

attention has been drawn. Consequently, it may not be unfair to conjecture

that it is taken directly from that plate at some more recent date
;
and that the

copyist, whoever he was, had never seen the larger versions, but arranged the

colours of the dresses to suit his fancy.

The existence of yet another painting was brought to our notice in

Manchester in 1910. It is a large canvas, measuring 6' n"x$', and is a late

eighteenth-century or early nineteenth-century copy taken from the 1742

engraving. The heads are too large for the bodies, which are clumsy and

faultily drawn. The facial resemblance to the gentlemen in the Sherborne

picture is slight, and several of the figures are omitted altogether. The arrange-

ment of the gentlemen-at-arms is quite different, and the cortege seems to be

issuing from the house instead of passing it.

In conclusion we must express our best thanks to Mr. Lionel Cust for so

kindly consenting to deal with the identity of the artist who was responsible for

the original picture, and for his aid in identifying certain of the figures. To

Major Digby, the Duke of Beaufort, and Lady Suffolk for allowing us to repro-

duce portraits as illustrations to this article. To the Duke of Portland for

the use of certain unpublished letters at Welbeck. And last but not least to

Mr. J. D. Milner, Mr. R. W. Goulding, and others who have given us most

valuable assistance in the course of our researches.
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CANALETTO IN ENGLAND
BY HILDA F. FINBERG.

THE English views painted by Antonio Canal, commonly called Canaletto,

have not hitherto received the attention they deserve, and no complete record

of his stay in this country or of the work he accomplished here has yet been

attempted.

In spite of his influence on English landscape painting, and the fact that he

was in England for at least eight years, Canaletto's name has been omitted from

nearly every book of reference relating to the work of artists in this country.

In Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting there is only a short and misleading notice

of him. Redgrave's Dictionary ofA rtists of the English School, which includes

such names as J. B. Vanloo and Peter Angelis, does not mention Canaletto.

The Dictionary of National Biography, while following Redgrave's example in

including certain foreign artists, is equally silent with regard to Canaletto.

Mr. Laurence Binyon in his Catalogue of Drawings in the British Museum by

British Artists, and Artists of Foreign Origin working in Great Britain, has

also omitted Canaletto's name, although there are in the Print Room a number
of his English views which prove incontestably that he worked in England.

In these circumstances it is not surprising to find that there exists in

some quarters an impression that Antonio Canal never came to England. It

has even been suggested that the famous artist was impersonated in this

country by some mysterious impostor who called himself
'

Canaletto
'

;
and that

Antonio Canal did not call himself '

Canaletto
',
and was never, during his

lifetime, known by that name.

The evidence adduced in the following pages will be found to dispose

finally of all these doubts. It proves that the artist who came to England in

1746 and remained, with one short interval, until 1754 or 1755, was indeed

Antonio Canal, the great Venetian painter ;
that while in this country he met

with people who, having known him in Venice, could not be imposed on
;
and

that before his arrival here he was already known in Venice as
' Canaletto ',

which name he used almost exclusively during his stay in England.
1

1 ' Pour distinguer notre artiste de son pere, Bernard Canal, ... on lui donna le surnom de

"Canaletto", sous lequel il est plus connu. On 1'appelait aussi familierement " Tonino ", forme

diminutive du nom Antonio.' Alexandre de Vesme : Le peintre-graveur italien, Milan, 1906, p. 445.
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CANALETTO'S RELATIONS WITH McSwiNY AND ENGLISH PATRONS BEFORE

HE CAME TO ENGLAND.

Giovanni-Antonio Canal (or da Canal)
l was born in Venice on October 18,

1697. His father, Bernardo Canal, was a scene-painter for the theatres, and it

was only natural that Antonio should begin his career by learning his father's

profession. In the Reminiscences of Henry Angela, Antonio Canal, as scene-

painter, is referred to in the following terms :

'

During my father's residence at

Venice he became acquainted with Canaletti, the celebrated painter ;
and . . .

imbibed through him an acquaintance with the scenic decorations of the stage,

Canaletti being the best scene-painter of the age.'
-

Work of this kind did not, however, give sufficient scope for Antonio's

talent, and in 1719 he relinquished it in order to paint views of his native city.

In his youth he had been to Rome, but after his return he remained in Venice

in full employment for nearly twenty-five years.

Very little is known of Canaletto's life in Venice duiing these busy years,

so that any contemporary references to it are particularly valuable. Through
the courtesy of the Earl of March, who has lent me copies of letters found

among the correspondence of his ancestor, the second Duke of Richmond, and

has given me permission to quote from them, I am able to throw a little light

on the early part of the painter's career.

The writer of the letters was Owen McSwiny,
3 and most of them were

written in Venice between the years 1721 and 1729. McSwiny had been

manager of Drury Lane and the Haymarket Theatres, but, becoming bankrupt,
he left London in 1711 for Italy, where he lived for about twenty years. At

the time when he addressed his letters to the Duke of Richmond, he appears
to have been acting in the double capacity of impresario for the Italian Opera
in London, and '

agent
'

for the purchase and sale of pictures. These he

bought from Italian artists and sold to collectors in England. He had also

formed a project of having a series of historical pictures painted by the best

Italian artists, to serve as decorations for the Duke's apartment at Goodwood.
These pictures were intended to commemorate the deeds of famous Englishmen.
It is in connexion with this scheme that we get the first mention of Canaletto in

McSwiny's letters.

On March 8, 1726, McSwiny wrote to the Duke about a picture designed
to perpetuate the memory of Lord Somers. ' The perspective and landscape ',

he says,
'

are painted by Canaletto and Cimaroli
;
the figures by Gio. Battista

1 See Mariette (P. J.), Abecedario, edition 1851-3. Paris, i. 298.
"

Reminiscences ofHenry Angela, with Memoirs of his late Father and Friends, 1830, i. 9.
3 A portrait of McSwiny, ascribed to Peter Van Bleeck, is in the National Portrait Gallery,

No. 1417. He is also represented in a group known as 'The Ship Cabin' belonging to Viscount

Boyne.
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Piazzetta.' He also mentions in the same letter another picture dedicated to

Archbishop Tillotson,
'

perspective and landscape (finished) by Canaletto and

Cimaroli, figures (now painting) by Gio. Battista Pittoni '. This latter picture

was engraved in a volume published by McSwiny in 1741.
l The plate is

inscribed :

'

J. B. Pittoni et A. Canal et J. B. Cimaroli pinx. D. Beauvais sculp.

D. M. Fratta delin.'

It seems curious to us, who know Canaletto as the
'

celebrated painter of

views ',
to find him engaged on these composite works of McSwiny's invention.

That he did not find such work congenial we may be sure, not only from

what we know of his subsequent career, but from the fact that there are no

further references to him in connexion with the remainder of the series.

A year later McSwiny began to buy Canaletto's views of Venice for the

Duke of Richmond. On November 28, 1727, he wrote :

' The pieces which Mr. Southwell - has (of Canal's painting) were done for me, and they

cost me 70 sequeens. The fellow is whimsical and vary's his prices, every day ;
and he that

has a mind to have any of his work, must not seem to be too fond of it, for he'l be ye worse

treated for it, both in the price and the painting too. He has more work than he can doe,

in any reasonable time, and well
;
but by the assistance of a particular friend of his, I get

once in two months a piece sketch'd out and a little time afterwards finished, by force of

bribery.
'

I send yr Grace by Captain Robinson (Command
r of the Tokeley Gully) who sails from

hence to-morrow, Tzvo of ike Finest pieces, I think he ever painted and of the same size with

M r Southwells little ones (which is a size he excells in) and are done upon copper plates ;

They cost me two and twenty sequeens each. ... I shall have a view of the Rialto Bridge,

done by Canal in twenty days, and I have bespoke another view of Venice for by the by, his

Excellence lyes in painting things which fall immediately under his eye.
' The four pieces of Canal come to 88 sequeens.'

It is interesting to know that in the collection of Mr. Reginald A. Tatton at

Cuerdon Hall, near Preston, there are four views of Venice which were painted

by Canaletto about the same time, and for about the same price, as those ob-

tained by McSwiny for the Duke of Richmond. I am indebted to Mr. Tatton

for copies of the original contracts made for these pictures and signed by the

artist, and also of his receipts for the amounts paid him. The pictures were

painted during 1725 and 1726 for the 'Illustrious Signor Steffano Conti di

Lucca
',
and Canaletto received in all eighty sequins for the four, with an ad-

tional ten sequins as a gratuity. The late Mr. Robert Townley Parker of

Canada, Mr. Tatton's grandfather, who purchased the pictures in 1832 direct

from the Marquese Borchella of Lucca, a descendant of Canaletto's patron, made

1 ' Tombeaux des Princes, Grands Capitaines et autres Hommes Illustres, Qui ont fleuri (sic) dans

la Grande-Bretagne. ... Le tout dirige et mis au jour par les soins de Eugene Mac-Swiny a Londres,
MDCCXXXXI.'

-

Perhaps Edward Southwell (1671-1730), Secretary of State for Ireland.
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a note that the sum received for them by the artist amounted to
' about .45 on

the value of money at the present day '. The contracts and receipts appear to

be signed,
'

Jo. Antonio Canal '. They prove that McSwiny was not making
the artist's English patrons pay more for their pictures than his Italian patrons

were paying at this time.

In a letter to the Duke of Richmond, dated January 16, 1728, McSwiny
wrote :

' Canaletto has just finished the piece of the Rialto Bridge, and as soon

as it's companion is done I'll forward 'em to you.' This picture of the Rialto,

and its companion, a view of the Grand Canal taken from the public buildings

of the Rialto, with the church of S. Giacomo di Rialto in the foreground, both

painted on copper plates, are at Goodwood. They are most interesting

examples of Canaletto's early work.

There are various other references in McSwiny's letters during 1728 to

Canaletto and the pictures he was painting, while on October i, 1729, he tells

his patron :

'

Canaletto promises me to let me have 'cm (i. e. the remaining
two "copper plates ") on my return from Rome, which will be about ye middle

of January.'

We see, therefore, that it was Owen (or
'

Eugenio ',
as he called himself

whilst in Italy) McSwiny who acted as agent between Canaletto and two, at

least, of his English patrons. Much has been written on the subject of Joseph
Smith of Venice, and his supposed dealing in the works of Canaletto and other

Italian painters. In McSwiny's letters there are various references to Smith,
in whose house McSwiny appears to have been living for a time, if not during
the whole of his stay in Venice. Smith, who settled in Venice when he was

quite young, and later obtained a post in the British Consulate, was certainly
one of Canaletto's early patrons. A set of fourteen views of Venice, which

Canaletto painted for Smith, was engraved by Visentini and issued in 1735, five

years before Smith himself became British Consul. These pictures remained

in Smith's possession, and were included in the collection of art treasures pur-
chased for ^20,000 by King George III in 1763.! They are now at Windsor
Castle.

Dallaway, in his notes to Walpole's Anecdotes, is responsible for the state-

ment which, as Dr. Lionel Cust has pointed out,
2 seems to be wholly without

foundation, that Smith '

engaged Canaletto to work for him for a term of years
at low prices, but retailed the pictures at an enormous profit to English travellers.

The artist was aware of this injustice, and determined on a journey to England '.

1 Edward Edwards gives the date as
'

after 1762 ': Lives of the Founders of the British Museum,
1870, ii. 469. Cf. also note written by Richard Hayward, Statuary, in a volume of catalogues,
once his property :

' M r Smith of Venice his Collection of Pictures, Books, &c. sold to His Majesty
for 2000 (sic). March, 1763.'

*

Burlington Magazine, vol. xxiii, June and August, 1913.
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This may be a distortion by Dallaway of a remark made by Fiorillo,
1 who says

that the pictures by
'

Canaletto
'

(which name he gives not to Antonio Canal, but

to Antonio's nephew, Bellotto) in the Royal Collection had been painted for

Smith, who paid the artist poorly for them and sold them in England at a high

price. It must be remembered, however, that most of these pictures were

bought by Smith when the artist was young and comparatively unknown.

When they were sold to George III, with the rest of Smith's collections, Cana-

letto had become famous. Horace Walpole, who dubbed Smith 'the Merchant

of Venice
',
and sneered at his taste, as revealed by his art-collections, never

suggested that he was trading in the works of the artists he employed.

McSwiny left Venice about 1730, but we find a further reference to

Canaletto and his English patrons in some letters written from Italy a few years
later. President de Brosses, writing to his friend Monsieur de Neuilly on

November 24, 1739, made the following comment on contemporary Italian

painting :

'

. . . la peinture est entierement dechue. Salimbeni a Naples, Trevisani a Rome, et le

Canaletto a Venise, sont les seuls peintres de reputation qui restent en Italie
; et de ces

trois, les deux premiers sont si vieux qu'ils sont depuis fort longtemps hors d'etat de

travailler. Pour le Canaletto, son metier est de peindre des vues de Venise
;
en ce genre,

il surpasse tout ce qu'il y a jamais eu. Sa maniere est claire, gaie, vive, perspective et

d'un detail admirable. Les Anglois ont si bien gate cet ouvrier, en lui offrant de ses tableaux

trois fois plus qu'il n'en demande, qu'il n'est plus possible de faire marche avec lui.'
-

About this time Canaletto found a generous patron in Frederick, fifth Earl

of Carlisle, for whom, between the years 1734 and 1745, he painted the splendid
series of Venetian views now at Castle Howard. There is a reference to these

in Lady Oxford's account of her journey through Yorkshire, Durham, &c., into

Scotland in 1745.
'

'

April 27, Saturday. Set out from York for Castle Howard,
the seat of the Earl of Carlisle ... in the drawing-room . . . are several views

of Venice by Canaletti lately put up there.'

During these years Canaletto must have painted for John, fourth Duke of

Bedford, the twenty-four views of Venice which hang at Woburn Abbey, some
of which were engraved by Visentini 4 and published in 1742. During 1742,

1743, and 1744 he also painted a number of pictures for Smith which are now
in the Royal Collection. All of these are dated and signed, 'A. Canal '. Some
of them are views of Rome. There is no evidence of his having been a second

time to Rome, so they may have been painted from his early sketches.

Canaletto was still in Venice in 1745. On April 23 of that year the great

Campanile was struck by lightning, and he made two drawings of it while it was

1
Fiorillo (Johann Dominik), Geschichte der zeichnenden Kttnste, 1808, v. 570.

2 Charles de Brosses, Lettresfamilieres ecrites (fItalie en 7779 et 1740. Paris, 1885, i. 345.
3
Hist. MSS. Comm. Welbeck, vol. vi, 183.

* Sir George Scharf, Catalogue of the Pictures at Woburn Abbey, 1877.

IX. E
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being repaired after this catastrophe. One of them is in the Royal Library at

Windsor Castle among the drawings that belonged to Joseph Smith, while the

other, which was formerly in the Salting Collection, is now in the Print Room,
British Museum.

By this time the war of the Austrian Succession was engaging the atten-

tion of the greater part of Europe. Englishmen were no longer making the

Grand Tour, and without their patronage there was probably little business in

Venice. It was in these circumstances that Canaletto decided to visit England.

WALPOLE'S NEGLECT OF CANALETTO.

Walpole, as I have said, gives a very meagre account of this visit. He tells

us that
'

Canaletti
' came to England in 1746.

'

/ think', he adds, as if he were

not sure, and did not consider the matter worth troubling about,
' / think he did

not stay here above two years '. I have ventured to use italics, for to this carelessly

written sentence can be traced practically all the confusion which has existed on

the subject of Canaletto's stay in England.

Walpole, for whom Canaletto painted
' a perspective of the inside of King's

College Chapel, Cambridge ',
does not seem to have had a high opinion of the

artist's talent. One of his letters to Sir Horace Mann, written in 1771, contains

the following passage :

' Two views of Verona, by Canaletti, have been sold by
auction for five hundred and fifty guineas ; and, what is worse, it is come out

that they are copies by Marlow, a disciple of Scott. Both master and scholar

are indeed better painters than the Venetian
;
but the purchasers did not mean

to be so well cheated.' l

It is possible that owing to his dislike of Joseph Smith, Walpole was un-

reasonably prejudiced against the British Consul's protege. Whatever may have

been the reason, Walpole's indifference to Canaletto's career is apparent.

Although his Anecdotes ofPainting was based on the manuscript collections left

by George Vertue, in this matter of Canaletto's visit to England Walpole has

ignored the greater part of Vertue's statements.

CANALETTO'S ARRIVAL IN LONDON, 1746, AND INTRODUCTION TO THE
DUKE OF RICHMOND.

Vertue gives a fairly coherent account of the visit, and his statements are

corroborated by independent contemporary evidence. With the aid of informa-

tion collected from various sources, I propose to trace Canaletto's career in

England, year by year. In the course of this process I shall print, for the first

time, the whole of Vertue's notes relating to Canaletto exactly as they stand in

Vertue's commonplace books. They are to be found in two separate MS. volumes,
now in the British Museum (Add. MSS. 23079 and 23074), but I shall arrange

1 The Letters of Horace Walpole, ed. Mrs. Paget Toynbee, Oxford, 1903, viii. 29 (April 26, 1771).
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them here in chronological order. The first mention by Vertue of Canaletto in

England occurs in the following note, written in 1746 :

VERTUE'S FIRST NOTE.
' Latter end of May. came to London from Venice the Famous Painter of Views Cannal-

letti of Venice, the Multitude of his works done abroad for English noblemen and Gentle-

men has procur'd him great reputation. & his great merrit & excellence in that way, he is

much esteemed and no doubt but what Views and works he doth here, will give the same

satisfaction tho' many persons already have so many of his paintings.' (Add. 23079, f. 38.)

From an entirely different source, we obtain another contemporary account

of Canaletto's arrival in London, showing that he brought a letter from Consul

Smith asking McSwiny to introduce him to the Duke of Richmond. In a letter,

dated May 20, 1746, addressed to the second Duke of Richmond by his friend

and former tutor, Thomas Hill, occurs the following passage :

' The only news I know to send you, is what I had this day from Swiney at the Duke
of Montagu's, where we dined, & he, I think, got almost drunk. Canales, alias Canaletti, is

come over with a letter of recommendation from our old acquaintance the Consul of Venice

to Mac in order to his introduction to your Grace, as a patron of the politer parts, or what the

Italians understand by the name of virtu. I told him the best service I thought you could

do him wd be to let him draw a view of the river from y
r

dining-room, which in my opinion
would give him as much reputation as any of his Venetian prospects.'

l

It is, therefore, to Tom Hill's suggestion that we owe the extraordinarily

interesting view of the Thames, taken from Richmond House in Whitehall,

which is now at Goodwood (Plate x). It is indeed equal to Canaletto's pros-

pects of Venice, and of greater interest to Englishmen. The view does not

appear, after all, to have been taken from the dining-room of Richmond House.

Canaletto probably found that a better prospect could be obtained from an upper
window.

After he had finished the view from the back of the house, he was com-

missioned to paint the companion picture of the Privy Gardens and Whitehall,

taken from a front window (Plate xi). This picture gives us a remarkable view

of Whitehall, animated by numerous figures and vehicles, and extending as far

as Charing Cross, where the equestrian statue of Charles I can be distinguished.

On the right of the picture part of Montagu House is shown, while we also

obtain an unusual view of Inigo Jones's Banqueting House, with St. Martin's

Church and part of Old Northumberland House in the distance. On the left

of the picture stands the so-called
' Holbein Gate

',
which was demolished in

1759. Both the Duke of Richmond's pictures are indeed remarkable for their

topographical accuracy, as well as for their pictorial charm. It is evident that

in painting his first two views of London, Canaletto strove to display his powers
to their fullest extent.

1 A Duke and his Friends : The Life and Letters of the Second Duke of Richmond. By the Earl of

March, 1911, vol. ii, p. 602.
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CANALETTO'S WORK FOR SIR HUGH SMITHSON.

About five months after writing his first note about Canaletto, Vertue made

a second and somewhat similar entry concerning the distinguished visitor :

VERTUE'S SECOND NOTE.
'

Signer Cannelletti [a Sober man turnd 50]
l a Venitian painter of Views came to

London -as he had done at Venice many nay multitudes of paintings for English Noble &

Gentlemen and great Numbers bought by dealers & sold here gave him a desire to come to

England, being perswaded to it by Sig
ur Amiconi History painter at his return to Venice

coud best acquaint(ed) him with his Success here, and also of the prospects he might make

of Views on the Thames at London, of them he has begun some Views.

its said he has already made himself easy in his fortune and likewise that he had brought

most part to put into the Stocks here for better Security, or better interest than abroad

or that of late few persons travel to Italy from hence during the wars.' Add. 23079, f. 40.

As Canaletto was born in October 1697, he was not yet fifty when he arrived

in London. His compatriot, Giacomo Amiconi, to whom, by the way, Walpole
devotes about ten times as much space as he does to Canaletto, had been in

England from 1729 to 1739. A history painter by profession, he had great

success in England with decorative work, and also painted a number of portraits.

It will be seen that Vertue, in the above note, suggests several reasons for

Canaletto's desire to come to London. These are good enough to convince us

that it was not necessary for the artist to be labouring under a sense of injustice

before deciding to make the journey. It was only reasonable that he should

expect to be well patronized in their own country by the Englishmen who had

employed him in Venice.

As soon as Canaletto had finished the two pictures lor the Duke of Rich-

mond, he must have engaged to work for Sir Hugh Smithson, Bart., afterwards

second Earl, and first Duke, of Northumberland. Sir Hugh is said to have
'

distinguished himself by his love of the fine arts
',
and to have '

eminently pro-

moted the advancement of them in this country by giving constant encourage-
ment and employ to artists '. In 1740 he had married, at Percy Lodge, the

Lady Elizabeth Seymour, daughter of Algernon Seymour, Earl of Hertford,
afterwards seventh Duke of Somerset. In 1749 the Duke of Somerset was
created Earl of Northumberland, with remainder to his son-in-law.

The present Duke of Northumberland possesses altogether seven pictures

painted in England by Canaletto, five of which are at Alnwick Castle, the

remaining two being in London. One of these pictures, a view of London seen

through an unfinished arch of Westminster Bridge (Plate xn (b)\ was engraved by
Remigius Parr, the engraving being published in 1747. The print is dedicated

to Sir Hugh Smithson, so there can be no doubt that the picture was painted
for him. The principal buildings seen in this view are, from left to right, the

1 A square bracket denotes a marginal addition in Vertue's MS.
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wooden tower of the York Buildings Water Works
;
the Savoy ;

Somerset

House ;
the churches of St. Clement Danes

;
St. Andrew, Holborn

;
St. Bride,

Fleet Street
;
and St. Martin, Ludgate ;

St. Paul's Cathedral
;
and St. Augustine

(or Austin), Watling Street. The church of St. Mary-le-Strand is shown in the

engraving, but not in the painting, which seems to indicate that it has been

cleaned out at some time when the picture was being restored.

A curious fact in connexion with this interesting picture, is that in the Royal

Library at Windsor Castle there is a drawing one of the six London subjects

in that collection of exactly the same view, only it is seen through a finished

stone archway (Plate xn (a)). We should naturally suppose that the drawing was

done first, as a sketch for the painting, and it is possible that Canaletto intro-

duced the unfinished wooden-framed archway into the picture with the idea of

making the design more interesting.

The Duke of Northumberland's view of Westminster Bridge (Plate xm ()),

showing the whole of the bridge finished, except for the parapets, was probably

painted also in 1747. This date can be fixed by reference to the account of the

building of the bridge published by its architect, Labelye.
1

A view of Windsor Castle in the Duke of Northumberland's collection was

also painted in 1747. Attached to the frame is a label bearing a contemporary

inscription, probably in the handwriting of Sir Hugh Smithson. This tells us

that the picture was painted by
'

Signer Canaletti ',
who finished it on June n,

1747, and that the figures were added by him at Percy Lodge (Plate xiv (a)). Percy

Lodge, at Richings in the parish of Iver, Buckinghamshire, had been purchased

by the Earl of Hertford, who may have given it to his daughter and Sir Hugh
on their marriage. It was subsequently burnt down, and was not rebuilt on the

same site.

The view of Eton College Chapel (Plate xiv(6)), now in the National Gallery,

may have been painted about the same time as the view of Windsor, while

towards the end of this same year, 1747, Canaletto must have painted the view

of Westminster Bridge on Lord Mayor's day, which is now in the Duke of

Buccleuch's collection (Plate xv). This was engraved and published the same

year.

CANALETTO'S WORK FOR THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT.

Vertue had allowed nearly three years to elapse before making his next

entry relating to Canaletto. In June 1749 he wrote as follows :

VERTUE'S THIRD NOTE.
'

Signer Cannelletti from Venice haveing now been in England some time, has painted
Several Views about London of the new bridge at Westminster & London bridge & about

Whitehall, also for the Duke of Richmond and in the Country for the Duke of Beaufort

Views of Badmington &c. on the whole of him something is obscure or strange, he dos not

1 Charles Labelye, A Description of Westminster Bridge, 1751.
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produce works so well done as those ofVenice or other parts of Italy, which are in Collections

here, and done by him there, especially his figures in his works done here, are apparently

much inferior to those done abroad, which are surprizeingly well done & with great freedom

& variety his water and his skys at no time excellent or with natural freedom. & what he

has done here his prospects of Trees woods or handling or pencilling of that part not

various nor so skillful as might be expected, above all he is remarkable for reservedness

and shyness in being seen at work, at any Time, or anywhere, which has much strengthend
a conjecture that he is not the veritable Canelletti of Venice, whose works there have been

bought at great prices, or that privately, he has some unknown assistant in makeing or

filling up his peices of works with figures.' Add. 23074, f. 8.

On the strength of Vertue's statements in the above note, the late

Mr. Herbert Home wrote a remarkable article in the Magazine of Art, 1899,

xxiii, in which he sought to prove that Antonio Canal never came to England,
and that the artist who arrived here in 1746 under the name of

'

Signer
Canaletto' was an impostor! It is difficult to understand how any one of

Mr. Home's ability and learning could have fallen into such an error. He
was evidently unacquainted with the biographical works of Orlandi, Zanetti,

and Mariette, Canal's contemporaries, whose statements can hardly be called

in question. Zanetti's book, Delia Pittura Veneziana, was published in 1771,

three years after Canal's death, but the passage relating to him must have

been written in 1769. 'He visited London twice/ wrote Zanetti, 'where he

lived and painted for many years, acquiring fame and money. . . . He died last

year in 1768 on the 2oth of April, in the 7ist year of his age.' Orlandi's

Abecedario, published in 1753, to which I shall have occasion to refer presently,
also makes it clear that Antonio Canal came to London.

The difference that Vertue found between the works done by Canaletto on

his arrival here and his well-known views of Venice, can be explained without

much difficulty. The Venetian could hardly be expected to paint English
scenes with the same freedom that he had used in his pictures of Venice.

What could he know of trees and woods, and the prospects of noblemen's

parks as they existed on the English countryside ? His two views of Badminton

(Plate xvi 1 1 (a) and (b)), to which Vertue may be particularly referring, interesting
as they undoubtedly are, can hardly be reckoned among his most successful

works. By the banks of the Thames, Canaletto felt more at home : river scenes

and shipping pleased him better than an uninteresting expanse of greensward.
His numerous drawings and pictures of the

' new bridge at Westminster ',
the

building of which was one of the chief events in London at the time of his

arrival here, form quite a group by themselves. He represented the bridge in

nearly every stage of the process of construction, and appears to have taken an
enormous interest in its progress. No doubt it was a popular subject with
his patrons.

It is possible that Vertue found the colour of some of Canaletto's English
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views disappointing, as indeed others have found it since his day. But

Canaletto painted things as he saw them : in McSwiny's words, his excellence

lay in painting things which fell immediately under his eye. Therefore when

he came to England and saw a grey sky, he did not try to paint one of

Venetian blue.

As regards the figures in some of his English pictures, Vertue's criticism

may, to some extent, be justified. It is clear that Canaletto had two manners,

and in his later years certain mannerisms became more marked. The state-

ment, so persistently made, that Tiepolo was responsible for the figures in

Canaletto's Venetian pictures, has no foundation on fact. Lanzi,
1

it is true,

says that
'

Tiepolo occasionally introduced figures into his (Canaletto's) pieces

for him
',
but Lanzi was a nineteenth-century writer, and could not have had

first-hand information. Even if there were a few instances of such collaboration,

too much importance has been attached to it. If we examine carefully the

figures in Canaletto's wonderful ' Scuola di San Rocco, with the procession of

Giovedi Santo ',
in the National Gallery, we can detect, not Tiepolo's hand,

but that of the artist who produced the drawings of Westminster Bridge in the

Royal Collection, the Duke of Richmond's paintings, and the set of Venetian

etchings.
2

We have seen that from the time of his arrival in London, Canaletto had

been fully employed in painting views for the Duke of Richmond, Sir Hugh
Smithson, and the Duke of Beaufort. It is probable that, being ignorant of

their language, he did not mix with the English artists, for whose reputation

Vertue, while striving to be impartial, was frequently jealous when any

foreigner appeared on the scene. In the artists' circles, therefore, little was
known of Canaletto or of the work that he was doing in England for his

noble patrons, and this may well have given rise to various speculations and

rumours.

CANALETTO'S NEPHEW, BERNARDO BELLOTTO.

If Mr. Home had only read a little farther into Vertue's MS. before

publishing his article in the Magazine of Art he would have found that the
'

mystery
'

concerning Signor Canaletto's identity was cleared up almost as

soon as it had been created. A month after writing his last note, Vertue had

more to say about the Venetian artist :

1

Luigi Lanzi, Storia pittorica della Italia, &>c., 1809. Translation by Thomas Roscoe, 1847,
ii. 317.

" ' Les figures des eaux-fortes de Canaletto qui sont indiscutablement de sa main, puisqu'on ne
voit pas la plus lgere discordance de louche ou de style entre ces figures et le reste de la com-

position, sont parfaitement analogues a celles qu'on pretend executees par Tiepolo dans plusieurs
des tableaux de notre artiste.' Alexandre de Vesme, Le peintre-graveur italien, p. 446.
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VERTUE'S FOURTH NOTE.
' The month of July. Cannaleto the perspective painter of Venice, it may be supposed

that his shyness of showing his works doing or done, he has been told of and therefore

probably, he put this advertisement in the publick news papers.

Signor Canaleto hereby invites any Gentleman that will be pleased to come to his house

to see a picture done by him being a View of S l

James's Park, which he hopes may in some

measure deserve their approbation any morning or afternoon at his Lodgings M r

Wiggan
Cabinet Maker in Silver Street Golden Square.

1

At last after some time I heard how that difficulty was spread (?) about, that this Man
was not the person so famd in Italy at Venice, it seems his Name and family was Canali

so he always was calld he had a Sister who had a Son who having some Genius, was

instructed by this his Uncle Cannali and this young stripling by degrees came on forward

in his proffession on being taken notice of for his improvements he was calld Cannaleti the

young, but in Time getting some degree of merrit, he being puffd up disobliged his Uncle

who turnd him adrift, but well Imitating his uncles manner of painting became reputed and

the Name of Cannaletti was indiff(er)ently used by both uncle and nephew from thence the

Uncle came to England & left the Nephew at Venice so that this caused the report of two

Cannalettis which was in this manner.' Add. 23074, f. 9.

We arc introduced here to Bernardo Bellotto, Canal's nephew and pupil,

who was born in Venice on January 30, 1720. Vertue's literary style is involved,

but his meaning is perfectly clear. There were two '

Canaletti
'

working in

Venice in the same manner and at the same time. We do not know the truth

as to any quarrel between uncle and nephew, although it is possible that there

may have been some jealousy between them. Nor can we be sure if Bellotto,

while in Venice, was ever known by his uncle's nickname ' Canaletto
', although

he certainly adopted it
'

to give himself credit
',

as Mariette -

says, after leaving
his native place. It has been stated by the late Sir George Scharf/' although
I do not know on what authority, that Bellotto was sometimes called 'II

Canalettino
',

i. e.
'

the little Canaletto '. This would seem to corroborate

Vertue's statement that in Venice Bellotto was known as 'Canaletti the Young'.
Vertue's narrative makes it clear that it was the Master, Antonio Canal,

who came to London in May 1746. As to his leaving his pupil in Venice, this

is a point on which Vertue appears to have been misinformed. Competent
authorities maintain that Bellotto was already in Munich in 1745, having left

Venice some time before. Like his uncle, he had been to Rome, and
Orlandi tells us that after returning for a time to Venice, he visited Verona,

Brescia, and Milan. He is said to have been also in Pavia and Turin. In the

Old Pinacothek at Munich there was formerly a view of that town, painted

by Bellotto about 1745 for Prince Karl Albrecht, but it is not mentioned in

the later editions of the catalogue.

1 Mr. Randall Davies, in English Society of the Eighteenth Century in Contemporary Art (Port-
folio, 1907), quotes this much of Vertue's note, but assumes that Canaletto had only just arrived
in London. *

Abecedario, i, pp. 114-15.
8

Catalogue of Pictures at Knowsley Hall, 1875, pp. 10, 14, and 256.
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In 1747 we find Bellotto in Dresden, where he was appointed Court

Painter, and remained for eleven years. Views of Dresden etched by him bear

dates ranging from 1747 to 1758. His name appears on those dated 1747 and

1748, as
' Ber: Bellotto dit Canaletto, Pern: Rle

:'. In the Dresden Gallery there

are also paintings by him of views in Dresden, which are dated 1747, 1749,

1750, and 1751. Most of these are signed
' Bernardo Bellotto detto Canaletto'.

Eleven views of the neighbouring towns of Pirna and Sonnenstein, in the same

gallery, are stated in the catalogue to have been painted by Bellotto between

1752 and 1755. The fact that he was in Dresden at this period is independently
confirmed by Orlandi's statement in the 1753 edition of his Abecedario Pittonco :

' Presentemente e in Dresda, occupandosi a rappresentar col pennello i luoghi

piu celebri di quella Citta
'

(p. 101).

In 1756, the year of the outbreak of the Seven Years' War, Bellotto is

said to have gone with King Frederick Augustus III, after the fall of Dresden,
to Warsaw for a short time. In 1758 he went to Vienna, where he stayed two

years. He was commissioned by the Austrian Court to paint views of the

capital, which are now in the Vienna Gallery. The catalogue says that they
were painted between 1758 and 1760. One of them represents the reception

by the Empress Maria Theresia, in the Castle at SchOnbrunn, of the news

of the Austrian victory at Kunersdorf in August 1759.

An allegorical picture, now in the Dresden Gallery, painted by Bellotto

in 1762 as a decoration for a doorway or Sopraporta in the castle at Warsaw,

may point to a second visit to the Polish capital. The picture may, on the

other hand, have been painted in Dresden. In any case the painter was back

in Dresden in 1764, in which year he was admitted into the Academy there.

Pictures and etchings executed by him in Dresden are dated 1765, and signed
' Bernardo Belotto de Canaletto '. By this time he had apparently so far

identified himself with the nickname as to adopt it as part of his own name.

A view of the market-place at Pirna, in the Berlin Museum, is signed
' B. B. de

Canaletto fee'. In 1766 he had nine months' leave of absence, and visited

St. Petersburg. From there he went again to Warsaw, and in 1768 he resigned
from the service of the Saxon Court and went with his family to settle in

Warsaw. The first work painted by him for King Stanislaus II of Poland

was a view of that portion of the royal palace which had been burned down in

1767. Bellotto was appointed Court Painter at Warsaw in 1770, and during
the two following years he produced some etchings there. In 1776 he painted

a picture representing the election of King Stanislaus. Bellotto continued to

reside in Warsaw until his death on October 17, 1780.

We can therefore trace the career of Bernardo Bellotto, year by year,

from 1745 until 1780. He never returned to Venice, and he is not mentioned

by Zanetti, who evidently did not consider him qualified to rank as a Venetian

painter after so many years' absence from his native city.

IX. F
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It is more important to us, however, to note that Bellotto never came to

London. It will be seen that neither in the years 1746-8, nor in 1751-3,

the periods which have been assigned by various authorities for his supposed

visit here, could he have been in England. It is equally impossible that he

could have been here at any other time between 1745 and the date of his death.

In a paper dealing with the work of 'Canaletto in England', we have

therefore no further concern with Bernardo Bellotto. In future, when examining

pictures and drawings of English scenes by 'Canaletto', we need not attempt

to attribute some to Antonio Canal and others to his less skilful pupil, Bellotto.

We shall need only to distinguish between genuine works of Canal and those

of his English imitators.

CANALETTO IN SILVER STREET, GOLDEN SQUARE.

Vertue gives the advertisement, which was inserted by Canaletto in a

London newspaper, practically word for word as it appeared. A copy of it is

to be found in Daniel Lysons's Collectanea in the British Museum (1889. e. 5.

Vol. II, p. 161). It runs:
' SIGNOR CANALETO

hereby invites any Gentleman that will be pleased to come to his House, to see a Picture

done by him, being
A View of S1

James's Park,

which he hopes may in some Measure deserve their Approbation. The said View may be

seen from Nine in the Morning till Three in the Afternoon, and from Four till Seven in the

Evening, for the Space of fifteen Days from the Publication of this Advertizement. He

lodges at M r Richard Wiggan's, Cabinet-Maker, in Silver-Street, Golden Square.'

The date, 'July 26, 1749', is written on the cutting, but the name of the

newspaper from which it was taken is not given. A contributor to Notes and

Queries
' has suggested that it was the London Journal. It may possibly have

been the Daily Advertiser, a paper from which Vertue on other occasions culled

information about his contemporaries. The collection of newspapers of this

period at the British Museum is untortunately far from complete.

It is clear that Antonio Canal was so well known to his patrons in London
under the name of

' Canaletto
',

that he used it exclusively during his stay

here. We have seen from McSwiny's letters, from Lady Oxford's journal, and

from the letters of President De Brosses, that he was already known by that

name before he came to this country.
Silver Street, Golden Square, where Canaletto lodged and had his studio,

no longer exists under that name. It is marked on John Rocque's Plan of

London, published in 1746, but since 1883 it has been known as Beak Street.

Silver Street ran to the north of Golden Square, between Warwick Street

and the junction of Cambridge and Little Windmill Streets (now Lexington
Street). Beak Street at that time did not extend east of Warwick Street.

1 8th S. ix, p. 15.
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According to the Rate Books, Richard Wiggan's house was situated on the

north side of Silver Street, opposite to Upper James Street. The houses at

that time had no numbers, but it was the fifth house from the eastern corner

of Carnaby Street, and was afterwards numbered No. 16 Silver Street. It is

now No. 41 Beak Street, and forms part of the premises of Messrs. William

Comyns and Sons. 1

The picture of St. James's Park exhibited by Canaletto in Silver Street in

July and August 1749 has unfortunately not been traced. It may have been

a view of the Horse Guards Parade taken from St. James's Park, of which subject

he made a pen drawing about this time (Plate xix (b)). This drawing, which is

now in the British Museum, shows us the old buildings of the Horse Guards

which were pulled down during the winter of 1749-50.
2

About this time Canaletto must also have painted his very interesting picture

of 'The Procession of the Knights of the Bath at the Installation on June 26th

1749', which hangs in the Deanery at Westminster (Plate xx). This gives us

a fine view of the west end of the Abbey, with the two western towers

which had been completed not many years before. Bishop Wilcocks, then

Dean of Westminster, who took a great interest in the erection of these towers,

was also responsible for the addition of Canaletto's picture to the treasures of

the Deanery. The Knights of the Bath are represented in their crimson

mantles and plumed hats leaving the western door in procession on their way
back to the Princes' Chamber of the House of Lords. The Acting Great Master

walks last in the procession, and immediately preceding him is the Dean of

Westminster, as Dean of the Order. On this occasion the Great Master, the

Duke of Montagu, was suffering from the illness which proved fatal a few days

afterwards. In his absence he was represented by Lord De la War.

Canaletto's view, now in the London Museum, of the interior of Henry VII's

Chapel, Westminster (Plate xxi), probably dates from about the same time.

CANALETTO'S RETURN TO VENICE, 1750-1.

For two years Vertue made no further reference to the work of Canaletto

in England. When he returned to the subject, however, his observations were

interesting and important. In August 1751 we find him writing the following :

VERTUE'S FIFTH AND LAST NOTE.
'

Lately Canaletti painter has painting (painted ?) a Large picture a View on the River

Thames of Chelsea College, Ranelagh Gardens &c. an(d) parts adjacent, with barges & boats,

figures this he exposd to publick View at his Lodgings being a work lately done to shew

his skill this valud at 60 or 70 pounds, haveing made a Tour to his own Country at Venice

for some affairs there in 8 months going and comeing, it is tho(ugh)t that this View is not so

1 Mr. C. Harling Comyns has kindly informed me that there was until recently an old studio,

or workshop with a skylight, in the garden at the back of this house.
2 The General Advertiser, October 16, 1749 (quoted in Notes and Queries, i2th S. viii, p. 58.

F 2
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well as some Works of Canaletti formerly brought into England, nor does it appear to be

better than some painters in England can do.' Add. 23074, f. 15.

In order to draw attention to his picture of the Thames at Chelsea,

Canaletto again had recourse to an announcement in the Daily Advertiser or

a similar newspaper. The advertisement was to this effect :

' SIGNIOR CANALLETTO
' Gives Notice that he has painted the Representation of Chelsea-College, Ranelagh House,

and the River Thames, which if any Gentleman and others are pleas'd to favour him with

seeing the same, he will attend at his Lodgings, at M r

Viggan's, in Silver Street, Golden

Square, for fifteen Days from this Day, the 3i
st of July, from Eight o'Clock in the morning

to One in the Afternoon, and from Three in the Afternoon to Six at Night, each Day.'

(Lysons's Collectanea, B.M. 1881. b. 6, Vol. I, p. 4.)

According to Lysons, this advertisement appeared on July 30, 1751. It

was reprinted in Notes and Queries, ist S. Vol. ix, p. 106, and 8th S. ix, p. 15,

where it was stated to be 'in one of the journals of 1752'. It will be seen,

however, from Vertue's contemporary record, that 1751, the date given by

Lysons, is correct.

It is unfortunate that we have no trace 1 of the large picture of Chelsea

College and Ranelagh which Canaletto valued at 60 or ^70. Ranelagh
Gardens was one of the fashionable pleasure resorts ofthe middle of the eighteenth

century. It stood on the eastern side of the Royal Hospital, or Chelsea

College, as it was apparently still called in Canaletto's time, and had formerly
been the Earl of Ranelagh's seat. The great rotunda built in the grounds was

opened to the public in 1742. We know that Canaletto made some sketches at

Ranelagh during 1751, for views of the interior and exterior of the rotunda were

engraved after him by Nathaniel Parr and published on December 2 of that

year. Another engraving after Canaletto by Remigius Parr is entitled
' A View

of the Rotundo House and Gardens at Ranelagh, with an cxack (sic) representa-
tion of the Jubilee Ball as it appeared May 24th 1751, being the Birth Day of his

R. H. George, Prince of Wales'. This seems to show that if Canaletto drew
' an exact representation

'

of the ball on May 24, he must have returned from
his visit to Venice by that date. Vertue says that he was absent from England
for eight months. If this is correct, he must have left London towards the end
of September 1750.

ORLANDI'S CONTEMPORARY REFERENCE TO CANALETTO'S TWO VISITS

TO ENGLAND.

Vertue's account of Canaletto's stay in England and his return home on
a short visit is corroborated by Orlandi, whose evidence has been strangely

1 Since this was written the picture has been discovered. Sec under ' Chelsea College' in the

Catalogue Raisonne.
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neglected by writers on '

the two Canalettos '. The edition of Orlandi's

Abecedario, which contains a biography of Antonio Canal, was published in 1753,

so the account was probably written a year or two earlier. The following is

a literal translation of the material portion which relates to Canaletto's English

journey :

' He made a journey to London where he stayed four years, and had constant oppor-

tunity among those people of producing new works with his industrious pencil. Returning
to his native country, where he remained awhile, he brought with him various sketches of

the most noteworthy views & sites of that spacious city, which, it is to be hoped, he will at

his leisure transfer to canvas. Now he has again returned to London.' l

DRAWINGS AND PAINTINGS OF LONDON IN THE ROYAL COLLECTION.

Among the sketches and drawings which Canal took with him when he left

London for Venice towards the end ol 1750 were no doubt the six large

drawings now in the Royal Library at Windsor. These formed part of the

contents ol a volume which appears in the catalogue of Consul Smith's library
-

under the description :

'

Canal, Antonius. Experimenta, y Schedae. fol. m. lig.

corio deaur.' The volume contained about 150 drawings by Antonio Canal

which Smith had obtained direct from the artist, the six English drawings being
at the end of the volume. This valuable collection was acquired by George III

with the rest of Smith's library in 1763.

Five of the six English drawings are views of old Westminster Bridge, done

between 1747 and 1750. The sixth is a view of London taken from the Gardens

of Somerset House looking towards London Bridge, and showing St. Paul's

Cathedral and the spires of the City churches. One of the Westminster views

is a companion to this, for it is also taken from Somerset House Gardens, but

looking the other way towards Westminster, and showing the Abbey, West-

minster Hall, and other important buildings, with Westminster Bridge, which

had just been finished. From this pair of drawings one can therefore obtain

a complete view of the River Thames and the important buildings near its banks

between London Bridge and Westminster Bridge.

These were the two views of London which Consul Smith selected, from

among those which Canaletto showed him, to be '

transferred to canvas '. Two

large pictures, finished after these designs, came to our Royal Collection with

1 ' Fece un viaggio in Londra, dove fermatosi quattro anni, ebbe continuamente occasione da

quei Signori di produrre nuovi parti del suo industrioso pennello. Ritornato in patria, dove pre-

sentemente trattiensi, porto con se varj abbozzi delle vedute e dei siti piu riguardevoli di quell' ampia

Citta, i quali con suo comodo e da sperare, ch' ei vorra consegnare alle tele. Ora nuovamente e

ritornato in Londra.' Abecedario Piltorico del M. R. P. Pellegrino Antonio Orlandi; ed. Guarienti,

1753. Venezia, p. 75.
-
Bibliotheca Smithiana, seu Catalogue Librorwn D. losephi Smitkii Angli Per Cognontina

Authomm Dispositus. Venice, 1755. (Two copies in British Museum contain MS. receipts for the

Library signed in Venice, January 28, 1763, by Richard Dalton, Librarian to George III.)
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the rest of Smith's pictures, and now hang in Windsor Castle (Plates xxn and

xxin). They measure approximately three feet by six, and are therefore larger

than the majority of Canaletto's London views. It seems not improbable that

these two pictures were painted in Venice. We know that Canaletto's usual

method was to make sketches of his subjects out of doors. From these sketches

he often made careful drawings, which in their turn served as a basis for the

pictures painted in his studio. It is possible, therefore, that he painted the two

large pictures for Smith during the eight months in 1750-1 when he returned

to Venice. The business which took him from London at this time the 'affairs
'

at Venice to which Vertue alludes- may have taken the form of a commission

from Smith for some drawings and paintings of English views.

Canaletto had already utilized the same two sketches in the production of

a pair of views of the river from Somerset Gardens for Mr. Thomas West.

These were engraved, the view towards London Bridge, by Edward Rooker,

being first published on August i, 1750. The companion view of Westminster,

engraved by J. S. Muller, was not published until August 20, 1751, more than

a year later, but both pictures must have been finished before Canaletto left

London in 1750. These two pictures have not been traced, but so far as one

can judge from the engravings, they were very similar in design to the paintings

at Windsor. Both pairs differ somewhat from the original drawings, the differ-

ence being chiefly in the treatment of the terrace of Somerset House. In the

paintings more of the terrace is shown, and it is viewed from a slightly different

angle.

Vertuc's notebooks contain no further references to Canaletto. A few

months before writing his last note on the Venetian painter, Vertue had suffered

a great loss by the death of his patron, Frederick Lewis, Prince of Wales. This

sudden catastrophe seems to have unnerved the old engraver, and to have

caused him to lose interest in everyday happenings. His eyesight, moreover,
was beginning to fail. He made a few additions to his manuscript during 1751
and 1752, after which his history of the arts in England comes to an abrupt
conclusion. In these circumstances it is not surprising that, although Canaletto

was in England during 1752, 1753, 1754, and perhaps even later, there is no
more information in Vertue's manuscripts about his stay here. We shall have

to look elsewhere for proof that Canaletto remained in this country until 1754.

This will be found in the internal evidence afforded by his own drawings and

paintings.

LONDON FROM PENTONVILLE.

A most curious and interesting drawing which Canaletto must have done
soon after his return from Venice is the view of London from the north

(Plate xxiv). It is taken from the high ground at Pentonville, north of the New
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River Head, which, together with the water-mill and the Water House, can be

seen in the foreground. Near by are several buildings of particular interest.

These can be identified by reference to a somewhat similar view published

about twenty years earlier. 1 This early view, drawn and engraved by
'

T. B.'

(perhaps Thomas Bowles), is supplied with a key naming all the churches and

other buildings shown.

By this means it is possible to distinguish in Canaletto's drawing the houses

which, during the eighteenth century, formed a group of health and pleasure

resorts in the neighbourhood of Islington and Clerkenwell. The best known

among these is Sadler's Wells, which is seen on the left, while across the road

are the 'Farthing Pyc House', Sir Hugh Middleton's Tavern, and The New

Tunbridge Wells; and farther west, The London Spa, The Ducking Pond

House,
'

Merlin's Cave',
' Lord Cobham's Head', and the

'

Sir John Oldcastle'

Tavern and Gardens. Directly south of the Water House is a large building

which can be identified as the distillery of Mr. Isaac Wilkes, father of the

notorious John Wilkes, who was born in St. John's Square close by.

Beyond are the numerous towers and spires of London's churches, the fluted

obelisk-like steeple of St. Luke's, Old Street, being clearly distinguishable at

the extreme left. In the distance we get a glimpse of the Thames between

London Bridge and Westminster Bridge, the only two bridges existing at the

time over this part of the river.

This drawing was engraved by Stevens, and a copy of the engraving in the

Grace Collection at the British Museum has the date 1751 written on it. On
other examples of the print 1753 is engraved as the date of publication, so it

must have been republished. A similar view by Bowles was published in 1752
with the title :

' The North Prospect of London taken from the Bowling Green

at Islington.'

VIEWS OF THE HORSE GUARDS BUILDINGS.

The present building of the Horse Guards, designed by William Kent, who
died in 1748, was begun in 1750. The old building had been pulled down during
the winter of 1749-50, and The General Advertiser of October 12, 1750, states

that
'

yesterday a free Passage was opened under the new Stone Arch at the

Horse Guards, for Coaches, &c. into St. James' Park '.

- The new buildings

were not, however, completed for several years.
3

Canaletto made a drawing of the new buildings which was engraved by
Thomas Bowles, and published in November 1752. In this print the central

1 ' A New and Exact Prospect of the North Side of the City of London taken from the upper
Pond near Islington.' August 5, 1730.

2 'A.H.S.' in Notes and Queries, xath S. viii, p. 58.
3 Part of the MS. Accounts for the ' New Building at the Horse Guards Whitehall

'

are in the

Library of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
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cupola of the building is missing. The same plate was altered and republished

a year later, the buildings being then shown in their completed state, after the

addition of the cupola. A painting by Canaletto of this subject was in the collection

of the late Captain Drury-Lowe of Locko Park, Derbyshire. It was described

in A Catalogue oj the Pictures at Locko Park (1901) by the late Dr. J. P. Richter,

who fell into the error, as he himself afterwards acknowledged,
1 of attributing

it to Bernardo Bellotto. Another painting of the new Horse Guards belongs to

Colonel Robin Buxton (Plate xix (a)). It is similar to the picture at Locko Park,

but shows some scaffolding about the central cupola.

VIEWS OF NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND ALNWICK CASTLE.

In February 1750 the death had occurred of the Earl of Northumberland,

formerly seventh Duke of Somerset. During his lifetime, a beginning had

been made on necessary repairs to Northumberland House at Charing Cross.

These repairs and alterations were completed by his son-in-law, afterwards Duke
of Northumberland, who in fact rebuilt nearly the whole of the front next the

street. It was finished early in 1752, at which date the famous lion, cast in lead

from a model by Thomas Carter, was erected over the house on an arched

pedestal.
2

It must have been about this time that Canaletto painted for the Earl

one of the best and most interesting of his English pictures, a view of the newly-
restored Northumberland House. It includes also the Golden Cross Inn, on
the opposite side of the street, and the equestrian statue of Charles I (Plate xxv).

It was engraved by Bowles and published in 1753. This seems to have been

a popular subject, for there are several repetitions of the picture, not only by
Canaletto himself, but by his imitators and copyists. A poor example of one of

these copies is in the Wallace Collection.

The new Earl of Northumberland restored also his two other residences,
Alnwick Castle in Northumberland,

' which was become quite a ruin
',
and Syon

House, near Brentford, in Middlesex. He was probably proud of his work ot

restoration, and commissioned Canaletto to paint views of the completed

buildings (Plate xxvi (a) and (b)). It is not known when Canaletto made the

journey to Alnwick, but it was probably in 1753." The Earl was apparently so

pleased with his picture of the Castle that he ordered a replica, which now

hangs in London. The two pictures are practically identical, but both are

painted by Canaletto himself.

VIEWS OF WARWICK AND HAMPTON COURT BRIDGE.

Another noble patron who employed Canaletto in England was Francis,
first Earl Brooke, afterwards Earl of Warwick. It is not known at what date

1 The Mond Collection : An Appreciation, by J. P. Richter, 1910, i, p. 241.
2 This lion was afterwards re-erected at Syon House, where it may still be seen.
1 This date was suggested by Mr. Home (Magazine of Art, 1899, p. 243).
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Canaletto resided at Warwick Castle, but while there he painted several views

of the Castle and its surroundings.
1 Five of these pictures are now hanging in

the Castle, together with a sepia drawing of one of the views.

Canaletto also made a drawing, now in the British Museum, of Warwick

town, to which he added the quaint inscription:
'

Ingresso nclla Piazza dc Varik'

(Plate xxvin).

A drawing of Hampton Court Bridge made by Canaletto during the latter

part of his stay here is also in the British Museum (Plate xxix(6)). This curious

bridge was not opened until December 13, 1753, so Canaletto's drawing was

probably made some time during the following year. Part of Hampton Court

Palace is seen on the left, and the barges present a rather unfamiliar appearance

on this part of the river. The drawing was engraved by James Hulett, and

published in 1754.

CANALETTO'S WORK FOR THOMAS HOLLIS.

During .1754 we find Canaletto employed in London by a new patron.

This was Thomas Hollis, writer, traveller, and benefactor,
'

a true Whig', as he

described himself, often called by others 'the republican'. Hollis, with his

friend, Thomas Brand, had made a tour abroad during 1748 and 1749. In

1750 they set off' for a second time to Holland and Italy, returning to this

country in June 1753.

We know that Hollis was a friend of Consul Smith of Venice, for by his

will, made in 1761, Smith left a bequest of some books to 'Thomas Hollis Esq
of Bedford Row, London '.

2
It is possible that when Hollis visited Smith in

Venice the conversation may have turned on the eminent painter Canaletto,

who was then working in London. However this may be, in 1754 Hollis

commissioned Canaletto to paint several pictures for him. He appears to have

looked through Canaletto's sketches and drawings, and to have chosen the

subjects which pleased his fancy. Some of these had been engraved, but they

had not so far been 'transferred to canvas', and Hollis probably valued them

the more on that account.

This then appears to be the history of the much discussed painting, now in

the National Gallery, of 'The Interior of the Rotunda at Ranelagh' (Plate xxx).
;!

It formerly bore on the back of the canvas an inscription, signed by Canaletto,

to the effect that it was painted in 1754 in London, for the first and last time,

for 'Cavalier' Hollis. A similar view of the interior of the Rotunda, after

a drawing by Canaletto, had been engraved by Nathaniel Parr and published

in 1751. Hollis's picture may have been based on the engraved drawing or on

1 An Historical and Descriptive Account of the Town and Castle of Warwick, by W. F. (William

Field), 1815, p. 218.
2
Burlington Magazine, June 1913, p. 152, and Notes and Queries, loth S. iv, p. 383.

3 See Magazine of Art, 1899, p. 244.

IX. G
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another drawing, but it was apparently the only painting made by Canaletto

of this subject.

The same inscription that appeared on the picture of the Rotunda was also

on the back of the view of Old Walton Bridge, now in the Dulwich Gallery

(Plate xxxi (a)). Probably all the pictures painted for Hollis were inscribed in

the same way at the patron's request. It is clear that the picture of Walton

Bridge, painted in 1754, was done from an old sketch. This picturesque

wooden bridge was erected in 1750. An additional part in stone was subse-

quently added on each side, to continue the bridge to the higher ground.

These additions can be seen in course of construction in an engraving by

Luke Sullivan, published in 1751, although they do not appear in Canaletto's

picture. Canaletto also made a drawing of the bridge showing the stone

extensions completed, and this was engraved by Anthony Walker (Plate xxxi ()).

Thomas Hollis died in 1774, and bequeathed all his property 'to his dear

friend and fellow traveller Thomas Brand of the Hyde in Essex'. Brand

thereupon assumed the name of Hollis in addition to his own, being known

from that time as Thomas Brand Hollis. Some years later he formed an

intimate friendship with the Reverend John Disney, to whom, in 1804, he left

the whole of his property, including that which he had received from Thomas
Hollis.

The pictures painted by Canaletto lor 11 oil is passed in this way, with the

rest of the property, first to Thomas Brand Hollis, and then to John Disney.

The latter died in 1816, and the pictures then passed into the possession of his

son, another John Disney, barrister and archaeologist, who in 1841 exhibited

four of them at the British Institution. These were views of St. Paul's

Cathedral, the Rotunda at Ranclagh, Westminster Bridge, and Whitehall. It

was while they were in the younger John Disney's possession that it became

necessary to have them rclined. The owner therefore copied the inscriptions

from the original canvas and attached the copies to the pictures after their

restoration in 1850. On his death seven years later, the pictures passed to

Edgar Disne\-, who exhibited six of them at the British Institution in 1864.

Four of these were the same pictures that had hung in the exhibition of 1841.

The remaining two were the ' Walton Bridge ',
and a view of the Capitol

at Rome.

Twenty years later, on May 3, 1884, a collection of works by Canaletto

was sold at Christie's as 'the property of a lady'. Reference to an annotated

copy of the catalogue shows that the lady was Mrs. Disney, probably the widow
of Edgar Disney. The collection included altogether nine pictures by Canaletto.

The descriptions of six of these correspond with those of the pictures exhibited

at the British Institution in 1864. The full list, as it appears in Christie's

catalogue, is as follows :
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128. View of Westminster, during the building of the bridge. Painted in

1754-

129. Interior of the Rotunda at Ranelagh. Painted in 1754.

130. Walton Bridge. Painted in 1754.

131. View of the Banqueting House at Whitehall, with the Duke of Rich-

mond's House, the equestrian statue of Charles I, and Holbein's Gateway.

132. View of St. Paul's Cathedral with the Statue of Queen Anne, from the

west. Painted in 1754.

133. View of the Capitol at Rome. Painted in 1755.

134.) The Forum at Rome.

135. j The Companion.

136. The Municipal Palace, Piazza dei Mercanti, Milan, formerly the Palazzo

della Citta.

Included in the same sale was a portrait of Milton, which was stated to

have been the property of Thomas Hollis and to have 'descended to the

present owner' (Mrs. Disney). This leaves no room for doubt that the pictures

by Canaletto had also belonged to Hollis. Neither can it be doubted that the

words '

Painted in 1754' in the catalogue pointed to the existence of inscriptions

such as we know are on the pictures of the Rotunda and Walton Bridge.

The view of Westminster, painted in 1754 for Hollis, must have been done,

like those of Ranelagh and Walton, from an old sketch made while the bridge
was being built, as Westminster Bridge was completely finished and opened
in 1750. Neither this picture nor the one of St. Paul's Cathedral, painted at

the same time, has been traced. The Duke of Grafton possesses a picture by
Canaletto of

' Westminster Bridge being built'. This shows exactly the same

view as Mr. Heseltine's beautiful drawing of the unfinished bridge (Phite xxxm).
The picture was in His Grace's family, however, before the Disney sale took

place, so it cannot be the one painted for Hollis.

The view of the Banqueting House at Whitehall which, as we have seen,

was exhibited at the British Institution both in 1841 and 1864, does not appear
to have borne any date. This is undoubtedly the picture belonging to Mr. J.

Pierpont Morgan, which we reproduce (Plate xxxn). It is a fanciful view or

capriccio, such as Canaletto often painted in Venice. Several of these capncci
are in the Royal Collection at Windsor. They consist of representations of

well-known buildings and monuments arranged according to the caprice of the

artist, instead of in the relation to one another and to their surroundings in

which they appear in reality.

In this picture of Whitehall, Inigo Jones's Banqueting House is the prin-

cipal feature. The artist has removed the statue of King Charles from its place
at Charing Cross, where we have already seen it in proximity to Northumber-

G 2
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land House (Plate xxv), and has set it up, for the purposes of his composition, in

Whitehall. It stands here close to the southern comer of the Banqueting

House, and between it and the Holbein Gateway, part of which appears at the

extreme right of the picture. Canaletto has also removed, temporarily, the

protective railings from the statue, to give it a more picturesque appearance.

The facade of Richmond House can be seen beyond the entrance to the Privy

Gardens, but Montagu House is not shown, its place being usurped by the

statue.

It will be noticed that the
' View of the Capitol at Rome '

was described

in Christie's catalogue as having been '

painted in 1755 '. If it were certainly

known that this picture also bore a copy by John Disney of an original inscrip-

tion, stating that it was painted for Thomas Hollis in 1755, it would go far to

prove that Canaletto was still in London in that year. There is no reason why
the artist should not have painted, while in London, a view of Rome taken from

one of his early sketches. He may also have painted for Hollis, while here,

the other Roman views and the view of Milan included in the catalogue of

Mrs. Disney's sale.

CANALETTO'S RETURN TO VENICE.

We may accept as correct, although we do not know its source, the state-

ment of Monsieur Octave Uzanne 1 that Antonio Canal had returned to Venice

in 1756. From the time of his return Canaletto appears to have resumed with

all his old enthusiasm, and in spite of advancing years, the painting of views of

his beloved city. We obtain a pleasing glimpse of him from the narrative of an

Englishman, Mr. Hinchcliffe, who was in Venice in 1760.

The story is given in a book called Barthomley, by the Reverend Edward

Hinchcliffe, which deals chiefly with the history of the Crewe family. The
writer's grandfather was Dr. John Hinchcliffe, Master of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, and afterwards Bishop of Peterborough. In 1760 John Hinchcliffe had

been appointed tutor to John Crewe of Crewe Hall, whose sister he afterwards

married, and accompanied him abroad.

' When the two travellers were at Venice, . . . they chanced to see a little man making
a sketch of the Campanile, in S' Mark's place : Hinchcliffe took the liberty ... to look at

what he was doing. Straightway he discovered a master-hand, & hazarded the artist's name,
"
Canaletti ". The man looked up & replied

" mi conosce ". Thereupon a conversation

ensued, and Canaletti, pleased to find so enthusiastic a judge of drawing, invited Hinchcliffe

to his studio, who waited upon him there on the following day, and inspected his paintings
& drawings. The visit terminated most agreeably to the traveller. Having requested
Canaletti to allow him to purchase the painting about to be made from the sketch he had
seen the artist take, Canaletti not only agreed to this, but, in addition, presented him with the

1

Benezit, Dictionnaire dcs Peintres, &c., 1911, i, p. 851 Canaletto.
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sketch itself, as a complimentary gift ;
and a very valuable one my grandfather esteemed it, &

so did his eldest son, at whose death it became the property of the present Lord Crewe, by

purchase, & is now at Crewe Hall. It is a beautiful pen and ink drawing. . . .'
l

Mr. Hinchcliffe continues :

' My grandfather had another very valuable picture of his (Canaletto's), 'Whitehall'.

This painting Canaletti, while in England, refused to sell ; he wished to keep it as a

memento of his visit to our country : the view which it presents was from the garret of

a little shop on the site of what is now the corner house of Richmond Terrace, in which
humble apartment the great painter lived during his stay in London. The date of the

picture may be known by the representation of the scaffolding erected for the building of the

first house in Parliament Street, on the Downing Street side. In this picture there is a view

of the old Gateway, which divided the precincts of the Court of Whitehall from the rest of

the City of Westminster, that Gateway no longer exists, and of the Banqueting Hall, now
Whitehall Chapel, and of the Duke of Buccleugh's House. The picture was sold not many
years ago to the Duke of Buccleugh. M r Crewe bought the picture at Venice, from

Canaletti himself, and gave it to my grandfather in exchange for a large battle-piece now at

Crewe Hall.' '

This is the magnificent view of Whitehall, now in the Duke of Bucclcuch's

collection, which hung until recently at Montagu House (Plate xxxv). It probably

passed from the Hinchcliffe family into the possession of Lord Crewe in the

same manner, and at the same time, as Canaletto's drawing of the Campanile.
It was put up for sale at Christie's in the Crewe Collection in 1836, but was

bought in at that time. It must, however, have been sold within a few years,

for in 1840 it was exhibited by the Duke of Buccleuch at the British Institution.

It seems hardly credible that if Canaletto had been able to sell this large and

important picture in England, he would have refused, for sentimental reasons,

to do so. It is more likely that the picture was a commission which, for some

reason, had been left on his hands. The reason may not be very far to seek.

Canaletto had, as we know, painted for the Duke of Richmond a similar view of

Whitehall soon after his arrival in this country. The Duke of Richmond's

next-door neighbour at Montagu House was John, second Duke of Montagu,
with whom McSwiny was on friendly terms, as we learn from Tom Hill's

letter. It would have been only natural for the Duke of Montagu to employ
Canaletto to paint for him a view of Whitehall, which included a better view of

Montagu House than that which appeared in the Duke of Richmond's version.

The Duke of Montagu died, however, on July 5, 1749, at which time the picture

was probably unfinished.

It would be interesting if we could prove that the painting was originally

intended to hang in Montagu House, to which home it eventually returned after

having travelled to Venice, and passed through the hands of the Hinchcliffe and

1 Rev. Edward Hinchcliffe, Barthomley, 1856, p. 53 note.
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Crewe families. It is not so easy to date the picture as Mr. Hinchcliffe

imagined. According to Rocque's plan of London, the houses in Parliament

Street were already built in 1745. The scaffolding seen on the extreme left of

the picture cannot therefore be that 'erected for the building of the first house

in Parliament Street '. Either the corner house was pulled down before about

1750, or an additional house was built at the northern end of Parliament

Street.

If it is true that Canaletto took the view from his lodging near Richmond

House, this points to his having at least made a sketch for the picture before

July 1749, for at that date we know that he was living in Silver Street, Golden

Square. That he put the finishing touches at a later date is apparent from the

fact that the lion, erected on Northumberland House in 1752, can be seen in

the distance. Near it is one of the towers of Northumberland House with

scaffolding about it, the repairs begun in 1749 being in progress.
1

CANALETTO'S PUPIL, FRANCESCO GUARDI.

There is one more contemporary reference to Canaletto. This is to be

found in the unpublished diary of Senator Pietro Gradenigo, now at the Museo

Corrcr, Venice. The extract containing the reference is printed in Mr. G. A.

Simonson's Francesco Guardi.- On April 25, 1764, Senator Gradenigo wrote

of
' Francesco Guardi, pittore della contrada dei SS. Apostoli sule Fondamente

Nove, buon scolaro del nnonmto Canalcto '. There is no doubt that Senator

Gradenigo was personally acquainted with both Guardi and Canaletto. The
latter made a drawing of the

' Palazzo Gradenigo ',
which is now in the British

Museum. It is signed
' Ant Canaletto del.', and provides the only instance

known to me of Canaletto's having used such a signature. He usually signed
his name 'Antonio Canal', sometimes adding 'detto il Canaletto'.

The entry in Senator Gradenigo's diary proves beyond question, as

Mr. Simonson points out, that Guardi was Canaletto's pupil and assistant. It

is probable that they had sometimes worked on the same canvases before

Canaletto made his journey to England. Some of the pictures attributed to

Canaletto in the Royal Collection bear evidence of such collaboration.

We know nothing further of Antonio Canal than that he died at his house
in the contrada di San Leone on April 20, 1768, in his seventy-first year.

1

P. Cunningham (Handbook for London: Montagu House, Whitehall) mistook this tower for

the steeple of St. Martin's Church, which was finished in 1726.
'

P. 81, Appendix viii.
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CANALETTO'S CONTEMPORARIES AND FOLLOWERS IN ENGLAND.

In order to appreciate Canaletto's influence on topographical and landscape-

painting in England, we must consider what had been done in these branches

of art before his arrival here. He seems to have been the first painter of

English topographical views to meet with much success in this country.

Most of the foreign artists before his time who had been engaged upon

work of this kind were of Flemish or Dutch origin. Of the earlier men, it is

only necessary to refer to ANTON VAN DEN WYNGAERDE (fl. 154^-72} and JORIS

HOEFNAGEL (1545-1600}. In the Sutherland Collection at the Bodleian, Oxford,

are a number of drawings in pen and water-colour by Wyngaerde, including

views of Hampton Court, Oatlands (signed and dated 1559), and Richmond

(signed and dated 1562), and a perspective view of
'

London, Westminster and

Southwark as they appeared A. D. 1543', which has been engraved. Hoefnagel

made drawings of Windsor Castle, Oxford, Bristol, and Nonsuch Palace (1582),

and there is a picture by him at Hatfield (the Marquess of Salisbury's) repre-

senting a marriage feast at Bermondsey. The engraved views of WENCESLAUS

HOLLAR (1607-77], a native of Prague, who came to England in 1635, arc

too well known to call for more than a passing mention.

Walpole includes the name of WILLIAM LIGIITFOOT (d. 1671?} an English

painter of perspective and architecture, who is said to have '

excelled in painting

landscapes and perspective views', but none of his works is now known.

Lightfoot is mentioned by Evelyn as an engraver (Sculptures, p. 99); as an

architect he was employed under Wren in building the Royal Exchange.
1

One of the first of the Netherlandish topographical painters to visit England

during the seventeenth century was CORNELIS BOL (d. 1666). He and his wife

became members of the Dutch Church, Austin Friars, on December 3, 1635,

having come to London from Paris.
2

Walpole says that Bol painted some

views, which were at Sutton Place, Surrey, of London before the Great Fire,

representing Arundel House, Somerset House, and the Tower. At the Dulwich

Gallery (No. 360) is a painting by Bol, signed
'

C. B/ It is a view on the

Thames looking towards Westminster, and showing Somerset House, the

Savoy, Suffolk House, the Banqueting House in Whitehall, and Westminster

Abbey and Hall, with Lambeth Palace in the distance. Bol died at Haarlem

in October 1666.

THOMAS WYCK (1616-77} who came to England about the time of the

Restoration, painted some views of the Great Fire of London. Vertue saw

at the Earl of Burlington's a view of London from the Southwark side and

river Thames 'said to be done by old Wyck of Haarlem the little small figures

wonderfully well dutch like work. A print done from this picture in posses-

1 Anecdotes of Painting, ed. Wornum, 1876, ii. 91 and iii. 222.
2 Dr. Lionel Cust in Proceedings of the Huguenot Society of London, 1903, vol. vii, No. i, p. 67.
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sion of Mr. T. West' '. Redgrave mentions a view of the parade in St. James's

Park with Charles II and his Court walking, which was also in the Earl of

Burlington's collection. Another view by Wyck of
' Westminster from below

York Water-Gate ',
the property of Mr. E. C. Grenfell, was exhibited at the

Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1919, and is reproduced in the catalogue (Plate

xxxvin). The Earl of Berkeley possesses a view of 'Whitehall from St. James's
Park' by another Dutch painter, HENDRICK DANCKERTS (i6jo-8o?}. It was

also included in the above exhibition (Plate XLIII).

Several views of Old London Bridge are attributed to CLAUDE DE JONGH
(d. 1663}. One of these, painted in 1650, belongs to the Victoria and Albert

Museum- and was exhibited at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in 1911 (No. 50).

What seemed to be a repetition of this picture was lent by the Earl of North-

brook to the same exhibition (No. 46). Wurzbach (Niederlandisches Kiinstler-

Lexikon) mentions two views of Old London Bridge by De Jongh which were

sold at Christie's and fetched high prices. The sale catalogues show that it was
the same picture which was sold twice, vis. in the Wynn Ellis sale of 1876, and

in the John Heugh sale of 1878. It was dated 1630. Mr. Algernon Graves (Art

Sales) mentions another view of Old London Bridge sold at Christie's in 1888

from the collection of the Marquess of Exeter. This was signed and dated

1639. An admirably painted view of this subject which is at the Whitechapel

Library and belongs to the Metropolitan Borough of Stepney, may be by the

same artist.

Further views of the Thames have been left us by JOHN GRIFFIER, THE
ELDER (1652-1718)* who came to England from Amsterdam. He purchased
a boat in which he lived with his family, painting views of the river between

Gravesend and Windsor. He obtained the patronage of the first Duke of

Beaufort, for whom he painted several views of the Thames at Chelsea. 4 Two
of his sons, ROBERT GRIFFIER (i6SS-ij6o?) and JOHN GRIFFIER, THE YOUNGER
(d. i-tfo?), painted in his manner. A large view of London from Montagu
House, in the collection of the Duke of Buccleuch, is probably by the elder

son. It appears to be signed
'

R. Griffier, 1748', but the initial of the signature
is not clearly decipherable. It shows Westminster Bridge (finished) on the

right, with Lambeth Palace on the opposite bank and the Surrey hills in the

distance
;
to the left are seen the Strand churches, Somerset House, St. Paul's,

the City churches, and London Bridge. According to Benezit (Dictionnaire des

Peintres\ the Marquess of Bute possesses the only two known pictures by
John Griffier, Junior. They are river scenes, one of which is dated 1743.
A view of Windsor Castle dated 1735 was, however, sold in London on May i,

1911, which was probably painted by the younger John Griffier.

1 Add. MSS. 23073, f. 32.
1

It is at present
'

in circulation
'

but it is not included in the official catalogue of oil paintings.
" See Wurzbach, Niederlandisches Kilnstler-Lexikon.
4 Anecdotes of Painting, ed. Wornum, 1876, ii. 130 (Dallaway's note).
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The work of PETER RYSBRACK (i6^j-ij2^i) ', landscape painter, of Antwerp,
is practically unknown in England, which country he visited for a short period

about 1675-8. He was the father of John Michael Rysbrack, the celebrated

sculptor, and of PETER ANDREAS RYSBRACK (1690-1748) and Gerard Rysbrack,
still-life and landscape painters. In the Duke of Bedford's Collection is an

interesting picture signed
'

P. A. Rysbrack ',
a view of Old Southampton House,

Bloomsbury (afterwards called Bedford House). Sir George Scharf, in his

catalogue of the Duke of Bedford's pictures, took this to be the work of the

elder Peter Rysbrack, but it is perhaps by the son, Peter Andreas.

There were, however, on Canaletto's arrival here, a few English painters

who were employed upon work of this kind. The most prominent of them was

SAMUEL SCOTT (77/0-72).

Walpole, in his letter to Sir Horace Mann, quoted above (page 26), wrote

of Scott and his pupil, Marlow, as being 'better painters' than Canaletto, but

this we may dismiss as a characteristic piece of exaggeration.

The often-quoted passage in which Walpole speaks of Scott as
' but second

to Vandevelde
'

seems to indicate that Scott first made his reputation as a marine

painter. Among the eight canvases by Scott which belonged to Walpole and

were included in the Strawberry Hill sale of 1842, there were three marines

with the following titles :

' A Sea Fight, in which Admiral Sandwich met his

death', 'Sea Piece, the Lion Man-of-War chasing the vessel in which Prince

Charles Edward was proceeding to Scotland
',
and ' Sea Piece, with View of

the Coast '. This side of Scott's work is but little known at the present time,

but the earliest signed and dated painting by him of which I have a record is

a view of
'

Dover, with Shipping and Boats ', 1738, which was sold at Christie's

in May, 1895.

It is difficult to say whether Scott had achieved much reputation as

a painter of topographical subjects before Canaletto came to England. There

is a beautiful pen-drawing with slight washes of colour by Scott in the Print

Room, British Museum, of 'Westminster Abbey and Hall from the River',

which must have been done about 1737 or 1738, as the south-western tower of

the Abbey is unfinished. An oil-painting of
' Old London Bridge

'

by him, in

the National Gallery (No. 313) is said in the catalogue to have been painted
in 1745, but the reasons for making this assertion are not given. A view in

the Duke of Buccleuch's collection of Montagu House from the river, showing

part of Westminster Bridge, is signed and dated 1749. It is similar to

Mr. E. C. Grenfell's picture of the same subject which was in the Burlington
Fine Arts Club Exhibition (No. 95, Plate XLII).

1

Catalogue of the Antwerp Museum, quoted in Liggere der Antwerpsche Sint Lucas Gilde
;
and

Vertue, Add. MSS. 23076, f. 25.

IX. H
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Scott's style of painting varied so much and is so unequal that it is not

easy to say with certainty what pictures are from his hand, except in the rare

cases where they are signed. No doubt he produced much which was not of

the highest order, but he can scarcely have been responsible for more than

a small number of the paintings which appear at auction under his name.

Among the earliest of his unsigned works which have strong claims to be

regarded as authentic are those in the Marquess of Sligo's collection. Five

of these interesting pictures were included in the exhibition at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club in 1919, and three of them,
' Westminster Bridge and West-

minster Abbey from the River', 'The Parade and Whitehall from St. James's

Park', and 'Whitehall from the North', were reproduced in the illustrated

catalogue. The view of the Parade, St. James's Park (Plate xxxvi), introduces

the old Horse Guards Buildings, so it was probably painted not later than 1749,

and may have been done some years earlier. It is not exactly the kind of

work one usually associates with Scott's name, but it seems to be from the

same hand as the other views belonging to the Marquess of Sligo. The figures

have some resemblance to the work of John Maurer, and it is possible that

Scott may have been assisted by Maurer in this part of his work.

JOHN MAURER (fl. iji]-6i)
l

is known chiefly through his engravings, one

of which, published in 1740, shows exactly the same view as that of the Marquess
of Sligo's

' Whitehall from the North '. Maurer is not known to have painted
in oil. That he was a very accomplished artist is shown by some pen and wash

drawings by him which are in His Majesty's Collection at Windsor. These

were lent to the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition. They are views of

St. James's Park and Buckingham House (1741), St. James's Palace and the

Mall (1741), Buckingham House (1746), and The Horse Guards Parade (with

the old buildings).

The year before his death Scott exhibited at the Royal Academy (No. 179,

his only exhibit there) 'A View of the Tower of London, supposed on his

Majesty's birthday'. This picture is now in the collection of Mr. Walter S. M. .

Burns. It is signed and dated,
'

S. Scott, 1771.'

Until more is known about the chronology of Scott's work, it is impossible
to say with much confidence how far his style was modified by Canaletto's

arrival and stay in this country. It is probable that Scott's early style was
formed largely under Dutch and Flemish influence, and that its general charac-

teristics were but slightly modified by Canaletto's example. It is true that he
was sometimes called by his admirers '

the English Canaletto
',
but it is difficult

to discover in his known works much trace of Canaletto's breadth of vision,

largeness of design, beauty of colour, and sense of atmosphere.
vi

1 See Walpole Society, vol. vi, p. 128, and Harleian Society, Registers of St. Paul's Church,
Covent Garden.
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WILLIAM MARLOW (1740-1813).

Of William Marlow, Scott's pupil, who copied Canaletto's two views of

Verona so successfully,
1

little is heard nowadays. Works by him, generally

views of Rome, appear occasionally in the sale rooms, but they do not attract

much attention. Marlow was a competent draughtsman. A fine drawing by

him, a view of London from Somerset House, is in the Sutherland Collection

at the Bodleian, Oxford. At the Bank of England there is a picture of
'

Ludgate

Hill from the West '

painted by Marlow in 1792. It has been engraved, and

was recently exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club (No. 103).

WILLIAM JAMES (fl. 1740-71).

Among the painters who were directly influenced by Canaletto in England,

William James claims most attention. James is said by Edward Edwards a to

have been 'a pupil or assistant to Canaletti while he was in England'. This

seems probable, but we have no proof of it. James produced a number of works

in imitation of Canaletto, mostly views of London and the Thames. About ten

of these views, some of which were formerly at Hampton Court, are now

hanging in Kensington Palace. They are rather stiff and hard in execution,

and much inferior to Canaletto's work, but they form interesting topographical

records. Among them are several of the subjects chosen by Canaletto, for

example: 'A view of the Horse Guards from St. James's Park', 'Greenwich

Hospital ',
and ' The Savoy and Old Somerset House from the river.'

A drawing in pen and wash by William James, belonging to the Victoria

and Albert Museum, looks like a copy from Canaletto
;

it was undoubtedly done

under his influence. It is called
'

St. Paul's Cathedral from the Temple
Gardens ',

but is very similar to Canaletto's views of the City of London and

St. Paul's taken from the garden of Old Somerset House.

Four pictures by James belonging to the University of Oxford were exhi-

bited at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in 1911. Two of them are replicas of

pictures at Kensington Palace. The other two are views of
' Lambeth Palace

and Westminster Bridge, from the Thames ',
and ' Chelsea Hospital and Rane-

lagh from the Thames '. The latter subject appears to be the same as that of

Canaletto's picture shown by him in Silver Street in 1751.
3

Among other pictures which may be considered when studying James's

work, I would call attention to one of those shown in the Burlington Fine Arts

Club Exhibition,
' A Water Pageant on the Thames ',

called
' School of Samuel

Scott
'

(Plate xxxni in the illustrated catalogue). James exhibited a number of

pictures at the Society of Artists between 1761 and 1768, and at the Royal

Academy between 1769 and 1771. Some of these were views of Egypt, but it

1 See p. 26. * Anecdotes of Painters, 1808, pp. 26 and 27.
3 See p. 35.

H 2
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is said that he had not visited that country. He lived at the 'Golden Head'

in Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, and, according to Edwards,
'

his works were

shown at his shop-window '. The same authority considered them only suitable

as
'

furniture pictures '. It is curious that, considering the patronage he must

have enjoyed, so little information about James has come down to us. Even

the dates of his birth and death are unknown.

FRANCIS HARDING (fl. 1740-66?).

Harding was not only, like James, an imitator of Canaletto, but an actual

copyist of his works. His name survives in a note of Vertue's, and his widow's

name appears in the lists of the charitable donations distributed between 1767

and 1771 by the Incorporated Society of Artists of Great Britain. 1 ' Mr. Harding,

painter of landscapes, ... is continually imitating paintings of Canaletti of

Venice
',
wrote Vertue in 1745.- Harding must therefore have copied some of

the views of Venice that were brought into England before Canaletto's arrival

here. Two of these copies by Harding were in 1766 at Sir Gregory Page's seat,

Wricklemarsh, in Kent. They were used as decorations
' over the Saloon

Door'. :!

It is probable that after Canaletto came to London Harding was one

of the artists who produced works in imitation of his English views, such as are

sometimes met with in auction rooms at the present day.
A large painting by Harding, representing the interior of the Church of

St. John the Evangelist, Westminster, while in ruins after the fire of 1742, is

mentioned by Vertue. This picture now hangs in the vestry of that church. 4

ANTONIO JOLI (ijoo ?-jj).

Among Italian imitators of Canaletto there was one, Antonio Joli, who
came to England and arrived here before the master. We learn from one of

Owen McSwiny's letters to the second Duke of Richmond that Joli was in

London in 1744, and that he had been commissioned to paint for the Duchess

of Richmond ' two pieces of perspective ', one of which was ' a view of St. Paul's,

the Bridge, &c.'

These are probably the two pictures now at Goodwood, Nos. 53 and 56,
' View of London Bridge

'

and ' View in Paris
'

painted on copper. The name
of the artist is not given in the catalogue of the Goodwood pictures, but the pair

arc described as being
'

imitations of Canaletto's style and colouring '/

According to Bryan's Dictionary of Painters, Joli was born at Modena,
1

Papers of the Society in possession of the Royal Academy of Arts.
2

Vertue, Add. MSS. 23079, f. 35.
3 The English Connoisseur, London, 1766, ii. 95.

4
It was reproduced in Country Life, May i, 1920, p. 597.

6

Goodwood, with Catalogue Raisonne of the Pictures in the Gallery of the Duke of Richmond, by
William Hayley Mason, 1839, pp. 52 and 53. Also Catalogue of Pictures at Goodwood and at Gordon

Castle, by the late Duchess of Richmond, 1877 (privately printed).
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became a pupil of Panini, and practised as a painter of theatrical decorations in

England, Spain, and Germany. Walpole, who visited him while he was in this

country, thought he was a Venetian.

HERBERT PUGH (ft. 1758-88}.

The work of Herbert Pugh, who came to England from Ireland in 1758,

also shows Canaletto's influence. A large painting of Covent Garden Market

now in the Duke of Bedford's collection is probably the picture exhibited by

Pugh at the Incorporated Society of Artists in 1771. Sir George Scharf, who

saw it at the Earl of Hardwicke's seat, Wimpole, in 1880, was puzzled as to its

authorship, but suggested the name of Pugh.
1 It has been more recently

ascribed to Canaletto, whose work it certainly is not, although it displays

a breadth of style which would hardly have been attained except under the

Venetian's influence. A repetition of this picture, described as
' School of

Canaletto
',

is in the London Museum. Two examples of Pugh's work arc to be

found at the Bank of England, and Edward Edwards mentions a large landscape

by him which was in the committee-room of the Lock Hospital.

R. PAUL

While dealing with copies and imitations of Canaletto's pictures, mention

must be made of certain views of London which sometimes appear at auction.

These, while purporting to be contemporary representations of eighteenth-

century scenes, are obviously modern '

fakes
',
and are known to the dealers as

the productions of an obscure nineteenth-century painter named Paul. They are

easily recognizable by the figures introduced into the foreground, which are always

represented in white wigs, and do not bear the slightest resemblance to the

figures in Canaletto's pictures or in any other contemporary eighteenth-century

views. Examples arc to be seen in the view of
' Westminster from Lambeth '

(Burlington Fine Arts Club, Plate xxxix), and in the
' Old Northumberland

House
'

at the London Museum.

Although these pictures sometimes masquerade under the name of Canaletto

or of Scott, they are not infrequently catalogued as the work of
'

J. Paul.' The

artist's identity has hitherto been uncertain, but he was probably the same man

as the ' R. Paul
'

referred to in Mr. C. J. Holmes's preface, and in the text of

Mr. C. H. Collins Baker's Cronie?

R. Paul was a native of Norwich and a follower of Crome, in whose style he

executed some tolerably good works, one of which he exhibited with the Norwich

Society in 1805. Paul is supposed to have been concerned in some crime con-

sequent upon which he fled to London, where he lived in obscurity, supporting
himself by the manufacture of spurious Cronies and Constables. A ' Mr. Paul

',

1 Notes and Queries, 6th S. i, 9.
2

Crome, 1921, pp. xxiii and 60.
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probably the same, exhibited two landscapes at the British Institution in 1815.

R. B. Paul (fl. 1850-80}, the son of R. Paul, is also known as a copyist.

Canaletto's work undoubtedly raised the standard of topographical and

architectural painting in this country. But though English painters, like Scott,

Marlow, and James, repeated the subjects he had popularized, and imitated the

general characteristics of his style as far as they were able to do so, it must be

confessed that we look in vain in their productions for the imagination and the

mastery of technique which the great Venetian brought to the service of
'

view-

painting '. Probably Canaletto's example had something to do with the general

lightening of the key which is noticeable in English topographical painting of

the latter part of the eighteenth century, when we compare it with the rather

sombre colouring of the Dutch and Flemish work in the preceding century. In

the works of the English painters referred to above, we often find some attempt
to imitate mannerisms which are rather unpleasantly prominent, especially in his

later work, in Canaletto's treatment ot the figures with which his views were

enlivened. The charm of these English painters' work resides in their unaffected

truthfulness and sincerity, and these qualities were thwarted rather than

strengthened by their half-hearted and perfunctory imitation of Canaletto's super-

ficial characteristics.

It is not till we come to the artists of the succeeding generations that the

higher qualities of Canaletto's work begin to find appreciation. In the admirable

pcn-and-wash drawings of JOSEPH FARINGTON (1747-1821), and in the engravings
made from his drawings (Vieivs of the Lakes, &c., 1789, and A History of the

River Thames, 1794), we discover a feeling new in English art for style and

spacious design. Canaletto's worthiest disciple, however, was THOMAS GIRTIN

(ij-jf-i8o2), one of the greatest of our water-colour painters. The broad simplicity
of Girtin's vision, his firm-knit and massive design, his restrained and truthful

colour and decisive handling, were developed by his study of Canaletto's work.
And it was through Girtin that the ennobling influence of Canaletto's finely
balanced style passed, in the early works of Cotman, De Wint, Francia and
William Hunt, into the main current of English landscape painting.

The writer begs to acknowledge with gratitude the

assistance so kindly given by the MARQUESS OF

CREWE, K.G., the EARL OF MARCH, D.S.O., and MR. J.

PAUL DE CASTRO, M.A., and to thank all those tvho

have supplied her ivith information during the prepara-
tion of this paper.
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A CATALOGUE RAISONNE

OF

CANALETTO'S ENGLISH VIEWS

ALNWICK CASTLE, circa 1753. (Plate xxvi().) Duke of Northumberland.

The Castle on rising ground in middle distance
;
river Alne in foreground ;

two figures in foreground on left
; groups of figures and sheep on slope between

Castle and river.

Oil painting. 45x5501.
Exhibited: British Institution, 1863, No. 101.

ALNWICK CASTLE. Duke of Northumberland.

Replica of the preceding.

Oil Painting. 44x54! in.

BADMINTON HOUSE, circa 1748. (Plate xvm (b).} Duke of Beaufort.

The House in middle distance, taken from the Park
;
trees on either side

;

a coach and six driving out from the front entrance
;
deer in the foreground.

Oil painting. 33! x 48 in.

BADMINTON PARK, circa 1748. (Plate xvm ().) Duke of Beaufort.

View taken from an upper window of Badminton House
; figures in the

foreground, standing in front of the house
; beyond are a coach and six, with

outriders, and other coaches and figures; a bridge to the left, and various

ornamental features among the trees in the distance.

Oil painting. 33^ x 48 in.

CAMBRIDGE. INTERIOR OF KING'S COLLEGE CHAPEL.

Oil painting.

Formerly in the possession of Horace Walpole (Anecdotes of Painting, ed. Wornum,
1876, ii, p. 333).

Strawberry Hill sale, April 25, &c., 1842, No. 81 in 2oth day's sale
; purchased by

John A. Beaumont for 21 IQS. 6d.
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CAMBRIDGE. INTERIOR OF KING'S COLLEGE CHAPEL.

Oil painting.
Sale: Christie's, March 12, 1774. Property of Samuel Dickenson, of East Smithfield.

(For companion picture, sec
'

Westminster, Interior of Henry VII's Chapel ')

Exhibited: British Institution, 1824, No. 41. Lent by John Hawkins.

'Mr. Hawkins has a repetition of Walpole's picture.' Dallaway's note to Walpole's
Anecdotes of Painting, ed. Wornum, 1876, ii. 333.

CHARING CROSS. See Northumberland House.

CHELSEA COLLEGE, WITH RANELAGH GARDENS AND THE EARL OF RANELAGH'S

HOUSE, 1751. Ayerst H. Buttery, Esq.

Chelsea College or Hospital on the left; the Rotunda and Ranelagh
Gardens in centre, with the Earl of Ranelagh's house and other buildings near

by; figures on bank in foreground ;
numerous boats and barges on the river.

Oil painting. 38 x 49^ in.

Exhibited at Canaletto's lodgings in Silver Street, Golden Square, during August

1751. See advertisement (p. 36).

Described by Vertue (Add. 23074, f. 15) as '

a large picture, valued at 60 or 70 pounds'.

ETON COLLEGE CHAPEL.

Oil painting.

Sold by Griffiths, of Liverpool, March 22, 1860; purchased by Sir John Tobin for

ETON COLLEGE CHAPEL, circa 1747. (Plate xiv().) National Gallery, London,
No. 942. Wynn Ellis Bequest, 1876.

Eton College Chapel in the middle distance, and other buildings adjacent ;

the river Thames in the foreground with a boat; figures on the bank
;
a tree on

the left of the picture ;
trees on the opposite bank to the right.

Oil painting. 24 x 42 in.

Perhaps the same picture as the above.

GREENWICH HOSPITAL. Walter S. M. Burns, Esq.

The buildings of the Hospital, in centre of picture, are seen across the

river; in front of the Hospital, in the centre of the Great Quadrangle, stands

the statue of George II by Rysbrack; the Observatory is seen on the hill above

the Hospital buildings; river in foreground with numerous boats filled with

people ;
to the right, a three-decker with sails set and flags flying.

Oil painting. 23 x 37 in.

Sale: Christie's, June 11,1904. Property of the late Duke of Cambridge. Bought by
Agnew.
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HAMPTON COURT BRIDGE, 1754. (Plate xxix ().) British Museum. Payne

Knight Bequest.

View looking down stream, showing the curious wooden bridge which was

opened on December 13, 1753 ; part of Hampton Court Palace seen on the left
;

boats and barges filled with people on the river in the foreground.

Drawing, pen and wash. gx 15! in.

Engraved by James Hulett: 'A view of the new bridge over the Thames at Hampton
Court. Canaleti delin. Hulet sculp. Published 1754.'

HORSE GUARDS, ST. JAMES'S PARK, before 1749. (Plate xix(&).) British Museum.

View from St. James's Park
;
houses at the end of Downing Street on right,

with part of Kent's Treasury adjoining; old Horse Guards buildings in middle

distance
; Admiralty beyond, with spire of St. Martin's Church rising above it

;

trees and part of the canal on left
;
numerous figures promenading.

Drawing, pen and wash. i3r\ X2 7if in-

The old Horse Guards buildings were pulled down in the winter of 1749-50. (See

Notes and Queries, 12 S. viii, 58.)

Engraved by W. M. Fellows for J. T. Smith's Antiquities of Westminster (Supplement),

1809. Plate 32.

Sale: Christie's, June 10-12, 1833. Property of George Hibbert, Esq. Third day,

lot 159.
'

Canaletti : The Horse Guards in St. James's Park, pen washed, fine.' 6 IDS.

(Tiffin.)

See p. 35.

HORSE GUARDS, ST. JAMES'S PARK, 1752.

The new Horse Guards before the Cupola over the centre of the building

was erected.

Engraving. 9 x 15^ in.

'A View of the Parade of S' James Park, The New Buildings for the Horse Guards,
The Admiralty with His Majesty going to the House of Lords &c. Vue de la Parade du

Pare de Saint Jaques ;
Le nouveau Batiment des Gardes a Cheval

; L'Amiraute, et le Roi

allant a la Chambre des Seigneurs, &c.

Canaleti delin. T. Bowles sculp.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Nov r 2d
1752.

London Printed for and Sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter Lane

Fleet Street & Heny Overton at the White Horse without Newgate

HORSE GUARDS, ST. JAMES'S PARK, 1753.

The same as the preceding, but with the central Cupola added and Horse

Guards buildings thus completely finished. Date 1752, altered to 1753.

Engraving. 9 x 15^ in.

Republished May 12, 1794, by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.

IX. I
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HORSE GUARDS, ST. JAMES'S PARK, circa 1752. (Plate xix(a).) Colonel Robin

Buxton.

The view is the same as in the pen and wash drawing belonging to the

British Museum, but the new Horse Guards here replaces the old buildings;

scaffolding is erected about the cupola for setting up the clock (see John Seddon's

accounts in the Library of the R. I. B. A.); the southern wing is not yet built.

Oil painting on panel. 22 x 43 in.

HORSE GUARDS, ST. JAMES'S PARK, 1753. The late Captain W. H. Drury-Lowe,
Locko Park, Derbyshire.

The new buildings of the Horse Guards, seen from St. James's Park
;
the

Admiralty on the left, and the Treasury buildings and houses at the end of

Downing Street on right ;
clear sky ;

numerous groups of small figures in

foreground.

Oil painting. 23^x43! in.

Described in Catalogue of Pictures at Locko Park (J. P. Richter, 1901), No. 115,

pp. 47, 48.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1911, No. 53.

HORSE GUARDS AND WHITEHALL, FROM ST. JAMES'S PARK.

Oil painting.

Exhibited: Manchester, 1857, No. 821. (Anon.)

LONDON, FROM PENTONVILLE, circa 1751. (Plate xxiv.) British Museum.
View of London taken from the high ground at Pentonville

;
trees in fore-

ground ;
water mill in centre which supplied the

'

upper pond
'

(seen at extreme

right); to the left of mill, the New River Head and Water House; Sadler's

Wells to the left of New River Head; beyond, the City of London with its

church spires and St. Paul's Cathedral; in the distance, the river Thames;
London Bridge towards the left, near which are the Monument on the north

side, and St. Mary Overy's (now Southwark Cathedral) on the south; West-
minster Bridge at the right, with Westminster Abbey close by ;

the churches of

St. Luke, Old Street (at extreme left); St. Michael, Cornhill; St. Giles,

Cripplegate; St. Magnus, by London Bridge; St. Mary-le-Bow; St. Sepulchre ;

St. Andrew, Holborn
;

St. Bride, Fleet Street
;
St. Clement Danes

;
St. Mary-

le-Strand
;
and St. Giles-in-the-Fields, are among those whose steeples can be

distinguished.

Drawing, pen and wash. 9^ x 15! in.

Engraved by John Stevens :

' A North View of London. Vug Septentrionale de la

Ville de Londres. Canaleti Delin. Stevens sculp'. Publish'd according to Act of Parlia-
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ment. London. Printed for & Sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter

Lane, Fleet Street.' (Dated 1751 on Grace Collection example)

Republished with date 1753 and addition: 'and Henry Overton at the White Horse
Without Newgate.'

Republished by Laurie and Whittle, 1794.

See p. 38.

LONDON, VIEW OF, FROM WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

? Drawing.
Sale of Dr. Monro's collection. June 26, 1833. 14 35. 6rf. (Colnaghi.)

LONDON, FROM THE RIVER.

Sale: June n, 1774, at Langford's.

LONDON, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE. See THE THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE.

LONDON BRIDGE. (Plate xvn.) British Museum.

View of old London Bridge from the south
;
on the left, old Fishmongers'

Hall, the Monument, the Water Works tower, and church of St. Magnus;
numerous boats and barges on river in foreground ; figures on the bank at

right.

Drawing, pen and wash. 12^ x 21? in.

Reproduced in Country Life, December 8, 1917, as illustration to 'The Bridges of

London', by C. L. Kingsford.

LONDON BRIDGE.

Sale: May 22, 1801 (Coxe, Burrell and Co.). Property of G. Fagel. 21.

THE MONUMENT, 1752. (Plate xxix (a).)

View from Gracechurch Street looking along Fish Street Hill towards

London Bridge; church of St. Magnus seen beyond the Monument; numerous

figures.

Engraving.
' A View of the Monument erected in Memory of the dreadfull Fire in the Year 1666.

It is 202 Feet high. Vue du Monument erige en Memoire du funeste Incendie de 1'an

1666 a Londres ;
Cette Colomne est haute de 202 Pieds.

Sign' Canaleti Delin. G. Bickham Sculp'.

Publish'd according to Act o.f Parliament, 1752.

London, Printed for & Sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter Lane

Fleet Street & Hen? Overton at the White Horse without Newgate.'

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE, CHARING CROSS, 1752. (Plate xxv.) Duke of

Northumberland.

View looking along the Strand, showing the Iront of the newly-restored

Northumberland House, with shops and houses adjoining it; another row of

shops and houses on the opposite side of the street, including the Golden Cross

I 2
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Inn, distinguished by its sign ;
Hubert Le Sueur's equestrian statue oi Charles I

at the right; figures in the street.

Oil painting. 33 x 54 in.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1848, No. 174 ('Charing Cross'); Manchester, 1857,

No. 823; British Institution, 1863, No. 132.

Engraved by Thomas Bowles :

' A View of Northumberland House, Charing Cross, &c.

Vue de la Maison cle Northumberland a Charing Cross. In the Collection of the Earl of

Northumberland. Canaleti Pinx' et Delin 1

. T. Bowles Sculp
1

. Publish'd according to Act

of Parliament, 1753.'

Republished May 12, 1794, by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

Drawing.
Exhibited: Wrexham, 1876, No. 871. (Hugh Reveley, Esq.)

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

?Oil painting
Exhibited: Whitechapel, 1911, No. 97. (E. Trevelyan Turner, Esq.)

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND CHARING CROSS.

Sale: Walsh (auctioneer), March 25, 1775. Property of R. Ansell.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

Sale: Stanley (auctioneer), June 28, 1823. Property of A. Davison. ^,"30 gs.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND CHARING CROSS.

So/e: Christie's, March 10, 1860. Property of Sir George Staunton.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND CHARING CROSS.

Sale: Christie's, June 17, 1876. Property of Wynn Ellis. 77 145. (Lord Dacre.)

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND CHARING CROSS.

Oil painting. 23 x 43 in.

Safe.1 Robinson and Fisher's, May 25, 1895. Property of Lord Clifden. 189. (Colnaghi.)

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE, CHARING CROSS.

Oil painting. 27! x 43^ in.

Sale: Christie's, December 14, 1907. Property of Mrs. Oddie. ,39185. (Bruce.)

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE AND CHARING CROSS
\

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE, FROM THE RIVER J
a pair '

Oil paintings. 22i x 35 in.

Sale: Christie's, Mays, iQ 11 Property of Sir William Neville Abdy, Bart. 840.
(Gooden and Fox.)

RANELAGH, INTERIOR OF THE ROTUNDA, 1754. (Plate xxx.) National Gallery,
London. No. 1429.
A view of the inside of the great Rotunda, or amphitheatre, built in 1741 in

Ranelagh Gardens, Chelsea
;

in the centre an erection consisting of elaborately
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decorated arches and pillars, supporting the roof, and containing a fire-place and

chimney; two circles of boxes running round the building; orchestra on plat-

form at right ;
chandeliers hanging from the ceiling ;

numerous groups of

figures.

Oil painting. 18^x29! in.

On the back of the original canvas was the following inscription :

' Fatto nel anno 1754

in Londra per la prima ed ultima volta con ogni maggior attenzione acl istanza del Cavalier

Hollis padrone mio stimatiss Antonio del Canal detto il Canaletto.'

The picture having been relined in 1850, this inscription was covered up. (National

Gallery Catalogue, 1913, p. 115.)

Cf. similar inscription on painting of Walton Bridge.

See article by the late Mr. H. P. Home, Magazine of Art, 1899, p. 244.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1841, No. 92 (John Disney); ditto, 1864, No. 166 (Edgar

Disney).
Sale: Christie's, May 3, 1884. Mrs. Disney ex. Thomas Hollis. 94105. (Reynolds.)

Purchased for the National Gallery in 1894.

RANELAGH, INTERIOR OF THE ROTUNDA, 1751.

Engraving, gix^iin.
'An Inside View of the Rotundo in Ranelagh Gardens. Viie de 1'Interieur de la

Rotonde dans le (sic) Jardins de Ranelagh. Canaleti delin. N. Parr sculp. Publish'd

according to Act of Parliament, Dec' 2, 1751.'

Republished May 12, 1794, by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.

The view is similar to that in the picture belonging to the National Gallery, but there

are several points of difference. The engraving is evidently not made from the picture,

which was not painted till 1754, but from a drawing made in, or before, 1751.

Another version of the same subject, said to be after Canaletto, and differing from

N. Parr's engraving, was engraved by F. Leizelt and sold at Augsburg.
A somewhat similar view was drawn and engraved by Thomas Bowles.

RANELAGH, EXTERIOR OF THE ROTUNDA, &c., 1751.

Engraving. 9! x 15! in.

'A View of the Rotundo House & Gardens at Ranelagh, with an exack (sic] representa-

tion of the Jubilee Ball as it appeared May 24"' 1751, being the Birth Day of his Royal

Highness George, Prince of Wales. Vue de la Maison-Rotundo, des Jardins de Renelagh

(sic), et du Bal-jubile donne le 24
iane May 1759, jour de la Naissance de son altesse-Royale,

George Prince de Galle (sic). Canaleti delin. Parr sculp.'

Printed for Robert Sayer, Fleet Street, London.

Republished, with 1751 altered to 1759.

A somewhat similar engraving after L. P. Boitard is said to represent the Venetian

Fete or Masquerade at Ranelagh Gardens, held in celebration of the Peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle on April 26, 1749.

RANELAGH, EXTERIOR OF THE ROTUNDA, &c., 1751.

Similar to the preceding, but with figures in ordinary dress instead of in

masquerade costume.

Engraving.
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'A View of the Rotundo House, & Gardens, &c. at Ranelagh. Vue de 1'Exterieur de

la Rotonde Maison, & Jardins, &c. a Ranelagh.
Canaletti delin. N. Parr sculp.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Dec r
2. 1751.

London Printed for & sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter Lane,
Fleet Street, & Heny Overton at the White Horse without Newgate.'

RANELAGH GARDENS.

An avenue of trees forming a promenade on each side of the canal
;
the

exterior of the Rotunda seen in the background ;
on the canal a floating house

built in Chinese style, filled with masqueraders.

Engraving. 8| x 15! in.

'A View of the Canal, Chinese Building, Rotundo, &c. in Ranelagh Gardens, with the

Masquerade. Vue du Canal, du Bailment Chinois, de la Rotunda, &c. des Jardins de

Ranelagh un jour de Masquarade.
Canalet (sic) delin 1

. C. Grignion Sculp.
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament.

Printed for & Sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter Lane Fleet

Street.'

A similar view was drawn and engraved by Thomas Bowles.

RANELAGH HOUSE AND GARDENS. See Chelsea.

ST. JAMES'S PARK, 1749.

Oil painting.

Exhibited at Canaletto's lodgings in Silver Street, Golden Square, between July 26 and

August 10, 1749. See advertisement (p. 34).

Perhaps a view of the Horse Guards Parade, St. James's Park, showing the old

buildings of the Horse Guards (pulled down during the winter of 1749-50), the Admiralty,
and other Government buildings.

The painting may have been based on the pen drawing, now in the Print Room, B.M.,

formerly in the Hibbert collection. See Horse Guards, St. James's Park.

ST. JAMES'S PARK (1751).

The canal looking west
;
trees on each side

; figures promenading in fore-

ground; Buckingham House seen at the end of canal to right.

Engraving.
'A View of the Canal in S' James's Park, Buckingham House, &c. taken from the

Parade. Vue du Canal et de la Maison de Buckingham dans le Pare de S' James.
Canaleti Delin. Stevens sculp.
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament.'

Date in pencil on copy in Grace Collection, British Museum : 1751.

Republished by Laurie and Whittle, 1794.

ST. JAMES'S PARK.

Sale: 1860. Property of General Phipps. 2545. (Whitehead.)
Redford's Art Sales.

ST. JAMES'S PARK. See Horse Guards Parade.
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ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL, 1754.

View of St. Paul's Cathedral with the statue of Queen Anne, from the west.

Painted in 1754.

Oil painting.

(This picture probably bore an inscription such as appeared on the paintings of the

Interior of the Rotunda at Ranclagh and Old Walton Bridge.)

Exhibited: British Institution, 1841, No. 91 (John Disney); ditto, 1864, No. 179 (Edgar

Disney).
Sale: Christie's, May 3, 1884. Mrs. Disney ex. Thomas Hollis. 69 6s. (Hay.)

SOMERSET HOUSE. (Plate xxxiv.) Lady Du Cane.

View of Old Somerset House from the river Thames ;
boats in foreground

close to the garden wall
; figures in the gardens.

Drawing, pen and wash. 15! X28 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1911, No. 73 (Christopher Head, Esq.) ; White-

chapel, 1911, No. 7 (ditto).

According to the catalogue of the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition, 1911, 'a

painting based upon this drawing was sold at Christie's in the Abdy Sale, May 5, 1911'.

In Christie's catalogue this picture was described as
' Northumberland House from the

river', and formed a pair with another picture of 'Northumberland House and Charing

Cross'. Sec Northumberland House.

SOMERSET HOUSE.

View of Old Somerset House from the Thames, with boats and figures.

Oil painting.

Exhibited: Suffolk Street, 1834, No. 51 (H. Rhodes, Esq.).

Sale: Christie's, March 24, 1846. Property of Henry Rhodes, Esq. 95 us.

(Goldsmid.)

SOMERSET HOUSE.

Old Somerset House from the river.

Oil painting.

Sale: Christie's, March 3, 1883. Property of Mrs. Russell Gurney. .162 155.

(M. Colnaghi.)

SOMERSET HOUSE.

Old Somerset House, with figures on the terrace; St. Paul's in the

distance.

Oil painting. 23^ x 33^ in.

Sale: Christie's, February 12, 1906. Property of F. Bower, Esq. 252. (Ashworth.)

SYON HOUSE. (Plate xxvi(rt).) Duke of Northumberland.

Syon House seen across the river Thames, on which are several boats; two

figures on the bank in foreground at left; horses on the opposite bank, and

groups of figures near the house.

Oil painting. 33 x 54 in.
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THE THAMES FROM RICHMOND HOUSE, 1746. (Plate x.) Duke of Richmond

and Gordon, K.G.

View taken from an upper back window of Richmond House in Whitehall,

looking across the river Thames towards the City. In the foreground, the

terrace of Richmond House with groups of figures; on the left, part of Montagu
House, adjoining Richmond House

;
on the river, two state barges and numerous

boats; across the river, on the Lambeth side, the timber and stone wharves,
and a small 'temple' marking the water entrance to Cuper's Gardens; in the

distance, from left to right, the Savoy; the church of St. Mary-le-Strand ;

Somerset House, with its terrace and trees
;

St. Clement Danes
;

St. Bride's,

Fleet Street
;
St. Paul's Cathedral, and the spires of St. Mary-lc-Bow and many

other City churches.

Oil painting. 40! x 45 in.

Exhibited': Manchester, 1857, No. 824.

Reproduced: A Duke and his Friends, by the Earl of March, 1911. Vol. ii, p. 604.

Tin: THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE, 1751. (Plate xxn.) His Majesty the

King.
View from the terrace of Somerset House, looking down river towards the

City of London. St. Paul's Cathedral and the spires of the City churches, the

Monument, and Old London Bridge with the houses on it, in the distance;

figures on terrace at left; steps leading down to the river; numerous boats with

figures on the river.

Oil painting. 42^- x 74^ in.

Evidently based on the drawing of the same subject in the Royal Library.
Exhibited: Royal Academy, 1878, No. 234 or 244.
For companion picture, see 'Westminster, from Somerset House '.

THE THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE. His Majesty the King.
Same view as the preceding picture; the drawing on which the painting

was based.

Drawing, pen and wash. 7! x 19 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. 5.

Reproduced: Art Journal, 1894, p. 129.
For companion drawing, see 'Westminster, from Somerset House '.

THE THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE, 1750.

Engraving.
'A View from Somerset Gardens to London Bridge ; Vile du fardin Royal de Somerset

jusque le pont de Londres. Canaleti Pinx', in the Collection of M r Thos West. E. Rooker
sculp. Publish'd August i, 1750. London Printed for R. Sayer opposite Fetter Lane,
Fleet Street.'

Republished, 1751 : 'A West View of London with the Bridge, taken from Somerset
Gardens

; Vue de la ville et du Pont de Londres, du cote du Jardin de Somerset. Canaleti
Pinx 1

,
m the Collection of M r Thos West. E. Rooker sculp.

'

Publish'd according to Act of
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Parliament, August 20, 1751. Printed for & sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golen (sic) Buck

opposite Fetter lane Fleetstreet.'

Similar to the two preceding views. See p. 38.

For companion view, see 'Westminster, from Somerset House '.

THE THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE.

Oil painting.

'A View of London, and the Buildings on the North side of the Thames, looking
towards S' Paul's, taken from the Gardens of Old Somerset House, and Figures.'

Sale: Christie's, May 8, 1830, lot 49. Collection of Robert Ludgate, Esq., of 14 Sussex

Place, Regent's Park. 15 155.

For companion picture, see 'Westminster, from Somerset House'.

THE THAMES, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE.

Oil painting.

Sale: Christie's, May i, 1790. Property of a French nobleman.

THE THAMES, FROM TEMPLE GARDENS.

Oil painting.

Sale: Christie's, June 25, 1859. 'Pictures collected by The Hon. General Phipps

Deceased, & the Property of The Hon. Edmund Phipps Deceased. No 51. View of

Thames from Temple Gardens, with figures. A most brilliant example.' .141. (Webb.)

According to Christie's catalogue, the picture had been exhibited at the British

Institution, but it is not included in Graves's A Century ofLoan Exhibitions.

The picture is mentioned in Notes and Queries, ist S., ix. 288 (March 25, 1854).

VAUXHALL GARDENS, 1751.

A long avenue with a statue at the end
;
numerous figures promenading ;

orchestra at the right.

Engraving. 9 x 15^ in.

'A View of the Grand Walk &c. in Vauxhall Gardens, taken from the Entrance. Vile

de la Grande Alice du Jardin de Vauxhall, prise de L'Entree. Canaleti delin'. E. Rooker

sculp. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Dec r

2, 1751. London Printed for & Sold

by Rob' Sayer, at the Golden Buck, opposite Fetter lane, Fleet Street, & Hen 5
'

Overton at

the White Horse without Newgate.'

Republished May 12, 1794, by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.

VAUXHALL GARDENS, 1751.

An avenue similar to the
' Grand Walk ',

the triumphal arches seen at the

end; supper boxes, arranged in a semi-circle to right; in front of them,
Roubiliac's celebrated marble statue of Handel as Orpheus ; groups of figures

promenading.

Engraving. g x 15 in.

'A View of the Grand South Walk in Vaux Hall Gardens, with the Triumphal Arches,
M r Handel's Statue, &c. Vile de la Grande promenade du Cote du Sud des Jardins de

Vauxhalle, avec L'Arck de Triomphe, la Statue de M r Handels (sic), &c. Canaleti delin.

J. S. Miiller sculp.

IX. K
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Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Dec r
2. 1751. London Printed for & sold by

Rob4

Sayer Map & Printseller at the Golden Buck opposite Fetter Lane Fleet Street.

& Hen? Overton at the White Horse Without Newgate.'

Republished May 12, 1794, by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.

VAUXHALL GARDENS, 1751.

Figures in the foreground ;
trees on each side

;
in the centre the

'

Temple

of Comus', an elaborately designed and decorated supper box; a row of

ordinary supper boxes on each side of the
'

Temple ', arranged in a semi-circle.

Engraving. 9 x 15^ in.

' A View of the Temple of Comus &c. in Vauxhall Gardens. Vue du Temple de Comus

dans le (sic) Jardins de Vauxhall.

Canaleti delin. Miiller sculp.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Decemr

2, 1751.

London Printed for & sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck, opposite Fetter Lane,

Fleet Street. & Heny Overton at the White Horse without Newgate.'

VAUXHALL GARDENS, 1751.

A '

ruined bridge
'

with two arches seen at end of Centre or Grand Cross

Walk
;
between arches of bridge, a niche containing sculptured figure ;

trees on

each side of walk
; figures promenading.

Engraving.
'A View of the Center Cross Walk, &c. in Vauxhall Gardens. Vue du Centre de la

Grande Alice du Jardin de Vauxhall.

Canaleti delin' E. Rooker scu.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Decr
2. 1751.

London Printed for & sold by Rob' Sayer at the Golden Buck, opposite Fetter Lane

Fleet Street. Si Heny Overton at the White Horse without Newgate.'

WALTON BRIDGE, 1754. (Plate xxxi().) Dulwich Gallery, No. 600.

View from the Middlesex bank of the river Thames looking across to the

Surrey side
;
Walton Bridge to the right, a coach being driven across it

;
tree at

extreme right; figures on bank in foreground, including one seated, intended

apparently for the artist himself; a cow behind him; on the river, a barge and

other boats
;
houses and trees on the Surrey shore

; stormy sky.

Oil painting. 18^x29^ in.

On a label pasted on the back of frame is written :

' Walton Bridge. Behind this

picture on the original canvass is the following inscription by Canaletto :

" Fatto net anno

/7/^ in Londra per la prima ed ultima volta con ogni maggior attentzione ad instanza del

Signior Cavaliere Hollis padrone mio stimatiss . Antonio Canal detto il Canaletto." It was

necessary to new line the picture in 1850 so the inscription is hid. John Disney. 1850.'
Exhibited: British Institution, 1864, No. 158 (Edgar Disney).
Sale: Christie's, May 3, 1884. Mrs. Disney ex. Thomas Hollis. 13155. (Denison.)

Christie's, June 13, 1885. C. B. Denison. 246 155. (Thompson.)
Presented to Dulwich Gallery by Miss Murray Smith.
See p. 42.
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WALTON BRIDGE. (Plate xxxi (b).)

A view similar to that in the painting, but taken from a point on the

Middlesex shore farther distant from the bridge; the additions to the bridge

shown in the engraving do not appear in the painting, which was probably

done from an old sketch
; figures, cows, and sheep on bank in foreground, and

a tall tree; boats and barges on river; Mr. Dicker's house on Surrey shore at

extreme left among trees; Lord Lincoln's park seen through centre arch of

bridge.

Engraving.
'A View of the New Bridge over the Thames at Walton in Surry with the additional

Part since Built to Continue it to the higher ground.

Humbly Inscribed to Samuel Dicker Esq
r
at whose sole Charge the said Bridge was

Erected in the year 1750.

Cannaletti del. A. Walker sculp.

Sold by J. Jarvis Printseller in Bedford Court, Covent Garden.

A. The park of the R 1 Hon ble Earl of Lincoln.

B. Miss Eaton's House.

C. M r Dicker's House.

N.B. The Center Arch is 130 feet wide.'

WARWICK. British Museum.

View in Warwick, with St. Mary's Church.

Drawing, pen and wash. 13! x n| in.

Inscribed by the artist :

'

Ingresso ndla Piazza de Varik?

WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

View of the west front of the east end of the interior of the courtyard of

Warwick Castle, showing Guy's Tower, the Clock Tower, and Portcullis, and

Caesar's Tower.

Oil painting. 30x50 in.

See p. 40.

WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

View of the east front of the east end from the exterior of the courtyard,

with Guy's Tower, the Clock Tower, and Caesar's Tower, and a small portion

of the town of Warwick.

Oil painting. 30 x 50 in.

WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

View of the south front, with Caesar's Tower
;
the river Avon and bridge,

a boat with figures; the spire of St. Nicholas's Church.

Oil painting. 30x50 in.

K 2
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WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

View of the north front of the Castle from the courtyard, showing entrance

porch.

Oil painting. 18x30 in.

WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

View of the south front with Ethelfleda's Mount and the river Avon.

Oil painting. 18x30 in.

WARWICK CASTLE. Earl of Warwick.

Same view as the preceding.

Drawing, sepia. 13 x 25 in.

WARWICK CASTLE. (Plate xxvn (a) and (b).) Frank T. Sabin, Esq.
I. View of the entrance to the Castle

;
Caesar's Tower on left, and Guy's

Tower on right; figures in foreground.
II. View of the Clock Tower taken from the Castle; Guy's Tower on left,

and Caesar's Tower on right.

Drawings, pen and wash. 12^ x 22 in.

Sale: Sotheby's, November 18, 1920. Property of the Lady Eva Dugdale.
From the collection of Paul Sandby, R.A. They bear his stamp,

'

P. S.', and may have
been given to him by his friend, the Hon. Charles Greville (second son of Canaletto's

patron, Earl Brooke, afterwards Earl of Warwick).

WARWICK CASTLE.

Oil painting.

Sale: Walsh, March 25, 1775. Property of R. Ansell.

WARWICK CASTLE.

A view of Warwick Castle, with figures promenading in the foreground;
the bridge and town on the left.

Oil painting. 29x48 in.

Sale: Christie's, February 12, 1906. Property of F. Bower. 252. (Ashworth.)

WESTMINSTER ABBEY, 1749. (Plate xx.) The Dean and Chapter of Westminster.
View of the west end of the Abbey, with the procession of the Knights of

the Bath at the Installation on June 26, 1749. The Knights, wearing their

crimson cloaks and hats with upstanding white plumes, passing out of the
western door of the Abbey ;

St. Margaret's Church, with flag flying from its

tower, and Westminster Hall in the distance
;
numerous spectators viewing the

procession.

Oil painting. 39x40 in.

The picture was painted for Bishop Wilcocks, Dean of Westminster.
Exhibited: Whitechapel, 1911.
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Reproduced in The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, by the Rev. Jocelyn Perkins,

1913, p. 166.

See p. 35.

WESTMINSTER, HENRY VII's CHAPEL.

View of the Interior of the Chapel.

Oil painting.

Sale: Christie's, March 12, 1774. Property of Samuel Dickenson, of East Smithfield.

(For companion picture, see
'

Cambridge, Interior of King's College Chapel'.)

WESTMINSTER, HENRY VII's CHAPEL.

Oil painting.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1857, No. 150 (Martin F. Tupper).
Sale: 1858.

' Interior Henry VII Chapel.' Property of an anonymous owner. 66 y.

(Pearce.) Redford's Art Sales.

WESTMINSTER, HENRY VII's CHAPEL, circa 1749. (Plate xxi.) London Museum.

View of the Interior of the Chapel, from the west; with figures.

Oil painting. 28 x 23! in.

Presented to the London Museum by Cecil B. Hartnsworth, Esq., M.P.

WESTMINSTER, OLD PALACE YARD.

View of Old Palace Yard from the south.

Engraving.
'Drawn by Canaletti. Aquatinted by F. C. Lewis. Etched by J. T. Smith. From

a drawing in the possession of Thomas Allen Esq. F.A.S.'

J . T. Smith's Antiquities of Westminster, 1807, p. 34.

WESTMINSTER, WITH THE UNFINISHED BRIDGE. (Plate xxxni.) J. P. Hcscltine, Esq.

View on the Thames, looking up river towards Westminster; on the right,

York Water Gate and steps, and the wooden tower of the Water Works;

Westminster Abbey, and Westminster Hall and the House of Commons in the

distance; Westminster Bridge unfinished, showing only five arches from the

Westminster side, and these not completed ;
Lambeth Palace on the opposite

bank to left
;
boats and figures in the foreground.

Drawing, pen and wash. 15^ x 28^ in.

Exhibited: Whitechapel (St. Jude's), 1888, No. 176; ditto (Art Gallery), 1911, No. n ;

Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. u.

There is a difficulty in dating this drawing, for according to the account of the building

of Westminster Bridge written by the architect, C. Labelye, the bridge was in a far more

advanced state in May 1746, the date of Canaletto's first coming to London, than it appears

to be in the drawing.
A clumsy copy of this drawing is in the Print Room of the British Museum.

WESTMINSTER, WITH THE UNFINISHED BRIDGE. Duke of Graiton.

View on the Thames looking towards Westminster, showing the Bridge in

course of construction
; exactly the same view as the preceding.
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Oil painting. 19 x 32 in.

Exhibited: Royal Academy, 1882, No. 264; Whitechapel Art Gallery, 1911, No. 79.

WESTMINSTER.

The Banqueting House in Whitehall and Westminster Abbey on the right,

the church of St. John-the-Evangelist in the distance; Westminster Bridge

unfinished at the Lambeth side, three arches being as yet unbuilt; Lambeth

Palace on the left, beyond bridge.

Engraving.
' View of Westminster, taken upon the Thames, at the period of the building of the

Bridge.
Painted by Canaletti. Engraved by W. M. Fellows. From a Picture in the Collection

of The Hon ble

Percy Wyndham, F.A.S.'

Published in J. T. Smith's Antiquities of Westminster (supplement), 1809, Plate 9.

There is a similar difficulty in dating this view as exists with regard to the two

preceding views. Here the building of the bridge is farther advanced, but if Canaletto

actually saw it in this state, he must have made a sketch immediately on his arrival in

London in May 1746. According to Labelye's account, the last arch was keyed in and the

bridge made passable for foot passengers and horses on July 20, 1746. In a picture by
Richard Wilson dated 1745 (reproduced in The Connoisseur, liii, No. 209, p. 6, January 1919),

Westminster Bridge appears to be as far advanced as it is in this engraving after Canaletto.

The original picture, and other paintings of London by Canaletto, said to have been in

the collection of the Hon. Percy Wyndham (Notes and Queries, ist S. ix, p. 288), have not

been traced.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE FROM THE SURREY SIDE, 1747. (Plate xm ().) Duke of

Northumberland.

View of the south side of the bridge, taken from the Lambeth shore
;
on

the opposite shore, the tower of St. Margaret's Church with flag flying, and

part of Westminster Hall, &c.
;
the parapets of the bridge unfinished

;
boats on

the river.

Oil painting. 23 x 37 in.

Exhibited : British Institution, 1853, No. 154 or 156.

The bridge is represented as it appeared about the end of July 1747. (See A Descrip-
tion of Westminster Bridge, by Charles Labelye, 1751.)

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, PART OF, circa 1747. (Plate xm (a).) British Museum.
The bridge from the south-west, showing the abutment arch and the two

next arches from the Westminster side
;
workmen finishing the parapet ;

the

wooden tower of York Buildings Water Works, and other buildings on the

west bank of the river, seen through the arches
;
boats and figures in the fore-

ground.

Drawing, pen and wash. i6T\ x aSf in.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, 1747. (Plate xn (b).) Duke of Northumberland.
View of London seen through one of the arches of Westminster Bridge,

before the wooden '

centre
'

was removed from the arch
;

in the distance, from
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left to right, the tower of the Water Works
;
York Water Gate

;
the Savoy ;

Somerset House
;

St. Clement Danes
;

St. Andrew's, Holborn
;

St. Bride's,

St. Martin Ludgate, St. Paul's Cathedral and St. Augustine, Watling Street
;

part of the east bank of the river with its wharves seen towards the right ;
boats

with figures in foreground.

Oil painting. 22^x37^ in.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1853, No. 154 or 156.

Engraved by R. Parr with inscription :

' To S r

Hugh Smithson Bar 1 This View of the City of London Taken through one of the

Centers of the Arches of the New Bridge at Westminster and Engrav'd from a Painting of

Canaletti, is most hum 1 '
157 Dedicated by his most Obliged Humble Servant John Brindley.

Canaletti Pinx. S. Wale delin. R. Parr sculp. Printed for J. Brindley, Bookseller to

his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales in New Bond Str. Publish'd According to Act of

Parliament 1747.

i. S' Pauls. 2. All Allows (sic). 3. S' Austins. 4. S' Martins Ludgate. 5. S' Bridgets

or Brides. 6. S 1 Andrews Holborn. 7. S 1 Clements. 8. Somerset House. 9. St. Mary
le Strand. 10. The Savoy, n. S' Paul's Covent Garden. 12. York Buildings Water

Works.'

In the engraving the buildings are numbered to correspond with the above Key. The

church of St. Mary le Strand appears in the engraving, but cannot be seen in the painting ;

an extra boat containing three figures is introduced in the engraving.

See p. 28.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE. (Plate xn(a).) His Majesty the King.

The same view of London as the preceding, but seen through a finished

archway of Westminster Bridge; the boats and figures are different; St. Marg-

ie Strand is shown in this drawing.

Drawing, pen and wash. ii x 19 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. TO.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, circa 1747. His Majesty the King.

View of the bridge from the north, looking towards Lambeth, taken from

a point near the Surrey shore
;
the bridge is not quite finished, some of the

turrets surmounting the piers being missing ; beyond the bridge, to the right,

the tower of St. Margaret's Church, Westminster Abbey, Westminster Hall,

the House of Commons, and St. John's Church; in the distance Lambeth

Palace
;
boats and three civic barges on river in foreground.

Drawing, pen and wash. 9 x 19 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. 4.

Reproduced in 'Illustrated Catalogue of Drawings and Pictures of Old London'

(B. F. A.C. 1920), Plate in, and in Art Journal, 1894, p. 129.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, circa 1747. His Majesty the King.

View from the north, taken from the Surrey shore, close to the bridge;

across the river and beyond the bridge are seen St. John's Church (at left), the

House of Commons, Westminster Hall, Westminster Abbey, and the tower of
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St. Margaret's Church with the flag flying ;
the state of the bridge is the same

as in the preceding drawing, some of the turrets surmounting the piers being

unfinished ;
a procession of civic barges and other boats proceeding upstream.

The occasion may be that of the Lord Mayor's procession by water to

Westminster on October 29.

Drawing, pen and wash. 10^ x 19 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. 8.

Reproduced in
'

Illustrated Catalogue of Drawings and Pictures of Old London '

(B. F. A. C. 1920), Plate v
;
and in Art Journal, 1894, p. 129.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE ON LORD MAYOR'S DAY, 1747. (Plate xv.) Duke of

Buccleuch.

View of the bridge, completely finished, from the north, taken from a point

in mid-stream; on the right, beyond the bridge, the tower of St. Margaret's

Church with flag flying; Westminster Abbey, Westminster Hall, the House of

Commons, and the church of St. John-the-Evangelist; Lambeth Palace in the

distance on opposite bank
;
on the river, in foreground, numerous boats, the

Lord Mayor's barge and the barges of the City Companies, with flags and

banners; salutes being fired from ships right and left.

The scene represented is the Lord Mayor's procession to Westminster by

river, which formerly took place on October 29 in each year.

Oil painting. 38x50 in.

Sale : Christie's, July 13, 1895. Property of J. Carpenter Gamier, Esq. (Colnaghi.)

Engraved by Remigius Parr after a drawing by Samuel Wale, and published in 1747
with long description of bridge, and Key to buildings and Companies' barges shown, and

title :

' The South East Prospect of Westminster Bridge.
Published by J. Brindley Bookseller to ye Prince of Wales in New Bond Street.

According to Act of Parliament 1747.
Canaleti Pinx. S. Wale delin. R. Parr sculp.
A. Westminster Abbey. B. S' Margarets Church. C. Westminster Hall. D. S'

John's Church. E. The House of Commons. F. Lambeth House, The Palace of his Grace
the Archbishop of Canterbury. G. The City Barge. This Barge the finest in Europe was
built in the Mayoralty of Sir John Barnard in which y

e Lord Mayor, on y
e
2g

th of October
attended by his Brethren y

e Aldermen and several of y
e

Livery Companies, in their respec-
tive Barges go by Water up to Westminster to be sworn before the Barons of the

Exchequer. H. The Stationers' Barge, ye Company is paying their Complyments to their

Patron the Archbishop of Canterbury. K. The Goldsmiths' Barge. L. The Skinners'

Barge. M. The Clothworkers' Barge. N. The Vintners' Barge. O. The Merchant

Taylors' Barge. P. The Mercers' Barge. Q. The Fishmongers' Barge. R. The Drapers'
Barge.'

The Stationers' Barge, shown in the engraving close to Lambeth Palace, cannot be
seen in the painting. The largest barge is that of the Lord Mayor ; to right of it the

Drapers' ; going under the Bridge, from left to right, the Clothworkers', Vintners', and
Merchant Taylors'; other barges, from left to right, the Skinners', Goldsmiths', Fish-

mongers', and Mercers'.
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WESTMINSTER BRIDGE FROM THE NORTH. (Plate xvi.) British Museum.
View of the bridge from the north, similar to the preceding ;

the same

buildings shown, the most prominent being Westminster Abbey and Hall, St.

Margaret's Church, the House of Commons, St. John's Church, and Lambeth

Palace; shipping on river.

Drawing, pen and wash. 13! x 29! in.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, circa 1747. British Museum.
View from the north-east, very similar to drawing in the Royal collection

(B. F. A. C. No. 8) ;
the principal buildings on the Westminster side seen beyond

the bridge ;
civic barges and numerous boats on the river

; spectators on shore

in foreground; the bridge appears to be quite finished.

Drawing, pen and wash. i2^

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, 1749-50. His Majesty the King.
View from the Westminster side, during the rebuilding of two arches

;

figures and boats in foreground ;
houses on Lambeth shore.

Drawing, pen and wash. n|x 19 in.

Westminster Bridge, begun in 1738-9, was to have been opened towards the end of

1747, but an accident delayed the opening for three years. In the spring of 1747,

the 'western fifteen foot pier', i.e. the fifth pier from the Westminster side, began to

settle, and damage was thus caused to the two adjoining arches. This necessitated their

being taken down, which was done during 1748-9 ; new wooden centres were setup and

completed on April 18, 1750, after which the rebuilding was soon accomplished. (See

A Description of Westminster Bridge, by Charles Labelye, 1751.)

Exhibited : Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. 12.

Reproduced in
'

Illustrated Catalogue of Drawings and Pictures of Old London
'

(B. F. A. C. 1920), Plate vm
;
and in Art Journal, 1894, p. 129.

WESTMINSTER FROM SOMERSET HOUSE, 1751. (Plate xxni.) His Majesty the

King.
View of Westminster, with the bridge, taken from the terrace of Somerset

House
;

in foreground on right, the terrace with figures ;
the Water Works

tower beyond ;
in the distance, the Banqueting House in Whitehall, Westminster

Abbey, and St. Margaret's, Westminster Hall, the House of Commons, and

St. John's Church. The bridge is quite finished
;

boats and barges on the

river.

Oil painting. 42-! x 74^ in.

Exhibited: R. A. 1878, No. 234 or 244 (' View on the Thames ').

WESTMINSTER FROM SOMERSET HOUSE, circa 1750. His Majesty the King.
View of Westminster with the Bridge, taken from the terrace of Somerset

House; similar view to the preceding; the painting was probably based on this

drawing.
IX. L
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Drawing, pen and wash. 8 x 19 in.

Exhibited: Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1919, No. 7.

Reproduced in Art Journal, 1894, p. 129.

WESTMINSTER, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE, 1750-1.

Engraving. 9^ x 15^ in.

'A North East View of Westminster with the New Bridge, taken from Somerset

Garden. Vile de Westminster et du Pont-neuf au Nord-Est, du Jardin de Somerset.

Canaleti Pinx 1 in the Collection of M r Thos West. J. S. Miiller sculp.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, August 20, 1751.

Printed for & sold by Rob' Sayer, at the Golen (sic) Buck opposite Fetterlane

Fleetstreet.'

Similar to the two preceding views. See p. 38.

For companion view, sec
' The Thames, from Somerset House '.

WESTMINSTER, 1754.

'View of Westminster, during the building of the bridge. Painted in 1754.

Oil painting.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1841, No. 94 (John Disney); ditto, 1864, No. 162 (Edgar

Disney).
Sale: Christie's, May 3, 1884. Mrs. Disney ex Thomas Hollis. ^6855. (Lord P.)

One of the pictures painted for Thomas Hollis in 1754, and obviously done from an

old sketch, as Westminster Bridge was finally completed in 1750. It is impossible to say
in what stage of construction the bridge was represented, or whether this view resembled

any of the other known views by Canaletto. The picture has not been traced, and the

identity of ' Lord P.' is unknown. Mr. Algernon Graves suggests that it was Lord
Powerscourt. The picture no doubt bore originally an inscription on the back, such as

appeared on the paintings of 'Walton Bridge' and the 'Interior of the Rotunda at

Ranelagh '.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE, 1754.

Oil painting.

Sale: Christie's, April 23, 1887 (?). I2 *5s- (M. Colnaghi.)
This information is given in Mr. Algernon Graves's Art Sales, but the sale at Christie's

on April 23, 1887, does not appear to have contained any picture of Westminster Bridge by
Canaletto.

The picture referred to may be the same as the preceding, in view of the date, 1754.

WESTMINSTER, FROM SOMERSET HOUSE.
' View of the River Thames, from the Terrace of Somerset House Gardens,

looking towards Westminster Bridge.'
Oil painting.
Sale: Christie's, May 8, 1830. Collection of Robert Ludgate. 15 155.
For companion picture, see

' The Thames, from Somerset House.'
'

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

Oil painting.
Sale: Walsh (auctioneer), March 25, 1775. Property of R. Ansell.
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WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

Oil painting.

Sale: Coxe, Burrell, and Co. (auctioneers), May 22, 1801. Property of G. Fagel.

10 ios.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

Oil painting.

Sale: H. Phillips, New Bond Street (auctioneer), April 20, 1815. Property of Sir

Gregory Page Turner, Bart., of Portland Place. 5.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

View of Westminster Bridge and Abbey from the Thames.

Drawing, pen and wash.

Exhibited: Grosvenor Gallery, 1878-9, No. 384 (Lent by Robert P. Roupell, Esq.).

Sale: Christie's, July 12, 1887. Property of R. P. Roupell. 96 (Thibaudeau).

WHITEHALL FROM RICHMOND HOUSE, 1746. (Plate XL) Duke of Richmond and

Gordon, K.G.

View of the Privy Garden, Whitehall, &c., taken from a point south-west of

Richmond House. In foreground, at right, part of the stables of Richmond

House ;
at extreme right, part of Montagu House

;
in middle distance, the

Banqueting House, with the steeple of St. Martin's Church, and one of the

towers of Northumberland House, seen to right, and beyond it
; opposite

the Banqueting House, towards left of picture, the Holbein Gate
;
between the

Gate and Banqueting House, a view of Whitehall as far as Charing Cross,

where part of the equestrian statue of Charles I on its pedestal can be discerned
;

groups of figures dispersed about the Privy Garden in foreground ;
at the

northern end of garden, in Whitehall Yard, at back of Banqueting House, on a

white pedestal, the bronze statue of James II by Grinling Gibbons. This statue

now stands on the opposite side of Whitehall, at the back of the Admiralty,

facing St. James's Park.

Oil painting. 40^ x 45 in.

For companion picture, see
' The Thames, from Richmond House, 1746'.

Exhibited: Manchester (Art Treasures), 1857, No. 831.

Reproduced in A Duke and his Friends, by the Earl of March, 1911, vol. i, p. 240, and in

The English Illustrated Magazine, November 1883, p. 81.

WHITEHALL. (Plate xxxv.) Duke of Buccleuch.

View somewhat similar to the preceding, but more extended, taken from

a point farther to the south-west, and looking along the wall of the Privy
Garden. On extreme left a scaffolding erected, apparently, for the construction

of a building at the northern end of Parliament Street
;

in the distance, the

Holbein Gate and Banqueting House; at extreme right, part of Richmond
House and stables; Montagu House beyond, and through a gap between

L 2
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Richmond House and Montagu House, St. Paul's Cathedral, seen across the

river. St. Martin's Church steeple does not appear in this view, being hidden

by the Banqueting House; but to right of Banqueting House is part of

Northumberland House with scaffolding about one of its towers.

Oil painting. 46 x 93 in.

Sale: Christie's, May 7, 1836. Crewe Collection. Bought in.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1840, No. 96; Manchester (Art Treasures), 1857, No. 825;

British Institution, 1863, No. 125; Royal Academy, 1878, No. 73.

Reproduced in The Old Royal Palace of Whitehall, by Canon E. Sheppard, D.D.,

1902, p. 112.

Bought in Venice from the artist by Mr. Crewe, and given by him to Mr. Hinchcliffe.

It afterwards returned to the family of Crewe, and was subsequently purchased by the fifth

Duke of Buccleuch.

See p. 45.

WHITEHALL; a Captictio. (Plate xxxn.) J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq.
View of the Banqueting House in Whitehall, and the equestrian statue of

Charles I
; part of the Holbein Gateway on right ;

entrance to Privy Garden

between statue and gate ;
Richmond House in the distance

;
a coach and figures

in foreground.

Oil painting. 20^ x 24 in.

Exhibited: British Institution, 1841, No. 95 (John Disney) ; ditto, 1864, No. 155 (Edgar

Disney).
Sale: Christie's, May 3, 1884. Mrs. Disney, ex Thomas Hollis. 94 los. (M. Colnaghi.)
Sold by Messrs. Agnew to J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., about 1912.
See p. 43.

WINDSOR CASTLE, 1747. (Plate xiv().) Duke of Northumberland.

View of Castle from the south-east, showing the Round Tower with Royal
Standard flying; St. George's Chapel in distance towards right; the river

Thames at right of picture ;
Windsor Bridge in the distance

; figures on bank in

foreground ;
a road by the wall on left.

Oil painting. 33 x 54 in.

Attached to the frame is a label bearing the following contemporary inscription :

' This Picture was painted by Signer Canaletti who took the View from the Window of

the small Cottage at the end of the Enclosure next Mr. Crowle's Garden, and the Figures
added by him at Percy Lodge. It was finished June the Eleventh 1747.'

See p. 29.



DOCUMENTS RELATING TO AN ACTION BROUGHT
AGAINST JOSEPH GOUPY IN 1738

BY C. REGINALD GRUNDY.

THE life of an artist, who is said to have had '

the reputation of being the

best limner water colour and crayon painter in the Kingdom ', cannot but be of

some interest
;
and though posterity has failed to endorse this flattering opinion

regarding Joseph Goupy, it may serve as my excuse for recording some

new facts concerning him, extracted from documents in the Record Office,

which have been kindly brought to my notice by Mr. Richard Holworthy, the

Genealogical Editor of The Connoisseur. The documents relate to an action

entered March 13, 1738, by Charles Hedges, of Finchley, as administrator of the

estate of his brother John, against Goupy for various sums alleged to have been

advanced to him and not repaid. They comprise the pleadings of both plaintiff

and defendant, and the depositions of five witnesses called on Goupy's behalf,

among whom were the veteran portrait painter Michael Dahl, and John

Wootton, well known for his pictures of animals and sporting scenes. Goupy
in his defence, pleaded that the so-called advances were really payments on

account for pictures which he had sold to John Hedges, and for which a con-

siderable sum was still owing. His witnesses were called chiefly to testify to

his reputation as an artist. Their evidence throws a good deal of light on the

earlier part of his career, and incidentally discredits many of the statements in

the biographies of the artist, given in
'

Walpole ',

'

Bryan ',
and the Dictionary of

National Biography.

Bryan (1886 and earlier editions) is the only authority which hazards a guess

as to the date of Goupy's birth. According to this 'he was born at Nevers at

the beginning of the eighteenth century', and 'came to England when he was

young'. The D.N.B. omits all reference to the date of birth, but gives a qualified

endorsement of the rest of the statement
;
while Walpole says

'

Joseph had an

uncle,
1 born in France, from whence the family sprung, who came to England '.

Walpole's account would seem to infer that Goupy himself was born in this

country, and this is rather confirmed by the fact that neither in the statements

made for plaintiff nor. defendant is there any hint of his being born elsewhere.

As to the date of Goupy's birth, Dorothy Chabeny or Chaveny deposes, on the

1 Lewis or Louis Goupy. [Eo.]
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i2th of September 1739, that she ' had been informed that he had exercised his

trade for forty years or thereabouts '. This takes back his artistic career to circa

1699 ; and, supposing that he was about twenty when he commenced practising,

would make the date of his birth in the neighbourhood of 1680. As Goupy had

no obvious interest to make himself appear older than he was, this evidence,

though hearsay, may be accepted as substantially accurate.

Goupy first met John Hedges in 1717, in which year, according to his own

assertion, he was ' esteemed a complete master
'

in the arts of drawing and

painting,
'

having studied them for many years and for many years together

travelled to Rome and abroad to improve himself in the said studies.' The

absence of any special reference to France, where Goupy, had he been a native

of the country, would almost certainly have undergone his early tuition, appears
to infer that he was not born there.

The Dictionary ofNational Biography gives the following account of Goupy's

early career :

' In 1711 he was with his uncle (Louis Goupy) a subscriber to the Academy of painting
started under Sir Godfrey Kneller in Great Queen Street. About 1720 he was employed
in conjunction with Peter Tillemans to paint a series of scenes for the opera. He was
a good miniature-painter, drew landscapes and small figure subjects, worked in pastel and

was a skilful copyist of Italian masters, including Raphael. He made numerous sketching-
excursions with Dr. Brook Taylor, through whom he obtained the patronage of Frederick,
Prince of Wales, who made him his drawing-master, employed him largely at Kew and at

Clievedon, and in 1736 appointed him to the post of cabinet painter.'

The depositions omit all reference to Goupy's connexion with Kneller's

Academy, his employment as scene-painter,
1 his friendship with Dr. Brook

Taylor, and his appointments as drawing-master and cabinet painter to the

Prince of Wales. Nevertheless most of these details may be accepted as correct,

as evidence confirming them can be obtained from other sources. Vertue,

(Add. MS. 23082, f. 34) is responsible for the statement that Goupy, as well as

his uncle Louis, were subscribers to Kneller's Academy in 1711. The artist's

friendship with Dr. Brook Taylor (the well-known mathematician who died in

1731) is proved by the fact that he dedicated to that gentleman two of his

etchings the
'

Hagar' and '

Mutius Scaevola', both from his own compositions.
The latter plate is dated 1726 and is the only one of Goupy's twenty-five known

etchings, chiefly after works by Salvator Rosa, that bears a date. Strutt, who
was a contemporary of the artist, testifies in his Dictionary of Engravers to the

value of Goupy's work in this medium. He states :

' He was a man of genius,
and etched several very spirited plates, some few of them from compositions of

1

Vertue, in a note written at the end of 1724 or beginning of 1725, states that
' Mr. P. Tille-

mans and Mr. Jos. Goupee [were] both joyntly imploy'd to paint a sett of scenes for the opera house
in the Haymarkett, which were much approv'd of (Add. MSS. 23076, f. 16). f ED.]
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his own. He adopted the style of Salvator Rosa and particularly excelled in

landscapes, which he executed with great taste and in a masterly manner.'

The ' Mutius Scaevola burning his hand, in the presence of Porsena', to

give it its full title, was evidently inspired by the opera, taking its title from the

same subject, jointly composed by Ariosti, Buononcini, and Handel. Its per-

formance at the King's Theatre inaugurated an unwelcome campaign of rivalry

between the three composers which did much to handicap Handel's future

career as a manager. Goupy's picture of Francis Bernardi, recorded by Chaloner

Smith as having been mezzotinted by Elisha Kirkall, was a portrait of the

famous artificial soprano, usually called Senesino, whom Handel brought over

from Dresden in 1719 to take a principal role in his operas. When Buononcini,

under the patronage of the Prince of Wales, set up a rival entertainment, Bernardi

was one of the deserters to the enemy. Goupy appears to have been another,

for according to Walpole he was responsible for a caricature of Handel, 'with

a snout of a hog, playing on an organ, and many symbols of gluttony round

him.' This appears to have been an over-cruel skit on the famous musician,

but the rivalry between the two composers was carried to inordinate lengths.

Goupy's connexion with Handel's opponents certainly appears to afford

ground for supposing that the statement regarding his appointment to the Prince

of Wales is correct, but it appears strange that there is no reference to it in the

depositions/ where apparently every fact that redounds to Goupy's credit is

brought forward. The Prince indeed is alluded to, for John Hedges, at the

time of his death, held the post of Treasurer to His Royal Highness. The latter

visited him at his house at Finchley, and in 1735 accepted from Hedges a copy

by Goupy of the picture, by Guido, of ' The Graces dressing Venus '," then in

Kensington Palace. The artist charged Hedges ^52 105. for this work, a very

high price, as prices went in those days, but which apparently was not beyond
his usual terms.

Goupy, according to his account, was in 1717 'in such reputation that he

could with the greatest ease get ,600 a year and upwards '. At this time he

had already copied the Raphael cartoons. Walpole asserts that the copies

'were sold to the Duke of Chandos for ^"300;
;! but at the Duke's sale produced

1

Possibly Goupy had not been employed by the Prince of Wales at this time, but we find in

the Vertue MSS. the following note, written about June 1743: 'M r
. Jo. Goupy teaches the

Princess of Wales to draw as he has done several of that family before. He has had great

imployments at that Court, and wants no cunning to make good benefits of it
'

(Add. MSS. 23079,

f.27). [ED.]
2 This is evidently the copy of one of the King's pictures referred to in Vertue's note :

' Venus

a dressing with her Nymphs of Guido, &c. this painting of Venus Dressing by the 3 Graces Jos.

Goupee has copy'd on oil cloth primed, about 3 foot high, in Crayons, extraordinary well done, equal

to the original in beauty & excellence
'

(Add MSS. 23076, f. 15). [Eo.]
3 Verlue says

' the Duke paid Goupy above 300
'

(Add. MSS. 23079, f. 43).
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not 17 guineas.' He adds: 'If the artist had exacted, the public had still

less justice.' Goupy's account is somewhat different. He states :

' he was

employed by Baron Kilmansegg to copy the seven cartoons of Raphael Urbin

(sic) in the Palace Gallery of Hampton Court and did paint them in water colours

in the small size of about 20 inches each for which he received 220 guineas and

the same pictures were afterwards sold to His Grace the Duke of Chandos for

50 guineas each.' The amount is confirmed by the deposition of John Huggins,

Esq., of St. Martin's Lane, who says that the Duke had substantiated the painter's

statement of the price
'

by looking at his books of account and the said Duke

requested deponent to prevail on defendant [Goupy] to paint him another picture

representing the Death of Saphira'. .Obviously in 1739, the date of the deposi-

tion, the Duke was still satisfied with his purchase. According to the D.N.B.

this set of Goupy's copies of the cartoons later on came into the possession of

the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone. The same authority is responsible for the

assertion that they were '

painted on counterproof impressions of Dorigny's

engravings '.

A fresh point brought to light in the depositions is that Goupy was respon-

sible for the restoration of four of the nine panels of Mantegna's
'

Triumph of

Julius Caesar', at Hampton Court. Laguerre has had the credit or rather dis-

credit of repainting the series in distemper in the reign of William III, but it

would seem that some of the odium must be transferred to Goupy, for it is

unlikely that the parts touched by Laguerre would need repainting so early as

1717. This commission was probably secured through the influence of Baron

Kielmannsegge, who employed him '

in the reign of George I to paint small

pictures on snuff boxes for his said late Majesty '. Goupy repaired the Mantegnas
at the same time as he was copying the Raphael cartoons for Kielmannsegge.
The restoration was entrusted to him by Mr. Cooke, the King's vice-chamberlain,

and as Goupy received ^200 in payment, it is probable that he did a con-

siderable amount of repainting.
1

Other work stated in the depositions to have been executed by Goupy
comprises the following. He 'copied a curious picture several times called

Bellisarus (by Van Dyck) for Lord Oxford and Hedges and several others
',
and

executed unnamed works for William third Duke of Devonshire, John, second

Duke of Rutland, William second Earl Cowper, most of the nobility of the

time, Paul Methwin (Methuen), Esq., and Mr. Furnese. About 1719 he was

employed to paint
'

for Sir James Thornhill and Mr Doll (Dahl) History Painters.

This appears to imply that Goupy was assistant to these artists, but the deposi-

1 Vertue tells us that at the sale of the collection of John Huggins, a set of Andreani's engravings
of the 'Triumphs of Julius Caesar' were sold. 'These very prints were Colour'd and painted over

in Water Colours by Jos. Goupy from the Originals at Hampton Court some years ago.' (Add.
MSS. 23079, ff. 33 and 34). [Eo.]
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tion of Michael Dahl negatives this idea. It is dated January u, 1730, and

states that the deponent is
' Michael Dahl painter aged eighty

1

years or there-

abouts living in Beak Street in the parish of Stv james.' This makes the artist

three years younger than is stated in
'

Bryan
'

but confirms Mr. Collins Baker

in the estimate he gives in Lely and the Stuart Portrait Painters, vol. ii, p. 95.

Dahl states that 'he drew Goupy's picture
' 2 and gave him fifteen guineas in

exchange for Goupy
'

drawing and painting a picture
'

for him,
' not more than

a foot in length or breadth.' As Dahl valued Goupy's smaller picture as worth

double one of his own, it is little wonder that he asserts that
'

Goupy was

esteemed the best hand in England at his trade '.

John Wootton, residing at Cavendish Square, on the same date states that

he was aged fifty-three or thereabouts. This would make his birth year, which

has not hitherto been known, 1686. He is less eulogistic in his testimony

concerning Goupy, saying merely : that he '

is a very ingenious man at painting

and drawing'. He, however, is able to say that the Earl of Oxford told him

'that he had fifty guineas for a picture two feet' large by Goupy. This is

evidently the copy of
'

Belisarius '.

Goupy was also a teacher of painting. The Mrs. Dorothy Chabeny already

mentioned was one of his pupils, and deposed that
' she gave presents to

defendant (Goupy) worth four guineas a month in return for his teaching ',
and

' had learnt twenty years and upwards from him '. She adds that he '

is looked

upon to be the greatest master of painting and drawing in Europe among
painters and judges of the art of painting '. She is able to say very little about

his other pupils, only saying that he taught Mr. Robinson
''

and others before he

taught Hedges,
'

but does not know what they paid '. Another witness, Anne

Clarke,
'

lodging at the house of Christopher Clarke, hosier in Southampton

Street,' is able to add that Goupy
'

might if he have pleased taught her Grace

the Duchess of Queensberry to draw and paint for she applied to him for that

purpose but he declined his time being almost taken up with teaching Hedges '.

The Duchess, it may be mentioned, was an ardent supporter of the anti-Handel

faction.

Hedges was pupil and patron ol Goupy for twenty years, meeting him, as

already stated, in 1717, and continuing on intimate terms with the artist until his

own death in 1737. At the beginning of their acquaintance Hedges is described

as being
'

only a private gentleman and resident as such at chambers in the

Temple '. Later on he is mentioned as having a house at Finchley and another

in George Street, Hanover Square, where he ultimately died. He was obviously

1 Born 1659. See Vertue MS. 21111, B.M. Ada. MSS., f. 14. [En.]
"-

Cf. Add. MSS. 23076, f. 21. [D.]
'

Perhaps the Matthew Robinson who appears, together with Goupy, in Gawen Hamilton's

group 'An Artists' Club in 1735' in the N. P. G. (Walpole Society, vol. vi, plate xvi). [Eo.]

IX. M
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a man of wealth and position, becoming member of parliament for Michael

Borough, Cornwall, 1722, for Bossiney and Trevena in Tintagel Borough, 1727,

and for Fowey, 1737, occupying the last seat until his death, when he was also

Treasurer to the Prince of Wales. In 1726-7 he was British envoy at Turin.

From the fact that Goupy expected to be a legatee of Hedges, it is probable that

the latter was some years the elder of the two.

The first transaction between the men was in 1717, when Hedges
'

bespoke

4 pictures to be copied by defendent [Goupy] from landscapes by Salvator Rosa

(the originals of which cost /6oo) for which he agreed to pay defendant 20

guineas and he accordingly painted 3 of them for which he received 60 guineas '.

These three arc named on another portion of the depositions as being 'the

Augures' (sic) (?
' The Soothsayers' formerly in the Stafford collection),

'

Tobit and

the Angel ',
and ' The Robbers '. It appears that Goupy had already made a copy

of the fourth subject, the name of which is unrecorded, and sold it for 20 guineas.

The effects of the purchaser being sold, Goupy persuaded Hedges to buy the

work for 18 guineas and so complete his set.
' About the same year Hedges

instructed Goupy to instruct him in the arts ol drawing and painting' and

promised to reward him liberally. Goupy declares he found his pupil to be
'

a gentleman of good genius and taste ', and in a few years he '

improved so

greatly as not only to draw and paint well but be as good a connoisseur as any
gentleman in England '.

Goupy no doubt approved oi his pupil's taste, for it largely ran in the

direction of the artist's own pictures. According to a schedule which is appended
to Goupy's deposition, Hedges purchased the following in the first few years of

their friendship. The names of places appended to some of the works denote
to which of Hedges's three residences they were delivered. I have not supplied

stops, which are altogether omitted in the original, and the absence of which

gives a quaintness to some of the entries they would otherwise not possess.

' A Viviano [? Antonio Viviani] in 1719 at Finchley 20
A Lady's picture same year 10

A nudity same year 1$
-

15
A man on horseback attacking a bear 1720 George St 10 - 10

A Bacchanal in the same year Finchley 31
- 10

The Graces dressing Venus in the year 1721 George St ,52
- 10

Diana hunting in the same year at his house at Finchley 31
- 10

His and a lady's picture with frames and glasses in 1722 14.
-

14
Glaucus and Scylla in the year 1723 George St 15

-
15

Zeuxis painting the Grecian beauties in the year 1724 at his house at

Finchley 42
Belisarius & - 10.'

It will be noted that in the foregoing list no discrimination is made between
originals and copies. The three portraits priced respectively at 10 and
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14 145. the pair with frames and glasses may be set down as originals, the

patrons of that period apparently paying far lower prices for original portraits,

and even for other works, than for copies of old masters. The ' Graces
'

and
' Diana

'

were copies after Rubens, the
' Glaucus and Scylla

'

after Rosa, and

the
' Zeuxis

'

after Solimena.

In 1726 the patronage of Hedges was interrupted by his being appointed

envoy to the Court at Turin. According to Goupy, he 'greatly importuned
'

the

artist
'

to accompany him to paint views of and in Italy for him '. Goupy agreed
' and spent 60 in preparation which Hedges promised to repay and ^"100 and

upwards was paid by defendent (Goupy) for things necessary for Hedges, but

defendent never got recouped '. What was worse, Goupy was not able to set

out on the intended journey, for though his
'

clothes and things were sent out by
sea to Italy when about to go, Goupy was seized with a violent fit of gout and

confined to his room for upwards of three months '. He appears to have been

partially consoled by the receipt of
'

many letters
'

from Turin desiring his

company, and an order from Hedges 'to paint what pictures he pleased'.

Goupy took the opportunity to produce one of the few original works associated

with his name. This was the
' Mutius Scaevola,' which he subsequently etched,

and of which he must have made at least one replica. He priced the original

at 42. Hedges returned in 1727. Apparently there was never any settlement

of accounts between the two men, Goupy, according to his own statement,

relying on Hedges's promise 'to care and provide for him' and to remember
him in his will. When pressed for money he appears to have drawn on his

patron, and in the meanwhile he enjoyed other tangible advantages, for, as

Charles Hedges somewhat indignantly puts it in his statement of claim : John

Hedges,
'

having a great kindness and respect
'

for the painter,

' Not only permitted a very great familiarity with him but also at the request of the said

Goupy recommended him to several people of great figure and fortune which was of great

advantage to the said Goupy John Hedges permitted the said Goupy to eat and drink at

his house and table in London and Middlesex and to make use of the same when he was
minded during which time John Hedges employed him to paint several pictures and to

procure some other pictures for him all of which were paid for and also lent Goupy
considerable sums of money to carry on his business without security.'

The last two statements were contradicted by Goupy, but that he freely

partook of Hedges's hospitality and did not spend all the time he was enjoying it

in professional work is shown by his counter-claim, in which, besides payment
for various pictures and the return of others, lent to Hedges, he asks that his

watch, fishing-rod, and tackle, which he left at Finchley, may be given back to

him.

The schedule continued below shows that Hedges's purchases of Goupy's

work, after his return from Turin, continued with more or less regularity up to

M 2
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the time of his death. He secured the original
' Mutius Scsevola

'

already men-

tioned, and then occurs the following :

' A portrait picture of a young gentleman in water colour with

fine frame and glass
A Magdalene in oil 1729 Finchley
The Passage of the Alps in the year 1730 at George Street 10 - 10

A Bacchanal in oyl same year 21

Lady's picture 1731
6-6

Two nudities 1731 in defendent's house in Savile Street .31 10

Repairing and altering Mr. Nichol's picture 1732 2-2
Endamidas 1733 George St. 21

Two pictures after S. Rosa St Philip [baptising the Eunuch]
and St John [preaching in the Wilderness] ,6100

Our Saviour calling the Apostles in the year 1734 at his house

in George Street 26 5

Repairing picture of the Graces 1735 21

Another picture of the Graces dressing Venus from the original

in the Palace of Kensington in the same year which

was by the same John Hedges presented to His Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales 52
- 10

For prints of Salvator Rosa and others .13 - 2-6
Enlarging a Landskip of Marco Rizzi same year 2-2
Two ladies pictures half length 1736 21 -

Liberality and Modesty in the same year at defendent's. house

aforesaid. |Guido] 52
- 10

'

That Hedges continued his patronage of Goupy up to the time of his death

is shown by the fact that the artist even then was engaged on a picture for him,
a copy of 'A Storm

'

by Nicholas Poussin, while the presence of Goupy's watch
and fishing tackle at Finchley would lead to the inference that the intimacy of

the two men had been uninterrupted. Unfortunately, however, Hedges had

forgotten all his promises to provide for Goupy in his will; promises which
were attested to by the artist himself and confirmed by Anne Clarke, who

deposed that Hedges 'said he'd leave him (Goupy) so much of his estate that he

would have no occasion to paint more. Hedges failed to mention Goupy's name
in his will.

It was duly proved in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, in July 1737, the

shortness of the interval which had elapsed since Hedges's death seeming to

show that Charles Hedges was in haste to enter into his inheritance. Unfortu-

nately for Goupy, the death of his friend occurred at an unpropitious moment
for him. Not only was the unfinished copy of Nicholas Poussin's 'Storm',

priced at 52 10, undelivered, but also that of Guide's '

Liberality and Modesty
'

at the same figure, 'Two Lady's (sic) in Crayon /i6-i6' (probably the two

painted in 1736, the difference in price representing the value of the frames),
and 'A Lady with a Mask 10-10' (this may be the one mentioned in the
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schedule as being sold in 1719), and these Charles Hedges roundly asserted

were only pretended sales. Moreover, Goupy, according to his own account, had
lent Hedges

'

four landscapes with architecture by Signor Marco Rizzi worth

^"100 which were defendent's (Goupy's) property which Hedges would have

purchased but defendent refused to sell them
',
and a picture of

' Galatea
'

(apparently a copy from Raphael) by himself '

of forty guineas value
', which

Charles Hedges claimed as having been purchased and paid for by his brother.

Goupy asked for the return of these and payment of all the sums which he

alleged were owing him, and brought an action for .2,000 in the Court of

Common Pleas to enforce his rights.

Goupy's story would appear convincing, did not Charles Hedges file a copy
of a letter from the artist to his brother, which hardly appears that of a creditor

to a debtor. It runs as follows :

'

Sir. I can never sufficiently acknowledge the many great Obligations you have laid

me under. I flatter myself you will not take amiss my boldness or imagine I would

importune you for whom I have so perfect a regard. I had some messages of a Trouble-

some nature Yesterday and one of them was the Coalman but I am so unhappy as to have

no coal for 'em and more unhappy that I am so troublesome to you, I could never speak
this to you I am sure but find I am very bold in this sheet, though not without a little

confusion I take the liberty to ask you would be pleased to lend me a hundred pounds
which I shall return to you when and how you will order me. Sir I am afraid that you will

think this worse than the chance of getting the Itch of me, and I am more ashamed of this

distemper than that I wish this desire of mine may not be troublesome to you and if you
would honour mine with a word of it's success and permit me to say that I am always with

the utmost respect and sincerity Sir Your most Humble and Obedient Servant Jos. Goupy.'

Appended to the copy of the letter is the terse comment '

Plaintiff" suggests
that

" Coal
" means money '.

Goupy's explanation of this letter is that in January 1736 he took 'the

dwelling house (Saville Street) where he now lives with intent to purchase same

which he did and has paid for it since the death of Hedges '. The previous

owner had left coal in the house for which Goupy had to pay 'and being

indisposed confined to the house and prevented from going abroad to collect
'

he

applied to Hedges who sent him two bank bills amounting to ,50. At that

time Hedges was indebted to Goupy to the extent of .350 for pictures. This

explanation appears singular. It is unlikely that a private householder, with

no large establishment to keep up, would have coals to the value of .100 in

his cellar, while Goupy gives no reason lor asking for a loan Irom a man in-

debted to him for a much larger amount.

Charles Hedges also claims that his brother paid ,200 to Mrs. Dorothy

Chabeny on Goupy's account. Goupy does not answer this, while Mrs.

Chabeny herself merely explains that she 'purchased a house in New Bond
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Street for ,450 in order to accomodate Hedges '. Presumably the ,200 was to

assist in the purchase.

Among the pictures purchased by Goupy for Hedges were ' two pictures

representing the manufacturing of silk bought of Nichola Hayn deceased for

,50, about 16 years ago (1723). Another picture of the Piazza of St. Mark
in Venice bought of Mr. John Smith deceased for ,18, 5 years ago (1734) also

two pictures painted by Marco Rizzi which defendant (Goupy) about four years
ag (

T 735) bought of Paul Pettit in Silver Street near Golden Square for

20 guineas.'

Unfortunately no documents concerning the further progress of the case have

been found, and whether it was fought to the bitter end, settled privately, or, as

Goupy makes suggestion,
'

refferred (sic) to be settled and adjusted by proper
artists and gentlemen of honour and integrity' is not known. Nor is there

much information to be gleaned concerning the further career of the artist.

According to Vertue, he appears to have enjoyed the Prince's favour for some

time, for he states that in 1749 the latter sent the artist on a mission to Paris.

The Prince, however, died two years later, and the cessation of his patronage was

probably a serious blow to the artist, and he so iar fell out of public notice that

Walpole asserts that he 'died the latter end of 1747 '.' The writer should have
had some acquaintance with the subject, for he was an admirer of Goupy and
asserts that he and '

Bernard Lens were two of our best miniature painters and

worthy of any cabinet '. Walpole so far backed his opinion that he became the

possessor of one of Goupy's miniatures, described in the Catalogue of the

Strawberry Hill Sale, 1842 (thirteenth day, lot 49) as
' The Virgin and Child

in the Clouds, the City ofBologna beneath, from the renowned picture of Annibale

Caracci, a most clever work '. It was purchased by a Mr. Hume for ,13 135.,

nearly as much as was realized by a fine example of Isaac Oliver.

Walpole further mentions that Goupy's
'

collection was sold by auction in

March, 1765 '. The D.N.B. makes this a posthumous sale -

by asserting that

Goupy was given a small pension at the accession of George III and died in

1763. Only the first portion of the statement appears to be correct. An un-

dated anecdote in the European Magazine for 1782 (vol. i, p. 84) records that he
was in poverty towards the close of his life and appealed to the King, one day
in the street, to help him as an old servant. The King granted him a pension
of a guinea a week, which he appears to have enjoyed for several years. In the
first exhibition of the Society of Artists, 1765, Goupy's name appears in the

catalogue. He is put down as living 'at Kensington' and contributing two
works,

'

no. 42 La Penserosa e I'amor : water colours
'

and no. 43 a repetition of
the 'Mutius Scacvola

'

marked 'to be disposed of. His name appears as a

It was Lewis Goupy who died in 1747. Walpole confused the uncle with the nephew. [Eo.J
- Ci. The Walpole Society, vol. vi, p. 54. [Eu.]
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member on the
' Roll Declaration of the Incorporated Society of Artists of Great

Britain
', adopted 1766, but he was not represented at the exhibition that year,

which may not improbably be that of his death. 1

Strutt, writing in 1785, speaks
of Goupy dying some years since, but he has no accurate knowledge on the

subject, for he describes him merely as having 'flourished 1760'.

The British Museum possesses one landscape in water-colour by him and

a drawing representing a scene in the cabinet of Sir Robert Walpole, perhaps

designed as a caricature. In the Lucas collection at the same institution is

a series of four views of Malta engraved in line after Goupy by Benoist and

bearing the legend
' Drawn on the spot '. For these and many of the other

facts I have mentioned I am indebted to Mr. H. M. Hake, of the British Museum,
who had collated the published information concerning Goupy and kindly

placed the result of his labours at my disposal.
2

1

Goupy was elected a Fellow of the Incorporated Society of Artists ot Great Britain on May
31, 1765. Resigned the Roll on January 7, 1766. His name appears in the' List of Non-Exhibitors'

drawn up by the Secretary for the years 1766, 1767, and 1768, which shows that the officials of the

Society were under the impression that he was still alive. [Eo.]
2 A portrait of Joseph Goupy appears in the group, 'An Artists' Club in 1735,' by Gawen

Hamilton, which was published in The Walpole Society, vol vi, plate xvi. Goupy's portrait was

also painted by Huyssing, Dahl ('holding a small picture of a Landskip'), and by his uncle, Lewis

Goupy. Rysbrack also made an excellent bust of him, from the life. Cf. Vertue, Add. MSS.

23076, ff. 12 and 21. [Eo.]





AN AUTHENTIC PORTRAIT BY ROBERT PEAKE

BY ALEXANDER J. FINBERG.

THE valuable studies by Dr. Lionel Cust, Mr. R. W. Goulding, Mrs. Regi-

nald Poole, Mrs. C. S. Stopes, Mr. C. H. Collins Baker, and others, which have

been published during the last ten years in the annual volumes of The Walpole

Society and elsewhere, have done much to enlarge and clarify our knowledge of

English portraits of the Jacobean period. The researches of these learned

authorities have made it evident that

(1) A small number of these portraits can be confidently accepted as the

work of Marcus Gheeraerts the younger, Van Somer, and Mytens ;

(2) A much larger number may possibly be the work of one or other of

these three artists, but opinions differ widely as to which one of these artists

may have been responsible for many of the better-known portraits ;
but

(3) There are many portraits which are clearly the work of some artist or

artists other than the three named above.

The third point is the one to which on the present occasion I wish to draw

particular attention.

As Mr. Baker has well said :

' We divide the portraits of (Van Somer's) time into three lots, giving one to Van Somer,

one to Marc Ghaeraedts, and one to Mytens. Being comparatively ignorant of these three

painters, the results of our distribution are not surprisingly involved. There is no doubt

that our ignorance covers more painters than Mytens, Van Somer, and Ghaeraedts, or that

the works we thus allot were often produced by quite other men '

(Lely and the Stuart

Portrait Painters, 1912, i. p. 26).

In the admirable monograph on ' Marcus Gheeraerts
', by Dr. Lionel Cust,

published in Vol. Ill of The Walpole Society, he makes it quite clear that the

list of portraits he had drawn up was merely
'

tentative
',
and that his object was

to give
' a good idea of the material from which selection can be made for attribu-

tion to Marcus Gheeraerts the younger. It has already been noted that some

of the earlier portraits may be the work of Gower, and some of the later that of

John de Critz or Robert Peake. Further research may establish more certainty

as to the English school of painting in London from 1580 to 1620
'

(p. 45).

The object of the present note is to draw attention to an important piece of

evidence which certainly adds something to our scanty knowledge of the English

IX. N
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school of painting during the reign of James I, and perhaps during the later

years of Elizabeth's reign.

The portrait of Charles I as Duke of York, by Robert Peake, which has

now been photographed and is reproduced and published for the first time, was

painted in 1613, when King James's second son was only thirteen years of age.

It was painted for the University of Cambridge, has remained in the possession

of the University since it was painted, and now hangs in the University Library.

The inscription on the piece of paper pinned to the curtain on the left of

the picture shows that it was painted to commemorate the visit of Prince Charles

to the University on March 3 and 4, 1612-13, on which occasion the Prince

received the degree of Master of Arts. The inscription runs as follows :

'

CAROLE, TE MUS^E NAM Tu DIGNATUS UTRUMO:

CEPIMUS HOSPITIO, PINXIMUS OBSEQUIO

ACADEMIAM 1NVISENS A REGNI PATERNI

ANGLIC 10, DIE MARTIJ 4", COOPTATUS EST

IN ORDINEM MAGISTRORUM ADMISSUSO:

HOC IN SENATU, PER VALENTINUM

CAREY PROCANCELLARIUM.'

No artist's signature has been found on the painting, but the artist's receipt

was discovered among the bundle of University accounts for 1612-13 by the late

Mr. Henry Bradshaw, of King's College, the University Librarian from 186710
1886. Mr. Bradshaw drew attention to this receipt in a communication which
he read before the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, on June 3, 1872, and a full

transcription of it is given in the reprint of this paper published in Collected

Papers ofHenry Bradshazv, Cambridge University Press, 1889, p. 294.

'X die Julij. 1613.
Receaued by me Robert Peake, of M r Doctor \

Carew, vize Chancellour of vniuersitie of

Cambridge, the some of Thirtene Pounds, sixe I ...
{

. .

t
...

d

shillings and eight pence, and is in full

satisfaction for Prince Charles his picture
I saie receaued the sum of

Subscribed in the presence of

James Hodgson ;

William. : Keble. Robart Peak.'

That Robert Peake was an almost unknown name at the time when
Mr. Bradshaw made this valuable discovery is shown from the following
remarks :

'

Failing a known good name, it is perhaps the next best thing to have found that our
Prince Charles is the production of one whose work is unknown

; because once having an
authenticated picture by an artist ... it becomes practicable for the student of art to give his
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PORTRAIT OF PRINCE CHARLES, AFTERWARDS

KING CHARLES I. BY ROBERT PEAKE.
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attention to the characteristic features of the work of this one known picture, and by this

process to go far towards identifying other portraits, hitherto unclaimed, as coming from

his hand
'

(p. 296).

The portrait, which is painted on canvas, 61 in. high by 34 in., represents
the young Prince at full length, standing with his head uncovered, and his white

hat with jewelled band on the table by his side, on which his right hand rests.

He is wearing the jewel of the Garter with a ribbon, and the Garter is tied

below his left knee.

Mr. Bradshaw tells us that this portrait was offered to the National Portrait

Exhibition of 1866, but for some inexplicable reason it was refused. It was,

however, included in the Cambridge Antiquarian Society's second Exhibition of

Portraits in 1885 (No. 34).

The importance of this dated and fully authenticated example of the work
of Robert Peake will be obvious to all members of the Walpole Society. It

opens up an extremely interesting field for further research and study. But it

is not my intention to pursue the subject on the present occasion
;

I propose

merely to add a few notes about the known facts of Robert Peake's life, and to

draw attention to some of the doubtful works which on first sight seem to have

some claims to be regarded 'as coming from his hand '.

Vcrtue appears to have confused Robert Peake, the painter of
' Prince

Charles
',

with his son, Sir Robert Peake, the printsellcr, who published a

number of Faithorne's engravings and died in 1667. Walpole was misled in

this respect by Vertue, and Walpole in his turn misled Redgrave (in his Dic-

tionary of Artists of the English School}. The D.N.B., however, in the article

on Sir Robert Peake, succeeded in distinguishing the father from the son, and

states that the father
'

probably died soon after the accession of Charles I '.

Walpole 'supposed' that the three pictures paid for by Lord Harington on

October 4, 1612, were portraits in miniature, though he calls attention to

Peacham's reference to 'Mr. Peake' as a painter in oil-colours. 1

Walpole
describes Peacham's book in which this passage occurs as

'

his Book of Limning',
and Dallaway in a note 2

says that
' Peacham first pub

d -

his Treatise on Drazving
& Limning in 1634, 4to ; republished in 1662, 8vo '. This is incorrect. The
first edition of this book appears to have been published in 1606, under the

title of The Art ofDrawing with the Pen and Limm'tng in Water Colours. There

is a copy in the British Museum. In this there is no mention of Robert Peake;
the only contemporary artists referred to are

' M. Milliard and M. Isaac our own
countrimen

'

(p. 6). The earliest reference to Peake I can find in this treatise is

in what I take to be the second edition, which was much enlarged. It bears

the title Graphlce, or The Most A undent and Excellent Art of Drawing and

'

Anecdotes, &c. Ed. Wornum, 1876, i. p. 220. Loc. cit., i. p. 220.

N 2
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Lnnming, disposed into three Bookes. By Henrie Peacham, &c. London. 1612.

The whole passage in which Peake's name appears seems worth quoting in full :

'

nor must I be ingratefully unmindfull of mine owne countriemen, who have beene,

and are able to equel the best, if occasion served, as old M r

Hiliard, M r Isaac Oliver inferiour

to none in Christendome for the countenance in small, my good friend M r Peake and

M r

Marques for oyle colours, with many more unknown unto me. Neither doth our

countrey want her Patrones and favourers of this worthy skil, as first the Kings most excel-

lent Majestic, Noble Prince Henry, to whom I presented not long since his father's Basilicon

Doron, which I had turned a little before throughout into Latin verse, and emblemes limmed

in lively colours, which he gratiously accepted. The Right Honourable Robert Earle of

Salisburie, and Lord high Treasurer of England, who as he favoureth all learning & excel-

lencie, so he is a principall patrone of this art, having lately imployed M r Butler l a-nd many
other excellent artistes for the beautifying of his houses, especially his Chappell at Hatfield.

The right Honourable the Earles of Arundell, Worcester, South-hampton, Pembrooke,

Suffolke & Northampton, with many Knights & gentlemen, to whom our masters are daily

beholden
'

(pp. 7 & 8).

The remarks about the illuminated version of the Basilicon Doron made by
himself and presented to Prince Henry, show that Peacham was in personal

contact with the young Prince and with the members of his Court. This explains

his friendship with Peake, who was at that time the Prince's painter. The

reference to
' M r

Marques' or 'Mr. Marquis' as Walpole read the name has

puzzled every recent student of the art of this period. But the fact that Peacham,

in the first edition of his book, speaks of Isaac Oliver as
' M. Isaac

', may

perhaps throw light on this difficulty.
' M 1

Marques
'

may similarly refer to

an artist by his Christian name. In that case the reference may be to Marcus

Gheeraerts. The only objection to this identification that occurs to me is that

Gheeraerts appears to have been born in Bruges in 1561 or 1562 (Mrs. Poole,

IValp. Soc., vol. iii. p. 6), and was not therefore, strictly speaking, one of

Peacham's ' owne countriemen '. But Gheeraerts had been living and working
in England since 1568, i. e. for forty-four years at the date of publication of

Peacham's reference. Peacham may therefore have regarded him as an English
rather than a foreign artist. Isaac Oliver, who also came to England in 1568, was

actually born in Rouen (R. W. Goulding, Walp. Soc., vol. iv. p. 43, quoting from

Dr. W. A. Shaw's Denizations and Naturalizations, 1911, p. n), yet Peacham
calls him his own countryman, both in the 1606 and the 1612 editions of his

book.

1

Though it has no bearing on Peake's work I may point out that this reference to Butler gives
us the name of another English painter of the Jacobean period. Walpole is evidently mistaken in

claiming Butler as an architect on the strength of this passage (loc. cit., i. p. 251). He says that

Peacham was 'speaking of architecture
' when he mentioned Butler's name. A more careful reading

shows that he was speaking not of architecture, but of painting. Peacham's remark, however, does
not appear to indicate that Butler was engaged in portraiture ;

he was probably a painter of historical

or religious subjects.
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It is worthy of note that Francis Meres, in his Palladis Tamia, published in

London in 1598, includes the name of
' Marcus

'

in the list he gives of famous

English painters of his time. Walpole evidently took this name to refer to

Marcus Gheeraerts, for in the transcript of Meres's list printed in the Anecdotes

(Ed. Wornum, 1876, i. p. 184) he added the name of
' Garrard

'

in brackets

after it.

Robert Peake's name is also included in Meres's list.

With reference to the names of the noble patrons of English painters men-

tioned by Peacham, I may remark that, though he does not expressly say these

noblemen were patrons of Peake, the mention of some of these names, notably

those of the Earls of Southampton, Pembroke, and Suffolk, in this connexion

may not be without significance.

It is now established that Robert Peake was in full employment as a portrait

painter during the closing years of Queen Elizabeth's reign and during nearly,

if not quite, the whole reign of James I. That he was in the employment of

Roger Manners, fifth Earl of Rutland (1576-1612) in 1598 and 1599 is proved by
several entries in the account books of Thomas Screven, published in the

Rutland MSS. by the Historical Manuscripts Commission, 1905, vol. iv.

In March 1598-9 he was paid 6 for two portraits of the Earl (p. 417), and

in December 1599 >5 eacn f r portraits of the Earl and his wife, Elizabeth,

daughter and heir of Sir Philip Sidney (pp. 418 and 419). The earlier of these

two portraits of the Earl of Rutland was presented to 'Mrs. Mary Ratcliff',

probably a member of the family of Robert Radcliffe, fifth Earl of Sussex
;
the

later was presented to the notorious Mary Fitton, who is generally supposed to

have been the
' dark lady

'

of Shakespeare's sonnets.

In 1609 Robert Peake was painter to Prince Henry (see quotation from
' Prince Henry's Expenses ', July 14, 1609, Exchequer Q. R. 4338, published by
Charlotte C. Stopes, Burl. Mag., February 1913, p. 281). On May 6, 1610, he

was appointed Serjeant Painter with John de Critz, senr. (Cal. State Papers,

Dom. Series, 1603-1610). Mrs Stopes also prints (loc. at.} the following records

of payments to Peake in 1612 and 1613 :

' To Robert Peake, Picture Maker, upon the Council's warrant dated 3' Oct. 1612, for

3 several pictures drawn by him at the commandment of the officers of the Duke of York,

20' (Dec. Ace. Treas. Chamb. Pipe Office, Roll 544, 1612, 1613): see also Walpole's

quotation from the
' note books of Lord Harrington '.

'To Robert Peake, The Princes' Highness' Painter, upon a warrant signed by the Lord

Chamberlain at Baynard's Castle, 13' May, 1613, for three several pictures of his Highness
as appeareth by a bill of particulars thereunto annexed .35.' (Dec. Ace. Treas. Chamb.

Pipe Office, 544, 13-14 James I.)

Further research will doubtless bring to light other documents bearing on

Peake's life and works.
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Among the portraits which careful students of the
'

characteristic features
'

of Peake's modes of conception and execution, as revealed in this portrait of

Prince Charles, will examine with fresh interest, are the following, which were

grouped 'tentatively' round Marcus Gheeraerts the younger, in Dr. Lionel

Gust's valuable article in Vol. Ill of The Walpole Society, and were illustrated

on that occasion.

Robert Radcliffe, fifth Earl of Sussex, painted in 1593 (Mr. H. Harris, from Luinley

Castle). Plate xin.

Earl of Essex (Woburn). Plate xn (a).

Henry Wriothesley, third Earl of Southampton (Welbeck). Plate xiv (a).

Captain Thomas Lee, 1594 (Ditchley). Plate xn (b).

Francis Manners, sixth Earl of Rutland (Woburn). Plate xxxn (b).

William and Robert Sidney (Penshurst Place). Plate xxvn.

Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke (N. P. G.). Plate xxxv (b).

Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke (?) (Penshurst Place). Plate xxxvi (b).

Sir Anthony Mildmay (Emmanuel College, Cambridge). Plate xxi (b).

Eleanor Wortley, Countess of Sussex (Ditchley). Plate xxix (b).

Anne Wortley, Lady Morton (Ditchley). Plate xxix (a).

Lucy Harington, Countess of Bedford (Stockholm). Plate xx (a).

(Woburn). Plate ix (a).

(Welbeck). Plate ix (b).

Elizabeth, Lady Tanfield (Ditchley). Plate xxx (b)

Arbella Stuart (Hampton Court Palace). PI. xxiv.

I may also mention the beautiful chalk drawing in the Buccleuch Collection,

ascribed to Isaac Oliver, of Henry, Prince of Wales; the equestrian portrait at

St. Donats Castle, which has also been ascribed to Oliver and to Van Somer, of

Henry, Prince of Wales, which was illustrated in the Burlington Magazine,
March 1914 ;

and the group of Suffolk portraits at Charlton Park, some of

which were published by the present writer in The Woman's Supplement of The

Times, December 1920.

The first four portraits on the list given above represent a group of young
courtiers, the centre of whom was the ill-fated Earl of Essex. As Dr. Cust

pointed out when he first published Mr. Harris's portrait in the Burlington

Magazine (October 1913), these
'

are evidently the work of the same hand as the

Earl of Sussex'. And though the Earl of Sussex was grouped tentatively

among the Gheeraerts portraits, Dr. Cust was careful to point out that it
' seems

to be different in character to those by Marcus Gheeraerts, who had so large
a share of royal and fashionable patronage at this date. It has more the look

',

he adds, 'of an English painter of the period.'

The similarities of style and treatment between Mr. Harris's
' Earl of

Sussex' and the Cambridge 'Prince Charles' are very striking, though the

latter is twenty years later in execution than the former
;
and the same similarities

are noticeable in most of the portraits referred to above. At the same time, the
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differences between all these works and those which we know to have been

painted by Gheeraerts are even more striking. The known facts of Peake's

life also prove that he enjoyed a much larger share of the patronage of the

younger nobility and the younger members of the Court than Gheeraerts.

But these similarities and differences of style and probabilities of patronage

are, after all, mere gropings of the historical spirit. They prove nothing, and

the careful student will always be anxious not to confound even the most

plausible guesses with properly authenticated conclusions. I shall have done

all that I set out to do in writing this note if I have shown that the Cambridge

portrait of Prince Charles opens a most promising line of study and research,

and that those studies may perhaps in the future give us good grounds for

believing that a large group of late Elizabethan and Jacobean portraits, of very

great artistic and historical importance, was the work of an English artist.
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